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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
It was well-known that the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind is a 
typical example of ill-posed problems. In Part I, theoretical results and a numerical 
method for finding the minimum norm solution to Kf = g are introduced when 
g G R{K) and the integral operator K : L2[a,b] —» L2[c,d] satisfies Property (c). 
Then, perturbation results and a number of numerical experiments are provided to 
see how well the numerical method works for finding the minimum norm solution to 
t h e  i l l - p o s e d  p r o b l e m  K f  —  g .  
For the past 20 years, there has been increasing interest in the use of computers 
with a vector or parallel architecture for the solution of large scientific computing 
problems. The challenge for the numerical analyst using vector or parallel comput­
ers is to devise algorithms and arrange the computations so that the architectural 
features of a particular machine are fully utilized. It is often true that some algo­
rithms are well matched to certain architectures, but inappropriate for some other 
architectures. In Part II,. a serial Cholesky factorization algorithm well suited for 
the HDS AS/XL vector computer is developed, and a number of serial and parallel 
Cholesky factorization algorithms using standard BLAS are considered for the pur­
pose of obtaining one algorithm that will perform well on all of the HDS, IBM 3090, 
and Cray computers. 
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PART I. 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR THE MINIMUM NORM SOLUTION 
TO THE FIRST KIND INTEGRAL EQUATION WITH A SPECIAL 
KERNEL 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Ill-posedness of the Fredholm Integral Equations of the First Kind 
r b  
Let A' : L 2 [ a , b ]  —> Z2[c, be ah operator deAned by ( = J k { x , y ) f ( y ) d y ,  
where k  E L 2 { [ c , d ]  x [a,6]). Then K  is a bounded linear compact operator and 
II K 11^ < J J \k(x,y)\^ dxdy — || k H^, see John B. Conway [5, p. 43]. The op­
erator K described above is called an integral operator and the function k is called 
its ^2'kernel on [c, j] x [a, 6]. Then, the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind 
can be represented as {Kf){x) = g{x) for all .r G [c,cf], that is 
r b  
/  H x , y ) f { y ) d y  =  g { x ) ,  c < x < d .  ( i . i . i )  
J  a  
Let r be a mapping from a topological space V  into a topological space W .  
According to [25, p. 78], Hadamard defined Tv = lu to be well-posed if the following 
three conditions are satisfied: 
(a) for each w  G W ,  there is a solution v  G V ,  
(b) the solution v  is unique in V ,  and 
(c) the solution v  depends continuously on the data w .  
Condition (a) means T  is onto, (b) means T  is one to one, and if both (a) and (b) 
hold, T has an inverse. If (c) also holds, then T~^ is continuous. 
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The equation T v  =  w  which is not well-posed is called ill-posed. For example, 
if k{x,y) in equation (1.1.1) is continuous on [c, x [a,6], then for any function 
/ e L2[a,b], Kf is continuous on [c,d]. Hence, if g is not continuous, the equation 
(1.1.1) will have no solution and so it is ill-posed. As an example of the equation 
(1.1.1) not satisfying the condition (b) for a well-posed problem, let k{x, y) = z sini/, 
then the function f{y) = 1/2 is a solution of 
fTT 
J Q H ^ , y ) f { y ) d y  =  X ,  0 < z < 7r, 1 0  
but so is each of the functions f n { y )  = 1/2 +  s i n n y  for n = 2,3, - -. Condition 
(c) for a well-posed problem often causes the most trouble for the Fredholm integral 
equations of the first kind. For example, let k ( x , y ) h e  a .  bounded measurable function 
defined on [c, ti] x [a, 6]. Then, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma and Fubini's theorem 
r b  
h n ( x )  =  /  k ( x , y )  c o s ( n y )  d y  converges to 0 for almost all x  G [c, as n —> oo. 
J  a  
By the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem, || An|l2 —^ 0 as n 0. Let 
gn(x) = g(x) -F ahn{x) for an arbitrarily large constant Q, and let / be a solution 
to the equation (1.1.1). Therefore, for sufficiently large values of n the slightly 
perturbed data gn corresponds to a solution fn(y) = f{y) + ctcos(ny) which diff'ers 
remarkably from f{y), that is, 
I I  r  r  ||2 2 /(6 - a) c o s  n { b  +  a )  s i n  n { b  -  a ) \  
l l / - / n l l 2 = o  [ —  ^  )  
_ as „ ^ oc. 
Hence, an arbitrarily small perturbation in the right hand side g  of equation (1.1.1) 
can cause an arbitrarily large change in the solution of this equation. 
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1.2 Preliminaries 
For convenience, the symbol o will denote the end of a proof or the end of an 
example. Unless otherwise stated, iï, Hi^ and H2 will denote Hilbert spaces in this 
paper. The inner product of two elements / and g in a Hilbert space will be denoted 
by {f,g). The norm of an element / in a Hilbert space will be denoted by || / || such 
that II / 11^ = (/,/). If / and g are elements of H, then f J- g means / and g are 
o r t h o g o n a l ,  t h a t  i s ,  { f , g )  =  0 .  S i m i l a r l y ,  i f  M  a n d  N  a r e  s u b s e t s  o f  H ,  t h e n  M  A .  N  
means every element of M is orthogonal to every element of N. Let M"*- denote the 
orthogonal complement of M, i.e., M-^ = { / G /T | (/,5) = 0 for all g G M}. If 
{.Cj}j-G/ is any set of elements in H, then the closed linear span of will be 
denoted by where I  is any set. Let the orthogonal direct sum of subspaces 
M  and N  be denoted by M@ W. Let B { H \ ,  H 2 )  denote the set of all bounded linear 
transformations from to H21 and let B{H) denote the set of all bounded linear 
transformations from H to itself. 
Definition 1.2.1; If K  G B { H i ,  H 2 ) ,  then the unique operator K *  G B { H 2 , H i )  
satisfying ( ~ (^1» •^^'*'^2) G and A2 G H2 is called the adjoint 
of K .  An operator L  E  B ( H )  is called self-adjoint \ {  L  =  L * .  
Example 1.2.2: Let k ( x , y )  be an Z2"kernel on [a, 6] x [a, 6]. Define an integral 
r b  
operator K  G B { L 2 [ a , b ] )  by ( K f ) ( x )  —  /  H x , y ) f { y )  d y  for all / G L 2 [ a , b ] .  Then 
r b  ^  
( K  g ) ( x )  =  J  k { y , x ) g ( y )  d y  for all g  G L 2 [ a , b ] ,  where k { y , x )  is the complex conju­
g a t e  o f  k { y , x ) . o  
Let R { K )  and N { K )  denote the range and null space of K  G B ( H i ,  H 2 ) ,  re­
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spectively. Then, N { K )  is a closed subspace of since K  is bounded, and it is 
e a s i l y  o b t a i n e d  t h a t  H i  =  N { K )  ©  N { K ) - ^  a n d  H 2  =  R { K ) ®  w h e r e  R { K )  
represents the closure of R { K ) .  
Theorem 1.2.3: If K  e  B { H i , H 2 ) ,  then 
R { K ) - ^  =  N ( K * ) ,  iV(A')^ = R { K ^ )  
and 
R ( K * ) - ^  =  N ( K ) ,  N { K * ) - ^ = W ^ -
For a proof of this theorem, see Charles W. Groetsch [10, p. 112]. 
Definition 1.2.4: Let M  be a closed linear subspace of H .  Then H  =  M  ®  M ' ^ .  
T h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  P ^ j  :  H  M  d e f i n e d  b y  P ^ j { h )  —  h - ^  f o r  a l l  h  —  h i  +  h 2 ^  
w h e r e  h i  G  M  a n d  h 2  Ç .  M - ^ ,  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  o r t h o g o n a l  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  H  o n t o  M .  
Theorem 1.2.5: If k { x , y )  is an Z}2-kernel on [c,c?] x [a,6], then the integral operator 
K : L2[aib\ — Z2[c,c?] defined by {Kf)(x) = J k{x,y)f{y) dy is a compact operator 
[10, p. 140]. 
The proof of the following theorem can be found in Taylor and Lay [24, p. 298-
301]. 
Theorem 1.2.6: Let L  G B [ H )  be a compact operator and let c r [ L )  denote the 
spectrum of L. Then cr{L) is countable and the only possible accumulation point of 
a-(L) is 0. Every nonzero element oî (t{L) is an eigenvalue of L of finite multiplicity 
and hence N(L — al) is finite dimensional for nonzero a G < t(X). 
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Definition 1.2.7: Suppose K  : H i  -+ H 2  is a compact operator. Let de­
note the positive eigenvalues of the self-adjoint operator • K * K ,  written in decreasing 
order and listed to multiplicity, where I can be at most countable. Let be 
a set of orthonormal eigenvectors of K * K  such that K * K u i  = a i u ^  for all i  E  I -
If HI = for each i, then define Vj = {Kui)!^. Then, is also an 
orthonormal set in H 2 ,  K K * v i  = a^Vj and Wj- = ( K * v ^ ) / i i ^  for all i  £  I .  The 
c o l l e c t i o n  i s  c a l l e d  t h e  s i n g u l a r  s y s t e m  o f  K .  
Ringrose [20, Theorem 1.9.3] proves the following theorem concerning the singu­
lar value decomposition of a compact operator K mapping H into H. However, the 
same proof gives the result for K mapping Hi into ^2-
Theorem 1.2.8: Suppose that is a decreasing sequence of positive real numbers 
which is either finite or infinite and converging to zero, and that {iij} and {vj} 
a r e  o r t h o n o r m a l  s e q u e n c e s  i n  H i  a n d  H 2  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  T h e n  t h e  e q u a t i o n  K f  =  
'^Hi( f ,  ui)vi, for f  £  H i ,  defines a compact operator K  : H i  —+ i/2-
i  
Conversely, if K  • .  H i  H 2  is a compact operator and { u i , v i ;  is the 
00 
singular system of K ,  then K f  — ^ for any f  E  H i  and K * g  =  
i = l  
00 
for any g E H2. 
i = l  
Definition 1.2.9: Let K  G B { H i ,  H 2 )  and let Q  be the orthogonal projection of 
H2 onto R(K). li g E H2 such that Qg E R{K), then any element f E Hi such 
t h a t  K f  =  Q g  i s  c a l l e d  a  l e a s t  s q u a r e s  s o l u t i o n  o i  K f  —  g .  
From this definition, it follows immediately that a least squares solution exists 
if and only if Qg E R{K). It can be shown that the set of all least squares solutions 
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for a given g Ç. H2 forms a closed convex set. 
Definition 1.2.10: Let K  6 H 2 ) -  An element /g € is called a unique 
least squares solution of minimum norm (LSSMN) t o  K f  =  g  i i  /Q is a least squares 
solution to Kf = g and || /Q || < || fi || for any other least squares solution fi to 
A'/ = g. 
Theorem 1.2.11: Suppose K  G B [ H i , H 2 )  and g  G ^2- The following conditions 
are equivalent; 
(a) K f  =  Q g ,  where Q  is the orthogonal projection of H 2  onto R { K ) ,  
(b) II AV - g II < II AA - g II for ail A G 
(c) K * K f  =  K * g .  
For a proof of this theorem, see Charles W, Groetsch [10, p. 222]. 
Corollary 1.2.12: Suppose that K  G B { H i , H 2 )  and g  G H 2 -  Then Q g  G R ( K )  
if a n d only if g G R{K) © R(K)-^, where Q is the orthogonal projection of H2 onto 
Â(Âj. 
Corollary 1.2.13: Suppose K  G B { H i , H 2 )  and g  G ^2- The equation K f  = g  
h a s  a  u n i q u e  L S S M N  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  g  G  R ( K )  @  R { K ) - ^ .  
Definition 1.2.14: Suppose K  G B ( H i , H 2 )  and let D ( K ^  =  R ( K )  ®  R ( K ) - ^ .  
The Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of K is the operator A'^ : D{K^) — 
w h i c h  a s s i g n s  t o  e a c h  g  G  D ( K ^ )  t h e  u n i q u e  L S S M N  o f  t h e  e q u a t i o n  K f  =  g .  
Theorem 1.2.15: Let K  G B { H i , H 2 )  and I>(A't) = R [ K ) ® R { K ) ^ .  Then 
/2(A't) = N{K)^ and iV(A't) = R{K)^ [12, p. 12]. 
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The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for A't : R ( K ) Q  
R{K)-^ —+ Hi to be a bounded linear operator [11, p. 116]. 
Theorem 1.2.13: Suppose K  G B { H i , H 2 )  and let Q  be the orthogonal projection 
o f  H 2  o n t o  R { K ) .  T h e n  Q  i s  t h e  u n i q u e  c o n t i n u o u s  l i n e a r  e x t e n s i o n  o f  K K ^  t o  H 2 ,  
that is, KK^g = Qg for all g € R{K) © R{K)-^, and A'tA' = ^o'^Gover, 
Art is a bounded operator if and only if R { K )  is closed. 
Theorem 1.2.17: Suppose that K  G B { H i , H 2 )  is compact. Then, R ( K )  is closed 
if and only if R(K) is finite dimensional [12, p. 12]. 
Theorem 1.2.18: If A' G B { H i ,  H 2 ) ,  then R { K )  is closed if and only if R ( K * )  is 
closed [11, p. 15]. 
The next result is known as Picard's theorem on the existence of solutions to 
the integral equations of the first kind. 
Theorem 1.2.19: Let A' : Hi —> H2 be a compact operator with singular system 
: /Zj}. In order that the equation Kf = g has a solution, it is necessary and 
sufficient that 
g e N ( K * ) ^  = W ^ )  
and 
00 
Z < 00. 
n=l 
Details for a proof of this theorem can be found in Charles W. Groetsch [10, p. 
156]. 
Theorem 1.2.20: If K  : H i  H 2  is a compact operator with singular system 
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{uj, Uj- : /tj-} and g  e  R { K )  ®  R { K ) - ^ ,  then 
oo • oo 
^^i iQ9,vi)ui= XI 
Tt~ X Tt 1 
where Q  is the orthogonal projection of H 2  onto R { K )  [12, p. 13]. 
In the above theorem, { Q g , v ^ )  =  { g , v i )  since G R [ K )  and g  =  
Q g  +  ( I  —  Q ) g .  The collocation method for finding an approximate solution to 
Kf = g, where K : L2[a,b] —? L2[c,d] is an operator, is now described. Let 
-  •  •  , ( l > n }  be a linearly independent set on L2[a,b] and let c < < 2/2 " ' < 
n  
y n  <  d -  Let f n  — and then determine cj,---,cn. such that the residual 
i=l 
RniVi) = {9 - ^ ^fn){yi) = 0 for i = 1,2,-• • ,rj. The fn is called an approximate 
solution to Kf — g obtained by collocation method. 
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2. A NUMERICAL APPROACH FOR THE MINIMUM NORM 
SOLUTION TO K f  =  g  
In Section 1, theoretical results in approximating the minimum norm solution 
/Q to the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind Kf — g with a special class 
of the integral operator K are described, and then a numerical method finding an 
approximate solution for /Q on special finite dimensional subspaces of is 
introduced. In Section 2, perturbation results of this approximate solution for /Q 
are presented. 
Unless otherwise stated from now on, it is assumed that K  :  X2[®)^] ~ L 2 [ c i d ]  is 
the compact integral operator defined by { K f ) ( x )  =  / k ( x , y ) f ( y )  d y  with the kernel 
J  a  
function k { x , y )  6 L 2 { [ c , d ]  x [a,6]), k x  is defined to be k x ( y )  =  k ( x , y ) ,  g  G R { K ) ,  
and all functions are real-valued for simplicity of exposition. Then, the LSSMN to 
Kf = g is the same as the minimum norm solution to Kf = g since g is assumed to 
b e  i n  R ( K ) .  
2.1 Theoretical Results and a Numerical Method 
It was assumed that the kernel k { x , y )  of the integral operator K  is in L 2 ( [ c , d ]  x 
[a,6]). Then, by Fubini's theorem, f \ k { x , y ) \ ^  d y  =  [  |A:x(t/)|^ exists for almost 
J a  J a  ^  
all X  G \ c , d \  and is a measurable function of x .  But it is not true that / d y  
exists for all x  6 [c, c?] and ( K f ) ( x )  =  /  k { x , y ) f { y ) d y  exists for all x  G [c, d]. For 
J  a  
this reason, we define a class of integral operators K  with kernel k { x , y )  satisfying 
a special property, so that a numerical method approximating the minimum norm 
solution to {Kf){x) = g{x) for all x E [c,(f] can be considered. 
Definition 2.1.1: The integral operator K  with kernel function k { x , y )  is said to 
satisfy Property (c) if 
(a.) k x  & L 2 [ a , b ]  for all x  G [c,d], and 
(b) if ( K f ) ( x )  =  0 a.e. for a / G then { K f ) { x )  =  0 for all x  G [c,c?]. 
From the condition (a) and Schwarz inequality, it is easy to show that ( K f ) { x )  
exists for all x G [c,d] whenever / G L2[a,b]. The following three examples can be 
found in [18]. 
Example 2.1.2: Let k ( x , y )  be a continuous function on [c,c?] x [a,6]. Using the 
Schwarz inequality and routine real analysis, it follows that K satisfies Property (c).o 
Example 2.1.3; Assume k { x , y )  satisfies the Lipschiz condition in x ,  that is, there ex­
ist two constants M > 0 and 0 < a < 1 such that \k{xi,y) — k(x2,y)\ < — X2\'^ 
for all X2 in [c,c?] and all y G [a,6], and assume kx G L2[a,b] for all x G [c,c?]. 
Then for all xi and zg [c, cf], 
|A7(zi) - K f { x 2 ) \  <  M \ x i  -  .T2l"v/6^ || / || . 
This implies that K f  is uniformly continuous on [c,c(] for each f  G Hence 
such a K  satisfies Property (c).o 
Example 2.1.4: Assume k x  G Z2[a,6] for all x  G [ c , d ] ,  and assume that the par­
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tial derivative of k { x , y )  with respect to x  exists and is continuous on [c,(i] x [a, 6]. 
Then K satisfies Property (c) since |A:(®i,î/) - k{x2,y)\ = \-^k{z,y){xi - X2)\ < 
\-^k{z,y)\ \xi — X2\ for a z between xi and X2-o 
Next, an important result for the integral operator K  satisfying Property (c) is 
described, and its proof can be found in [18]. 
Lemma 2.1.5: If k x  E L 2 { a , b ]  for all x  G [c, cf], then N { K ) - ^  C \ / { k x  |  x  G 
Theorem 2.1.6: If the integral operator K satisfies Property (c), then 
N { K ) - ^  =  y { k x  I .r e 
From Theorem 1.2.15 and g  G R { K ) ,  it is trivial that /Q is the minimum norm 
solution to Kf = g if and only if A'/Q = 9 and /Q G N(K)-^. Therefore, Theorem 
2.1.6 tells us that /g can be approximated as closely as desired by (finite) linear 
combinations of the kx^s. 
Example 2.1.7: To illustrate Theorem 2.1.6, consider the rank 3 integral operator 
{Kf)(x) — J {x — y)^f{y)dy mapping L2[a,b\ into Z2[c,c/]. Clearly, K satisfies 
Property (c), so that Theorem 2.1.6 can be applied here. Here kx{y) = (x — y)^ and 
it is easily shown that V{kx \ c < x < d} = V{l,y,y^} = .o 
The following lemma can be easily obtained by the definition of the orthogonal 
projection. 
Lemma 2.1.8: Let g,hi,h2,' • • ,hn be elements in a Hilbert space H . Then, the 
n  
orthogonal projection of g  onto • • •,/i^} is given by ^ Aj, where vector 
J = 1 
I 
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(aj^, • • •,an) is a solution of the linear system A x  =  b ,  A  =  { c t i j )  =  { { h j , h i ) )  is an 
n X n matrix, and b = (b^) = ({g,h^)) is a column vector in R^. In particular, if 
{ h i , h 2 , '  •  • ,  h n }  i s  a n  o r t h o g o n a l  s e t ,  t h e n  a j  =  f o r  e a c h  j .  
Observe that the n  x  n  matrix A  in Lemma 2.1.8 is always positive semidefinite 
n  n  n  n  n  
since y  A y  -  Y ,  Zi = Y .  IZ (^7',/^%)%^? = II Y ^ y j h j W ^  for any y = 
i=lji=l i=lj=l j = \  
{ y \ i "  ' iVn)^• From these equalities, we can see easily that A  is positive definite if 
and only if is a linearly independent set. 
For given n  points x i , x 2 , -  • • , x n ,  the next theorem shows how to choose con-
n  
stants C]^, C2, • • •, Ctj so that ^^Cjkx- will best approximate the minimum norm 
solution / q  t o  K f  =  g  in the JCg-norm without knowing /q, that is, only g ( x )  and 
the kernel k{x,y) need to be known to determine the c^-'s. Most expansion meth­
ods for solving the first kind integral equations pick the constants , eg, - - -, to 
minimize the norm of the residual instead of the norm difference from the desired 
solution. Let c = (cj^,C2, • • • ,Cn)^, b = {g(xi),g(x2), • • • ,9{^n))'^ and let .4 be the 
n X n matrix whose ij-th component is (kxj,kx'). With this notation, the following 
theorem can be easily stated. Its proof also can be found in [18]. 
Theorem 2.1.9: If /Q is the minimum norm solution of the first kind integral 
n  
equation K f  —  g  with Property (c), then the minimum of || /q — ^ . || over 
7 = 1 
all constants cj^, C2, • • •, cn occurs when c is a solution of A x  =  b ,  where g  G R { K ) .  
n  
Proof; By elementary properties of Hilbert spaces, || /g — ^ Cjkx • || is minimized 
3 = 1  
n  
when the Cj's are chosen so that ^ i^ the orthogonal projection of /g onto 
^{f^xi,^X2T" ' i^xn,} • By Lemma 2.1.8, c = (c2,C2,• • •,cn)^ is a solution of 
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A x  = 6, where and a ^ j  = { k x j , k x ^ ) .  But 
f b  
i f o ^ k x - ) -  J ^ f o i y ) k x i { y ) d y  
=  k { x . i , y ) f Q { y ) d y  
= M» J, 
and the proof is complete.o 
Applying the above argument to find the LSSMN t o  K  f  =  g  i s  not useful. This 
is because b^ = (fQ,kxj^) = Qg{x{) which is unknown, where Qg is the orthogonal 
p r o j e c t i o n  o f  g  o n t o  R { K ) .  
n  
Theorem 2.1.10: The approximate solution fn=Yl c., obtained by Theorem 
i=i 
2.1.9, for the minimum norm solution /g to K f  =  g  is the same as the approximate 
solution obtained by the collocation method using xi,x2, - • • ,Xn collocation points 
and , kx2, " , kx^ as basis functions. 
Proof: Consider the collocation method for K f  =  g  using x i ,  X2, • • •, Xn as collo-
n  
cation points and kx-^ikx2i ' ' • ikxn as basis functions. Put fn = let 
i=i 
R n { x )  - { g  -  K f n ) ( x ) .  Then, 
f b  
R n i x )  g ( x )  -  k { x , y ) f n { y ) d y  
J a  
^  f b  
=  ^  C j J  k ( x , y ) k x j i y ) d y .  
j=l « . 
Now require R n . [ x i )  = 0 for i  —  1,2, •••,«. From these n  equations, we have the 
linear system A c  =  6, where A  =  [ a ^ j )  and a i j  = ( k x j , k x ^ ) ,  and b  =  i g ( x i ) ) .  
Therefore, this theorem is accomplished.o 
In Theorem 2.1.9, if k x j ^ s  are linearly independent, then A  will be positive 
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definite and hence the unique solution to A x  = h  can be found numerically using 
the Cholesky factorization. But there are often some cases where are linearly 
dependent. The following theorem shows that any solution to A x  = h  can be used 
n  
to form an approximate solution ^ Cjkx- of /q described in Theorem 2.1.9 when 
j=l 
f^Xj^s are linearly dependent. 
Theorem 2.1.11: Assume that k x j 's are linearly dependent. If c and d  are solutions 
n  
to A x  =  b ,  where A  and b  are defined the same as in Theorem 2.1.9, then ^ cy&a; • = 
i=i ^ 
Y ^ d j k x - ,  where c -  (0^,02, ••• ,cn)^ and d  =  [ d i ,  d 2 ,  •  •  -  d n ] ^  -
;=i 
Proof: Since kxj's are linearly dependent, the matrix A is singular. Pick a nonzero 
vector y  = (2/1,2/2> ' " i  V n ) ' ^  in the null space of A. Since A y  =  0, 
n  
{ k x ^ , k x : ) y j  = 0 for all i .  
J  =  1  
n  
This implies ( ^ y j k x j , k x j ^ )  = 0 for all i .  Hence 
i=i 
" I I 
^  { ^ x i , k x 2 i - •  •  i k x j i }  =  { ^ { f ^ x i , k x 2 i - •  •  i k x n . } )  •  
J=1 
n  n  
Let M = V{kx-^^,kx2r--then ^ Vj^^xj E MD Mand hence ^ Vjf^xj -
;=i^ ^ 
0. Since c and d  are solutions to A x  = 6, c — (/ is in the null space of A .  By the 
n n  n  
argument described above, ^ (c.- — d j ) k x -  = 0. Hence ^ C j k x -  = ^ d j k x - -  o  
1 . - • ' J  . - • ' J  j  =  l  j  =  l  j  =  l  
Therefore, the minimum norm solution, c  =  .4^6, to the linear system A x  = 6 can 
n  
be used to find an approximate solution fn of the form ^ c. ta; • for the minimum 
i=i 
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norm solution /Q t o  K f  =  g .  The minimum norm solution, A ^ b ,  to the linear system 
Ax = b can be found from the singular value decomposition of the matrix A. Recall 
that if = UHV'^ is the singular value decomposition of A, then 
where is the diagonal matrix obtained by taking the reciprocals of the nonzero 
elements in the diagonal matrix I) [16, p. 36]. 
The following question will be answered : For given n, how should xi,x2, - • • ,Xn 
n  
be chosen so that ^ Cjkx • can best approximate the minimum norm solution, /q, 
o f  t h e  i n t e g r a l  e q u a t i o n  K  f  =  g ?  
n  
Lemma 2.1.12; For fixed n points a!2,• • •,a:n, let fn = '^Cjkxj be the 
J = 1 
approximate solution obtained by Theorem 2.1.9 for the minimum norm solution /Q 
to Kf = g. Then || /q - fn\\^ = || /qH^- || /n|P and || /n||^ = 
i = l  
Proof: Since fn is the orthogonal projection of /q onto \/{kxi,kx2i' • • 
(fo - fnJn) = 0. Thus, 
II f o  ~  f n \ \ ^  —  ( f o  ~  f r i i f o  ~  f n )  =  ( / q -  f n , f o )  '  II /oll^~ II f n \ \ ^  
since (/o,/n) = (/n,/n). Then, 
II f n W  =  [ f n i  f n )  =  ( / Qî/ tî)  =  ( / Q;  ~  ^  ~  ) - ^  
t=l i=l i = l  
From the above lemma, it can be easily seen that || fn || < || /g ||. Hence, the 
following theorem can be obtained immediately from Theorems 2.1.9 and 2.1.11, and 
Lemma 2.1.12. 
Theorem 2.1.13: Let /Q be the minimum norm solution to K f  —  g  and let n  
n  
be a fixed number. Then, to minimize || /q — II °ver all c^, - - -, cn and 
J=1 
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n  
Xj, • • • ,Xn, one need only solve : minimize — ^ C j g ( x j )  over all xj, • • •, Xn, where 
( c i , C 2 , - - - , C n ) ^  =  a H  a n d  b  =  { g { x i ) , g ( x 2 ) , - •  •  • , 9 { x n ) ) ' ^  -
Theorem 2.1.13 tells us that || /qH^ being unknown does not inhibit solving 
n  
this minimization problem. Since — || fn\\  = — ^ Cjbj in the above theo-
J = 1 
rem can be thought of as a function of n  variables, we can put 
n  
F{xi,x2,- " i^n) = — 53 Hence the problem of minimizing the nonlinear 
function F{xi,x2, - • • , x n )  subject to c < <  d  { i  =  1,2,•••,«) can be solved nu­
merically by a subroutine E04JAF in the NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group Inc.) 
library, see the NAG library for the details of how E04JAF solves the nonlinear 
minimization problem. 
2 . 2  P e r t u r b a t i o n  R e s u l t s  
From now on, let ^ denote an orthogonal projection of onto 
where , • • •, Xn are n  points in the interval [c,c?]. Let /q and 
/q denote the minimum norm solutions to Kf = g and Kf = g^ respectively. In 
the previous section, for the compact integral operator K satisfying Property (c) it 
was shown that N{K)-^ = M{ kx | c < .t < c?} and the "best" approximate solution 
fn on y{kx-^,kx2r • • ,&%%} for the minimum norm solution /g to Kf = g is given 
by fn = -Pjj f/o) see Theorem 2.1.9. From Theorem 2.1.6, fn can approximate /Q 
arbitrarily closely in the by an appropriate choice of n and .tj, • • • ,Xn-
The problem K f  = 5 is said to be well-posed if the restriction of K  t o  N (  K  )-^ has 
a continuous inverse on R{K), i.e., ^ —» -fl(A') has a continuous 
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inverse, i.e., there exists a constant C > 0 such that || /Q — /Q ||< C  \ \  g  —  || for 
all g, g^ E R{K) [18]. All subspaces are assumed to be closed sets. For this paper, 
two definitions are introduced below. 
Definition 2.2.1: The problem K f  =  g  \ s  stable on a subspace M  of N ( K ) ' ^  if 
t h e r e  exists C > 0 such that || /a — /| || < C || g — g^ || for all g, g^ € R{K), where 
fs = PfQ, /I = -P/q) B'lid P is an orthogonal projection of N(K)^ onto M. Here, 
/q and /q are the minimum norm solutions to Kf = g and Kf — g^ respectively. 
Note that if K f  = g is stable on N { K ) - ^ ,  then K f  = g is stable on every 
subspace of iV(A')-^. The following is an immediate consequence of Definition 2.2.1. 
Remark 2.2.2: If K f  =  g  i s  stable on a subspace M  of and { g n }  is a 
sequence in R { K )  which converges to g, then the sequence {/"} converges to f s -
Definition 2.2.3: The problem Kf = g is well-posed on a subspace M of 
if th e r e e x i s t s  C  >  0  s u c h  t h a t  | |  / q  -  / q  I I  <  C '  \ \  g  -  g ^  | |  f o r  a l l  g ,  g ^  G  K [ M ) .  
Note that if A'/ =  g  is well-posed, then K f  =  g \ s  well-posed on every subspace 
of N(K)-^. Clearly, Kf = g is well-posed on N{K)-^ iff Kf — g is well-posed. 
Theorem 2.2.4: The problem K f  = g is stable on N ( K ) - ^  if and only if the 
problem A'/ = 5 is well-posed. 
Proof: Suppose K f  =  g  is stable on #(A")-^. Then f s  =  /q and /| = /q. 
Hence, from the definition of stability on N(K)-^, there exists C > 0 such that 
I I  / o  ~  /q  I I  <  I I  5  -  g ^  I I  f o r  a l l  g ,  g ^  G  R { K ) .  F r o m  t h i s ,  i t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  K f  —  g  
is well-posed. The converse is proved in a similar fashion.o 
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Since bounded linear operators with closed range have continuous Moore-Penrose 
generalized inverses (see Theorem 1.2.16), the following is true. 
Theorem 2.2.5; If R { K )  is closed, then K f  =  g  i s  well-posed. 
Theorem 2.2.6: If M is a subspace of N { K ) - ^  such that K { M )  is closed, then K  
is well-posed on M. 
Proof: Define Km = K\j^f : M ^ L2[c,d]. Then, Km is a bounded linear operator 
w i t h  c l o s e d  r a n g e  a n d  h e n c e  | |  K m  l l . i s  b o u n d e d .  L e t  K f ^  =  g ,  A ' / q  =  5 ^  S  K ( M ) ,  
where /g, /q G M. Then /q = K^g and /g = K^g^ and hence 
II /o - /o II = II Ai/ - Ais II < II /4 II II s" - s II . 
Thus K  is well-posed on M .  o  
Corollary 2.2.7: If K  satisfies Property (c), then K f  =  g  i s  well-posed on 
• • •, f^xn.}-
Let T be a compact integral operator from L2[a,b] into L2[a,b]. Recall that a 
s u b s p a c e  M  r e d u c e s  T  i i T { M )  C  M  a n d  T ( M - ^ )  C  M - ^ .  
Theorem 2.2.8: If M  is a subspace of N ( T ) - ^  such that T ( M )  is closed and M  
r e d u c e s  T ,  t h e n  T f  =  g  i s  s t a b l e  o n  M .  
To prove this theorem, define the operator T m  = T \ j ^ j  : M  L 2 [ a ^ b ] .  Let P  
be the orthogonal projection of L2[a,b] onto M, and Q be the orthogonal projection 
o f  L 2 [ a , b ]  o n t o  t h e  c l o s e d  s u b s p a c e  R ( T m )  —  T { M ) .  D e f i n e  5  =  T m Q T  :  L 2 [ a i b ]  
M .  
Lemma 2.2.9: S  =  P .  
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Proof; Since Zr2[®)^] = N { T )  ©  N { T ) - ^  =  N ( T )  ©  M ©  ( M - ^  n N { T ) - ^ ) ,  for each 
h  G  L 2 [ ( i , b ]  h  =  h i  +  h 2  +  A g ,  w h e r e  h - ^  G  N { T ) ^ h 2  G  M  a n d  / 1 3  G  M - ^  f l  N { T ) - ^ .  
Since Ph = ^2 for each h G L2[ci',b], it is sufficient to show that Sh = /12 for each 
h E L2{a,b]. In fact, 
S h  =  i T } n Q T ) i h )  
= {TiQT){h]_ + h2 + h^) 
= iT}nQ){Th2 + Th^) 
=  T m i Q T h 2  +  Q T h ^ ) .  
Since M reduces T, T{M-^) C M-^ C {T{M))-^ and hence QTh^ = 0 and ÇT'&2 = 
Th2. Thus 
S  h  =  T ^ T h 2  =  T ^ T m h 2  ~  ^ 2 '  
This last equality holds because M  C 7V(implies N { T m )  =  {0} and hence 
T } n T m  f  =  f  f o r  a l l  /  G  M . o  
Proof of Theorem 2.2.8: Let g  and be in R ( T ) ,  and let /Q and /q be the 
minimum norm solutions io Tf = g and Tf = respectively. From the definition 
of it follows that T^g = T^fiQg, From Lemma 2.2.9, S = P and hence 
— l ^ m Q T f ^  = 5/q =  P  / Q ,  
TL' = TÎnQg' = T}nQTf^ = Sf^ = f/J. 
Then, one obtains 
II h  -  f l  II = II P f o  -  P f o  II 
— II ^m9 ~ II 
<  I I  r l  I I  \ \ g - g '  | | .  
Since T { M )  is closed, || || is bounded. Thus, T f  =  g  i s  stable on M . o  
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Remark: Since invariant subspaces of a self-adjoint operator are reducing, the 
r e d u c i n g  s u b s  p a c e  h y p o t h e s i s  o n  M  i n  t h e  a b o v e  t h e o r e m  c a n  b e  w e a k e n e d  t o  M  
o n l y  b e i n g  a n  i n v a r i a n t  s u b s p a c e  w h e n  T *  =  T .  
Example 2.2.10: If k { x , y )  =  (.r — y ) ^  and M  = then the 
associated integral operator K  : L 2 [ c i , b ]  —+ L 2 [ a , h ]  is self-adjoint and it is easily 
shown that M is an invariant subspace for any distinct xi,---^xn G [a,6] for all 
n  >  3 .  T h u s ,  K f  =  g \ s  s t a b l e  o n  e v e r y  s u c h  M .  o  
Let M  = ,kxn}. From Theorem 2.2.6, || f n - f n  11^ II llll 9 - 9 ^  II 
for all g ,  g ^  G K { M )  when K  satisfies Property (c). The following theorem shows 
t hat  I I  f n  —  f n  I I  c a n  a l s o  b e  b o u n d e d  b y  \ / | |  , 4 t  | |  | |  b  —  b ^  | | ,  f o r  a l l  g ,  g ^  6  R { K )  
when K satisfies Property (c). 
Theorem 2.2.11: Let K  satisfy Property (c). Then for all g, g^ Ç R { K )  
11/1.-/^11 lit-i'II, 
where 6 = b ^  =  f n  =  ^ n,£/0' f n  =  • P n , f / o '  =  («y) 
and a^j = (6%.,&%;). 
Proof: Let g  and g ^  be in R { K ) .  Then by Lemma 2.1.12 
II f n  -  /nll^ = II ~ /o)ll^ 
i = l 
=  ( A ^ { h - b % b - P ) < \ \  At ||||6-6^||2, 
where the last inequality is the Schwarz inequality on 
To prove the following theorem, let M  = ^ { k x - ^ ,  -  •  •  , k x j i }  and let A  be an 
n X n matrix defined as in the above theorem. Since A is positive semi-definite, all 
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eigenvalues of A  are nonnegative. A necessary and sufficient condition for A  to be 
positive definite is that {kx-^, - • •, &%%} is a linearly independent set. The following 
t h e o r e m  g i v e s  b o u n d s  f o r  f o r  e v e r y  n o n z e r o  /  G  L 2 [ a , b ] ,  w h e r e  /  =  / Q  +  f ^ ,  
/o e N { K ) - ^ ,  f a  e  N { K ) ,  and f n  =  
Theorem 2.2.12: Let be the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of A. If K  satisfies 
Property (c), then for every nonzero / 6 L2[a,b\ 
f n  
f  < min < 1, \ 
n  
, and 
/ - 1  
Aj < inf 
f e M  / 
< sup [d^A^d] 
d e R { A )  
\ 
Moreover, if .4 is nonsingular, then Ai = inf —-— k . 
^ /eM II / Ip 
m  
Proof; Let / be a nonzero function in L2[a,b], and let / = /q + fai where /q  £ 
and f a  G N ( K ) .  Then, || f n  || < || /q II < || / || and hence 
Put g = Kf — A'/q- Applying Theorem 2.2.11 for this g G R(K), one obtains 
II/" I < 1. 
n  n  
fnW^ < II .4' II E = II 4* II E j=l i = l  
=  M ' | |  E l ( « - - « i . / ) I ^ S M t  I K E  I l f e i l p ) | | / n 2 .  
(=1 _ _ _ Z=1 
Since .4 is a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix, the eigenvalues of .4 are the 
singular values of A. Thus || A^ ||= Hence the first inequality of this theorem 
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follows from the above inequalities. For the proof of the second inequality, let / € M .  
From above, for all / G X2 [a, 6] 
II I n  l|2 < II A* II f; II Ê l(S^ii./o)P-
Hence < l(^-»,-,/o)P 
i=\ i=l 
• Now let / = /q = /n € M to obtain 
< inf 
f e M  II /1|2 
Let / = ^ ^ and let c  =  (c,) G Then 
i=l 
inf inf iifldp 
/gM II / Ir cGC" (^c ,c ) 
/ t^O (Ac,c)?^0 
(Ac,cl 
ceC^ (^<^) 
\Ac#0 
- 1  
< 
\ -1  
sup 
{ A c , c )  
V ACy^O 
/ 
sup 
d e R { A )  
( d , A U )  
-1 / \ -1 
\ dj^O / \ 
Hence, the second inequality is proved. 
If A  is nonsingular, then = C" and hence from above 
\ - l  
sup {d,A^d) 
d e R { A )  
= 1 / 
/ 
sup (/,-4^/) 
d E  R { A )  
\ Nl=i / 
1 
A ^  
= A 1-
This completes the proof.o 
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Corollary 2.2.7 shows that if the compact operator K satisfies Property (c), 
then Kf = gis well-posed on M = , • • •, kxn}- The next example shows that 
K f  =  g  i s  not necessarily stable on M .  
Example 2.2.13: Let K  : Z2[0,1] Z2[0,1] be an integral operator with the 
kernel k{x,y) given by 
[1, if 2/ < x; 
k ( x , y )  =  <  
[ 0, otherwise. 
Since { K f ) { x )  =  f ( y ) d y  is continuous on [0,1] for / G 1], ^ clearly satisfies 
Property (c). It can be easily shown that K is a compact operator with N{K) = {0}. 
Thus if g(0) = 0, g'{x) exists on [0,1] and g' G f 1], then the integral equation 
(Kf)(x) = g(x), 0 < X < 1, has the minimum norm solution 5' G which 
belongs to iV(A')-'-. Put g ( x )  =  x  and g ^ ( x )  =  x  +  where 0 < e < 1. Clearly 
g and G R{K). Let n = 1 and M = V{A:j}. Then /g = 1, /q = 1 4-
II g^ — g||^ = 2^ —^ 0 as e 0, and 
fn - In = Pnifo - /q) = Pn{\y^^^ 
Hence || fn - /n II = 1 for all 0 < e < l.o 
The following theorem shows that K  f  =  g  is stable on M  when A I  C R { K * ) .  
Theorem 2.2.14: If K  satisfies Property (c) arid M  = > • • •, C R ( K * ) ,  
then K f  =  g  i s  stable on M .  
Lemma 2.2.15: If k x  G R { K * ) ,  then there exists a constant C  >  0 depending on 
X  such that |(/J - f Q , k x ) \  <  C  \ \  g  -  g ^  || for all g ,  g ^  G R ( K ) . .  
Proof: Let : f i ^ }  be the singular system of K .  Since /Q = K ^ g  and /Q — 
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/o - /q = - 9^)- By Theorem 1.2.20, /g - /^ = g fi- ^{g -
Then 
00 
l(/0 -/0'^a;)| = \ ig - 9^,Vi){ui,kx)\ 
1 = 1 
00 
=  U i , k x ) \ .  
i=l 
Since k x  E R ( K * )  C 7V(A'')-^ and is the singular system of K * ,  by 
Picard's theorem for K *  
™ \ ,2  
' I  i=l 
oo 
On the other hand, || g - g^\f = ^ |(g — 5^, i'j)| since 
i=l 
g  —  g  G R [ K )  and R [ K )  =  = 1,2, - •}. 
Hence, by the Schwarz inequality, one obtains 
/ / oo \ V2 
K/ o j  I  I  
/ oo \ 
=  l l g - / I I  I  E / ' r  l ( « i , A : x ) | 2 j  .  
*3 _2 f. 
Since E^i |(»i, ^ a;)l < w, the proof is complete.o 
i = l 
Proof of Theorem 2.2.14: Let g ^  G R { K ) ,  and let b  =  ( g ( x ^ ) )  and = 
(/(.Tj)). Then 
= l(AVo)ki)-(AVg)(zi)| 
= l(^'.-Cj)/o ~ /q)! - ^'i W 9 - 9^ II, 
where the above inequality follows from Lemma 2.2.15. By Theorem 2.2.11, 
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Il f n  -  f n W  <  x/irÂfli II 6 _ fee ||< ^|| At \ \ ^  max |6^ - b f \  l<i<n 
<  C y / n  I I  A i  I I  \ \ g - g ^  | | ,  
where C  =  max{C^ : 1 < i < n}. o 
Example 2.2.16: Let K  : X2[®' 1] be an integral operator with the kernel 
k { x , y )  = 1 + x y .  Clearly K  satisfies Property (c). Pick a  =  g [0,1]. 
Then A'*/ = ka has a solution E L2[^i 1], where jS = It follows that 
k a  G R { K * )  and hence K f  = g is stable on V{&a} by Theorem 2.2.14. o 
In Theorem 2.2.14, it was assumed that M  =  \ / { k x - ^ ^ , k x 2 i '  '  '  i k x n . }  C R ( K * ) .  
Now it will be shown that there is a compact integral operator K with Property (c) 
and a subspace M such that M 0 R(K*). First, two facts used to prove this are 
introduced. 
Theorem 2.2.17(Muntz's Theorem): Let {zf} be a given infinite set of distinct 
powers with p  >  —1/2. Then the linear span of { x P }  is dense in ^2(0,1] if and only 
if the exponents {p} contains a sequence {p;} such that lim p: = 00, p: ^ 0, and 
i—^00 0 0  
^ ^  = 00, see [6, p. 270] for the proof. 
;=1 ' 
Lemma 2.2.18: Let and I 2  be intervals of the real line /?, and let k  :  I i X  I 2  ^  R  
be a function. Assume that ky{x) = k{x,y) is a measurable function on for each 
y E l2- 1Î ^{x, y ) exists y — c E I2 for almost all x E Ii and if there exists a 
h E £i(/i) such that 
k(x,y) - k ( x , c )  
y  -  c  
h { x )  f o r  X  E  I I  and for all y ^ c 
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in some neighborhood of c. Then at y = c 
Proof: For each sequence {yn} having the limit c and such that yn ^ c, 
—-— ( L k{x,yn)dx - f A: ( . t, c) =  f  H ^ i S l d x .  
y n - c  \ J l i  J  I I  J  J I i  y n - c  
Since the integrand of the right member is dominated by an integrable function h and 
it converges to ^{x,y)\y=c for almost all a; G as n increases, by the Lebesgue 
Dominated Convergence Theorem ^{x,c) is integrable and hence the left member 
converges for each sequence {j/n} converging to c and such that yn ^ c. This 
establishes the theorem.o 
Theorem 2.2.19: There exists a compact integral operator K  G j5(£2(0)1]) sat­
isfying Property (c) associated with a kernel k(x,y) 6 i^2([0)l] x [0,1]) such that 
A'z 0 for some x G [0,1], that is, kx G JV(Â')-'- - Jî(/i*) = 
for some x E [0,1]. 
Proof: Consider k ( x , y )  =  e ^ y ,  0 < x , y  <  1. Then clearly k  G l2([0il] x [0,1]). 
Define K : L2[Q,l] — l2[0,1] by {Kf){x) = e^yf{y)dy, for x. G [0,1] and 
/ G I2[0>1]' Then K is a compact operator satisfying Property (c) and K = A'*. 
Hence N(K)'^ = | Q G [0,1]}. Then ki{y) = . To show that ki belongs 
to R ( K * )  ~  R { K * ) ,  it is sufficient to show that K f  = k ^  does not have a solution 
since A'* = K. Suppose that Kf = k^ has a solution /Q in L2[0,l]. Then 
Jq e ^ ^ f o { y ) d y  = , 0 < X  < 1. 
For each x  G [0,1], = y e ^ ^ f Q i y )  exists for almost all y  G [0,1]. And 
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for each c 6 [0,1] we have 
^ g|yg(y)| for all z c 
since by the mean value theorem (e®^ — =  { x  —  c ) y e ^ y  for some j 3  between x  
and c. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.19, one obtains for each x G [0,1] 
ilo  ^ Jq y^ ^^ foiy) ^ y = ^^ • 
Hence, by differentiating both sides of this integral equation and applying Lemma 
2.2 .18 repeatedly, one obtains for each x G [0 ,1]  and for all  n = 1,2 ,  "  
Since this integral equation holds for a; = 0, we have 
!/"/o(2/)t?2/= 1 for all n = 1,2,---. 
On the other hand, by the Schwarz inequality, 
j^y''h(y)iy\ < II / IIII k II = II h II • 
f l  f l  
Hence, fQ{y)dy —- 0 as n —> 00. This is a contradiction to fQ{y)dy = 1 
for all n = 1,2, • • •. Therefore K f  = has no solution in Z^[0,1]. It follows that 
k i  e  R { K )  ~  R [ K ) .  o  
It is interesting that for the example given in the above theorem kQ(y) = lis 
also in R ( K * )  ~  R ( K  ). Suppose that K f  =  A;Q has a solution /Q in Then 
{KfQ){x) - kQ{x) for X e [0,1], that is. 
Jq e^^foiy)^y = 1' 0 < x < 1. 
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Hence, by differentiating this integral equation and applying Lemma 2.2.18 repeat­
edly, one obtains 
/» 
JQ  y"'ÎQ{y) dy = 0, 0 < .T < 1 and n = 1,2,---. 
Since this equation holds for a: = 0, we have 
/Q y ^ f Q i y ) < ^ y  = o for all n = O, l, • • •. 
It implies that (/o,2/") = 0 for all n = 1,2,'--. Thus /g G = 
•• •})"''• By Theorem 2.2.17, it can be seen that y{y,y^,- "} = ^21'^A]-
Hence /Q G = {0}, so that j  s ^ ^ f o ( y ) d y  = 0 for all x  £  [0,1]. This is 
p i  
a contradiction to e ^ ^ f o { y ) d y  = 1 for all x  G [0,1]. Therefore, k Q  G R { K * )  ~  
R { K * ) .  
Next example shows that if the assumption k x  G R { K * )  in Lemma 2.2.15 is 
dropped, then the lemma is not true. 
Example 2.2.20: Define an integral operator K  : X2[0,1] — Z2[0,1] as was done 
in Example 2.2.13. Then K is a compact operator satisfying Property (c) and 
K*f{x) = k{y,x)f{y)dy = f(y)dy. Let ki{x) = 1 for all x G [0,1]. Then 
A'*/ = ki has no solution in L2[0,1]. In fact, suppose that K*f = k^ has a solution 
/O in L2[0,1]. Since A'*/Q and ki are continuous on [0,1], (A'*/Q)(.T) = ki{x) for 
a l l  . r  G  [ 0 , 1 ] .  T h i s  c o n t r a d i c t s  & I ( L )  =  1  a n d  ( A ' * / Q ) ( 1 )  =  0 .  H e n c e  k i  G  R { K * )  ~  
R { K * ) .  S u p p o s e  t h a t  g  G  R ( K )  a n d  / Q  i s  t h e  m i n i m u m  n o r m  s o l u t i o n  t o  K f  =  g .  
Let gn{x) - g(x) + x" for n = 1,2,---. Then, gn G i2(A') for n = 1,2,-- -, and 
II 9n ~ 5 II = 0 The minimum norm solution to A'/ = gn is 
/q = /o + n x ^ ~ ^  since N ( K )  = {0}. But - /o)| = 1 for all n .  o  
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Now consider the case where n is fixed but a;^, • • •, 0:77, are allowed to vary in [c, d\. 
n  
For each x  = (zj G [c,c/]™, let ^ g&a-, where -'s are determined so 
2 = 1 
that For each g  G define 
S n i a )  = {/„,y : II A-tj - II = é, !?€ [c,<i|"}. 
Thus S n ( g )  represents solutions obtained by Theorem 2.1.13 where • • • , x n  have 
been chosen so that £ best approximates K^g. It is easy to see that all elements 
in Snig) have the same norm. In the following theorem, a property for the elements 
in Snig) is discussed when /q = A't^ is a finite linear combination of kx^^s. 
m  
Theorem 2.2.21: Suppose /o(î/) = ^ di^x^iy), where .-Cj-'s are distinct numbers 
i=l 
in [c,c^]. If f n  G S n i g ) ,  then 
, ,  ,  .  I I  / -  I I S l ^ n + l « i ^ -  I I '  
II /O -  J n  \ \  \  [ = 0, if n  >  m  .  
Proof; Let %bea fixed, positive integer. By assumption, fn satisfies || /Q — fn || = 
_ « II /O - fn,z II- If " < then 
cG[c,dJ" ' 
n  m  
II /o - f n  II < II /o - f n , x  II ^ II /O ~ Oz&z; II = II _ XI || • 
i=l i=n + l 
This proves the first part. On the other hand, if n  > m, then 
II /o - /n II < II /o - f n ^ x  II - II /O " IZ II) 
i=l 
where =  •  •  •  =  b n  =  0  and b j  = for 1 < i < m .  Thus 
n  
II /o - fn II <11 /o - J2aikx^ 11= 0. It implies that || /g - fn ||= 0. Therefore, 
i=l 
f n  =  f o  for all n > m . o  
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Since it was shown in Lemma 2.1.12 that || A'~  f n  x  11^— II 9  ||^ 
fn^x 11^' set Snig) can be expressed as follows: 
S n i g )  =  {/n,y : II f n , y  II = II fn,x II' ^^ [c,d]'^}. 
xe[c,d]'^ 
The following example shows that S n { g )  may be an empty set for some problems. 
Example 2.2.22: Let K  : jC2[0,1) integral operator with the 
kernel k{x,y) = 1 + a{x)y, where 
I" a;, if r E [0,1/2); 
a ( x )  =  <  
[O, ifxG [1/2,1]. 
It is easy to show that K  satisfies Property (c). Thus, N ( K ) - ^  = V{1 + x y  :  x  G 
[0,1/2)}. Let n = 1 and /o(y) = - \kQ{y) = Then, 
r(9 + 5i)/24, if .T G [0,1/2); 
g ( x )  =  < 
I 3/8, if z e [1/2,1]. 
Since II fn,x f = rfr^Tf' (kx,kx) 
fn,x 11^ — 
[0,1/2) and F(0) = (g)^, sup || fn,x 1]'^= lim F ( x ) .  Therefore, there does 
.Te[0,l] - 1-
(|)^, if a; e [1/2,1]. 
not exist a y G [0,1] such that 
II fn,y II = sup II fn,x || -O 
zE[0,l] 
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3. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
All computer runs were done in double precision on the Hitachi Data Systems 
(HDS) AS/9160 using the IBM VS FORTRAN compiler (with optimization level 
set to 2) and using the MVS operating system. Double precision arithmetic on 
this machine means about 15 decimal digits of accuracy. The integer n is the 
number of functions, A;^'s, that were used. The minimum norm solution to the n x n 
linear system Ax = 6, see Lemma 2.1.8 for notation, was obtained using LINPACK 
subroutine DSVDC. When DSVDC is used to compute singular values of .4, due to 
computational limit of the computer one will seldom compute singular values that 
are exactly zero. So one has the problem of deciding when a computed singular value 
is near enough to zero to be negligible. A technique used in this paper for solving 
this problem is to choose a subset of computed singular values which minimizes the 
residual || 6 — /lz||2 even though the smallest residual does not always guarantee the 
most accurate solution to Ax = b. For simplicity, all integral equations tested were 
of the form 
J Q  H ^ , y ) f { y ) d y  =  g i x ) ,  o < .t < i. 
f l  
Therefore, a ^ j  =  k ( x j , y ) k { x i , y ) d y .  This integral was calculated by 
the exact arithmetic formula if possible. Otherwise, it was approximated by breaking 
the interval [0,1] into m subintervals and applying the Gauss-Legendre 4-point rule 
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to each subinterval. For the purpose of evaluating the algorithm, the minimum norm 
solution, /o(î/)i was entered into the program as a function statement and = g{x^) 
was then calculated by 
r l  
9 ( ^ 0  =  J Q  H ^ i ^ y ) f o i y ) d y ,  
where this integral was calculated by the exact arithmetic formula if possible, oth­
erwise it was approximated by breaking [0,1] into 3m subintervals ànd applying the 
Gauss-Legendre 4-point rule to each subinterval. 3m subintervals were used instead 
of m  in order to guarantee high accuracy for the g ( x j ^ )  calculation. Once an ap-
n  
proximate solution f n { y )  =  ^ ( ^ j ^ x A y )  for /Q has been calculated, three different 
n  
kinds of errors - L2NM, AE and RE - between /o(y) and f n [ y )  =  ^  -  { y )  were 
approximated. Specifically, L2NM is an approximation to || /Q — /n||2 by the re­
peated Gauss-Legendre 4-point rule, AE is an approximation to j| /g — /n |loo given 
by max{|/o(2/) - fn{y)\ 12/6 5}, and RE = max{|/o(2/) - fn[y)\ / |/o(2/)l 1 y E 
S, fQ(y) ^ 0}, where S = {0.00,0.01, •••, 0.99,1.00}. RES denotes an approxima­
tion to II g - KfnWoo given by max{|(/i/n )(2;) - g(z)| | x G 5}. The full Fortran 
code for this numerical method is listed in Appendix A. 
3.1 Fredholm Integral Equations with Continuous Kernels 
First, an important property for the integral operators with some special con­
tinuous kernels is described and proved in the next theorem. 
rl 
Theorem 3.1.1: Let K  : Z2[0,l| —^ Z}2[0,1] be defined by / k { x , y ) f { y ) d y ,  0 < 
"0 
z < 1, where / G JC2[0,1] and k ( x , y )  =  sin(ar2/), or c o s ( x y ) .  Then N { K )  =  
{0}, that is, iV(A')-^ = 
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Proof: Suppose that K f  = 0, where k ( x , y )  —  s m { x y ) .  Since sin(a;y) is continuous, 
r l  { K f ) { x )  =  s m { x y ) f { y ) d y  =  0 for all x  6 [0,1]. 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2.18, one obtains for each x  G [0,1] 
J o  ^  c o s { x y ) y f { y ) d y  =  0 .  
It follows that y f { y ) d y  = 0 for any / G N { K )  and hence y  G N { K ) - ^ .  Differen­
tiating the integral equation {Kf)(x) = 0, 0 < z < 1, with respect to x (2n — 1)-
times, where n = 2,3, • • -, one obtains 1 g N{K)-^ for tj = 2,3, • • •. Therefore, 
oo oo 
" ^ { y ^ y  , y  , • •  • }  E N ( K ) - ^ .  Since > zL 2E " oo, by Theorem 2.2.17 
n=l n=l 
the linear span of { y ,  y ^ ,  y ^ , -  •  is dense in 1]- Therefore, N { K ) - ^  = ^2[0, !]• 
For the kernel k(x,y) — cos(xy) or this theorem can be easily proved using the 
similar manner as was done for the kernel k(x,y) = sin(.Tt/). o 
Since the integral operator K  :  ^2(0,1] •^2[®' ^ith sin(zi/), or c o s ( x y )  
as its kernel satisfies Property (c), by Theorems 2.1.6 and 3.1.1 it is obtained that 
Z2[0,l] = V{e^^ I 0 < a < 1} = V{cos(aj/) | 0 < a < 1} = V{sin(ai/) | 0 < a < 1}. 
Thus, any solution in ^2[0,1] to Kf = g is the unique minimum norm solution to 
K f  =  g ,  a n d  R ( K )  i s  i n f i n i t e  d i m e n s i o n a l  s i n c e  K  i s  s e l f - a d j o i n t  a n d  h e n c e  R ( K )  —  
12(0,1]. 
Theorem 3.1.2: î î  x i , x 2 ,  •  •  •  i X n  are distinct numbers in [a,6], then 
{cos(a;j2/)}"_p and {sin(a;j2/)}p_2 are linearly independent sets in L2[a,b], where x^ 
can't be zero for sin{xiy) if the interval [a, 6] contains 0 [18]. 
From this theorem, it can be easily shown that the set { k a  | 0 < a < 1} is not 
a  H a m e l  b a s i s  ( i . e .  a  m a x i m u m  l i n e a r l y  i n d e p e n d e n t  s e t )  o n  f g i f O ,  1 ] ,  w h e r e  k a { y )  =  
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sin(aî/), cos(at/), or In fact, k2 G ^2[0, Ij, but /eg is linearly independent of ka 
for any a € [Oj 1]. 
Theorem 3.1.3: Let H-^ and fTg be Hilbert spaces. Assume that K  6 B { H i , H 2 )  
i s a compact operator. Then R{K) is finite dimensional if and only if N(K)-^ is 
finite dimensional. 
Proof: Suppose that R { K )  is finite dimensional. Then, R { K )  is closed and hence 
R{K*) is closed. Thus, one obtains N{K)-^ = R{K*). By compactness of A', 
K* is compact and hence R{K*) is finite dimensional by virtue of Theorem 1.2.17. 
Therefore, N(K)-^ is finite dimensional. The converse can be easily proved by doing 
these processes in reverse order.o 
Note that by Theorems 2.2.5 and 3.1.3, K f  =  g  i s  well-posed if N ( K ) ^  is finite 
dimensional and K is compact. For all the examples given below, n initial points 
x^, - • • ,xn in the interval [0,1] are chosen by the formula Xj = for i = 1, • • •,n. 
F i r s t ,  n u m e r i c a l  r e s u l t s  f o r  t h e  e x a m p l e s  f o r  w h i c h  R { K )  i s  f i n i t e  d i m e n s i o n a l  a n d  K  
is a compact operator with Property (c) are provided. 
Example 3.1.4: Let k { x , y )  =  { x  —  y )  and g { x )  = (e — l)z — 1. Clearly, K  is 
a  c o m p a c t  o p e r a t o r  w i t h  P r o p e r t y  ( c )  a n d  N { K ) - ^  =  V { l , y } .  N o t e  t h a t  K f  =  g  
f o r  f { y )  =  B u t  f { y )  =  i s  n o t  t h e  m i n i m u m  n o r m  s o l u t i o n  t o  K f  =  g  
since ^ N[K)-^. From N(K)-^ = V{l,y}, the minimum norm solution f^iy) — 
(—6e + 18)y + 4e — 10 can be easily obtained. 
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Table 1 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.4 
n = 1 n  =  2  • n = 3 
L2NM 2.21 2.27 X 10" 15 2.71 X 10" 15 
AE 2.56 2.44 X 10" 15 2.22 X 10" 15 
RE 1.47 9.53 X 10" 16 9.71 X 10" 16 
RES 6.41 2.91 X 10" 16 2.22 X 10" 16 
Example 3.1.5: Let k ( x , y )  =  ( x  —  y ) ^  and gfz) = —  5 x / 2  + 11/30). Then 
= V{l,2/,j/^} and R(K) = V{l,t/,j/^} since K is self-adjoint. Hence 
g £ R{K) and Kf = g has the minimum norm solution /o(2/) = î/^ + 2t/ — 1. 
Table 2 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.5 
n  =  2 n = 3 n  =  4  
L2NM 1.06 X 10 -4 6.49 X 10" is 2.18 X 10" 15 
AE 1.05 X 10 -4 7.55 X 10" 15 3.77 X 10" 15 
RE 5.39 X 10 -3 3.01 X 10" 13 5.83 X 10" 14 
RES 2.91 X 10" -6 3.61 X lo­16 2.36 X 10" 16 
Example 3.1.6: Let k { x , y )  =  ( x  -  y ) ^  and g { x )  = 7x^/2 — 6 x ^  + 17z/4 - 11/6. 
Then A''(A')-'- = V{1, i/, and fQ{y) = 2 + 3y. 
Table 3 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.6 
72 = 3 n = 4 n = 5 
L2NM 0.94 6.89 X 10" 13 2.15 X 10" 13 
AE 1.37 1.17 X 10" 12 2.95 X 10" 13 
RE 0.48 5.86 X 10" 13 1.47 X 10" 13 
RES 8.36 X 10-3 2.18 X 10" 14 1.55 X 10" 14 
Example 3.1.7: Let k { x , y )  =  c o s { x — y )  and g { x )  =  (  - — ^  )  c o s  z + (  - — s i n  a ;  
Then 7V(= R{K) = V{sin2/,cosi/} and hence foiy) = siny. 
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Table 4 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.7 
n = 1 n = 2 n  =  3  
L2NM 0.31 6.89 X 10" 15 2.65 X 10" 16 
AE 0.31 7.33 X 10" 15 2.66 X 10" 15 
RE 0.31 7.19 X 10" 13 2.63 X 10" 13 
RES 4.56 X 10-2 1.83 X 10" 15 6.38 X 10" 16 
From the above examples, it can be seen that for the problems in which R ( K )  is 
finite dimensional, the smallest number n for which fn approximates the minimum 
norm solution /Q up to at least 0(10"^^) is equal to the dimension of N(K)-^. In 
Theorem 2.2.5, it was shown that Kf = g is well-posed if R(K) is finite dimensional. 
The above numerical results also demonstrate this fact since L2NM and AE obtained 
from the numerical solution fn (here n is the dimension of ) are almost the 
same as the residual RES. 
Now consider the case where R { K )  is infinite dimensional (hence K f  =  g  is not 
well-posed) and /g is a finite linear combination of kx^s, where 0 < < 1. 
Example 3.1.8: Let k { x , y )  =  c o s ( x y )  and g ( x )  —  { K f Q ) ( x ) ,  where f Q i y )  = 
I  c o s y  =  ^ k i ( y ) .  
Table 5 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.8 
n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 
L2NM 4.38 X 10 -5 7.27 X 10 -7 4.06 X 10 -9 8.53 X 10" 11 
AE 5.53 X 10 -5 1.14 X 10 -6 7.60 X 10 -9 1.32 X 10" 10 
RE 3.07 X 10 -4 6.35 X 10 -6 4.22 X 10 -8 7.33 X 10" 10 
RES 4.01 X 10 -6 3.13 X 10" -10 2.83 X 10" -15 3.05 X 10" 16 
Example 3.1.9: Let k { x , y )  =  c o s { x y )  and g ( x )  =  { K f Q ) ( x ) ,  where f Q { y )  = 
cosy - ^ cos(t//2) = ki(y) -
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Table 6 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.9 
n = 1 n  =  2  n = 3 71 = 4 
L2NM 0.11 2.18 X 10 -6 5.08 X 10" -7 1.99 X 10" 10 
AE 0.14 3.43 X 10 -6 9.57 X 10" -7 2.89 X 10" 10 
RE 1.35 3.38 X 10 -5 9.43 X 10" -6 2.85 X 10" -9 
RES 9.75 X 10-3 9.40 X 10" -10 3.55 X 10" -13 7.91 X 10" 16 
Example 3.1.10: Let k { x , y )  = e ^ y  and #(%) = (A'/o)(a:)) where /o(y) = = 
h i y ) -
Table 7 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.10 
n  =  1  n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 
L2NM 2.11 X 10 -4 5.59 X 10 -1  1.46 X 10"* 5.25 X 10" 10 
AE 2.28 X 10 -4 8.04 X 10 -Ï 2.39 X 10"8 1.22 X 10" -9 
RE 1.60 X 10 -4 6.97 X 10 -7 2.14 X 10-8 5.22 X 10" 10 
RES 3.13 X 10 -5 1.97 X 10" -10 1.39 X 10-13 8.88 X 10" 16 
If /g = ^ kx^, where 0 < < 1, by Theorem 2.2.21 fn should be equal to 
i=1 
/Q for n  >  m .  However, this is not true in numerical computation because of the 
ill-posedness of the problem Kf = g. The above three examples demonstrate this 
fact, that is, the errors between /Q and fn are much bigger than the error in residual. 
Numerical results for the case where R { K )  is infinite dimensional and /Q does 
not belong to the linear span of {A-'a; | 0 < .t < 1} are given below. Recall that any 
solution to Kf = g is the minimum norm solution to Kf = g when k{x,y) is sin(a;y), 
cos{xy), or e'^2/. 
Example 3.1.11: Let k { x , y )  =  c o s { x y )  and where /o(y) = cos ' 2 y .  
Note that fQ{y) = ^*2(2/) and 2 ^ [0,1]. By Theorem 3.1.2, ^2 can not be expressed 
as a linear combination of kx^s, where 0 < z < 1. But, ^2 can be approximated 
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arbitrarily closely by finite linear combination of where 0 < z < 1, since 
^2 ^ ^1 1] = V{t2 I 0 < a; < 1}. 
Table 8 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.11 
n = 2 n = 4 n = 6 n = 8 
L2NM 4.78 X 10 -2 3.25 X 10 -5 3.04 X 10 -5 2.99 X 10 -b 
AE 7.29 X 10 -2 6.73 X 10 -5 6.32 X 10 -5 6.24 X 10 -5 
RE 1.82 4.65 X 10 -4 4.23 X 10 -4 4.14 X 10 -4 
RES 8.37 X 10 -5 7.23 X 10" -13 1.92 X 10" -13 4.30 X 10" -13 
Example 3.1.12: Let k ( x , y )  =  e ^ y  and g(z) = { K f Q ) { x ) ,  where f o i y )  = 
Note that e'^y is linearly independent of each of kx^s, where 0 < x < 1. 
Table 9 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.12 
n = 2 n = 4 T! = 8 n = 10 
L2NM 2.10 X 10 -1 2.33 X 10 -3 1.56 X 10 -4 1.77 X 10" -5 
AE 2.90 X 10 -1 4.02 X 10 -3 2.96 X 10 -4 3.55 X 10" -5 
RE 1.90 X 10 -1 3.22 X 10 -3 2.31 X 10 -4 3.02 X 10" -5 
RES 3.86 X 10 -3 8.03 X 10 -8 1.47 X 10" -11 2.35 X 10" 12 
Example 3.1.13: Let k { x , y )  =  e ^ y  and g { x )  =  { K f Q ) ( x ) ,  where f Q { y )  =  s i n y .  
Table 10 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.13 
n = 2 n = 4 n = 6 n = 9 
L2NM 4.53 xlO-1 5.28 X 10 -b 4.41 X 10 -5 5.42 X 10' -V 
AE 4.60 X 10"! 1.19 X 10 -4 7.42 X 10 -5 1.51 X 10" -6 
RE 44.98 9.19 X 10 -3 5.46 X 10 -3 4.45 X 10" -5 
RES 1.19 X 10-1 7.19 X 10" -10 6.20 X 10" -12 7.98 X 10" 13 
Example 3.1.14: Let k ( x , y )  =  and g ( x )  =  { K f Q ) ( x ) ,  where fQ( y )  = 1 - 2y. 
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Table 11 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.14 
n  =  2  n = 4 n = 6 n  =  8  
L2NM 3.43 X 10 -3 2.63 X 10 -5 6.41 X 10 -6 7.23 X 10 -6 
AE 3.86 X 10 -3 4.11 X 10 -5 1.09 X 10' -5 1.21 X 10" -5 
RE 9.64 X 10 -2 7.63 X 10 -4 6.15 X 10 -5 6.98 X 10' -5 
RES 1.05 X 10 -4 5.25 X 10" -10 1.29 X 10--12 1.69 X 10" -12 
Example 3.1.15: Let k { x , y )  = sin(a;y) and g { x )  =  { K f Q ) { x ) ,  where /g(2/) = y .  
Table 12 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.15 
II to
 
n = 4 n = 6 O
O II e
 
L2NM 6.33 X 10 -7 2.19 X 10" -7 5.15 X 10 -8 3.51 X 10" -9 
AE 1.08 X 10 -6 4.40 X 10" -7 1.04 X 10 -7 7.99 X 10" -9 
RE 2.02 X 10" -6 9.60 X 10" -7 2.25 X 10 -7 1.36 X 10" -8 
RES 3.05 X 10" -11 2.73 X 10" -14 1.02 X 10" -14 3.67 X 10" -15 
Example 3.1.16: Let k { x ,  y )  =  c o s ( x y )  and = { K f Q ) { x ) ,  where f Q ( y )  = l + t/^. 
Table 13 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.16 
n = 2 n = 3 n = 4 n = 5 
L2NM 5.40 X 10-1 1.38 X 10 -3 9.66 X 10" -8 1.12 X 10" -7 
AE 6.70 X 10-1 2.15 X 10 -3 2.09 X 10" -7 2.35 X 10" -1  
RE 3.30 X 10-1 1.08 X 10 -3 1.05 X 10" -7 1.17 X 10" -7 
RES 4.14 X 10-2 6.55 X 10 -7 5.73 X 10" -13 5.63 X 10-13 
In Chapter 2, it was shown that K f — g is not in general stable on y{kx-^ , -
Nevertheless, our numerical method approximates /Q pretty well for the above ex­
amples. Next examples show that there are some cases where our numerical method 
does not approximate /Q well. 
Example 3.1.17: Let k { x , y )  = cos(a;î/) and g { x )  =  ( K f Q ) { x ) ,  where f Q { y )  = 
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Table 14 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.17 
n = 2 n = 4 n = 6' n  =  8  
L2NM 7.72 X 10 -2 4.10 X 10 -2 4.10 X 10" -2 4.10 X 10" -2 
AE 1.41 X 10 -1 8.45 X 10 -2 8.45 X 10" -2 8.45 X 10" -2 
RE 1.41 X 10 -1 8.45 X 10 -2 8.45 X 10" -2 8.45 X 10" -2 
RES 8.24 X 10 -5 3.94 X 10" -11 2.94 X 10" •11 2.42 X 10" 12 
Example 3.1.18: Let k ( x , y )  =  c o s ( x y )  and g { x )  =  { K f Q ) { x ) ,  where f Q { y )  =  y .  
Table 15 : Numerical results for Example 3.1.18 
n = 2 n = 4 n  =  6  0
0
 II e
 
L2NM 1.17 X 10-1 4.16 X 10 -2 4.16 X 10 -2 4.16 X 10" -2 
AE 1.70 X 10-1 8.50 X 10 -2 8.51 X 10 -2 8.50 X 10" -2 
RE 16.00 7.53 7.52 7.52 
RES 1.65 X 10-4 4.69 X 10" -11 2.92 X 10" -11 2.58 X 10" -11 
In Table 15, error in RE is much bigger than the others. This can be explained 
as follows: RE is obtained from max{|/o(j/) - fn(y)\/\fo{y)\ I V G S,fQ{y) ^ 0}, and 
/g(0) = 0 and for each xi G [0,1] kx.-(y) = cos{xiy) = 1 at y = 0. Also notice that 
o u r  n u m e r i c a l  m e t h o d  w a s  d e v e l o p e d  f r o m  t h e  m i n i m i z a t i o n  o f  L 2 - T \ o i m  o f  / Q  —  f n -
Thus, it is very difficult to approximate f^iy) = y in the neighborhood of y = 0 by 
the finite linear combination of kx^s and hence /Q converges to 0 much faster than 
fn as y tends to 0. 
3.2 Fredholm Integral Equations with a Green's Function Kernel 
In this section, let K  : ^ 2(0,1] —^ f gfO; 1] be the integral operator whose kernel 
k ( x , y )  i s  a  G r e e n ' s  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  v i b r a t i n g  s t r i n g  w i t h  f i x e d  e n d s ,  t h a t  i s ,  { K f ) ( x )  =  
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JQ  H ^ , y ) f { y ) d y ,  where 
f ®(1 - y ) ,  if a: < Î/; 
H ^ , y )  =  i 
( . 2 /(1- 0 : ) ,  i { x > y .  
Then the following theorem can be obtained. 
Theorem 3.2.1: K  is a self-adjoint operator satisfying Property (c) and N { K )  =  
{0}. 
Proof: Since k  is continuous on [0,1] x [0,1] and k ( x , y )  =  k { y , x ) ,  K  is self-adjoint 
and satisfies Property (c). Suppose / 6 N { K ) .  Then, { K f ) { x )  = 0 for all x  G [0,1]. 
/ • I  
Thus, k ( x , y ) f { y )  d y  = 0 for all x  G [0,1]. It implies that 
JQ  y { ' ^  -  ^) f ( y ) d y  +  x ( l -  y ) f { y ) d y  = O  {OT a l l  X e  [0, 1 ] .  
Differentiating this equation with respect to x ,  one obtains 
-  JQ  y f i y )  ^  (1 ~  y ) f i y )  d y  = o for almost all x  G [0,1]. 
Differentiating this equation again with respect to x ,  one obtains 
- x f ( x )  - (1 — x ) f { x )  —  0 for almost all x  G [0,1]. 
Therefore, f ( x )  =  0  for almost all z G [0,1]. o 
If g(0) = g { l )  =  0 and exists and is continuous on [0,1], then inte­
gral equation K f  = g  clearly has the minimum norm solution /o(.'c) = — g ^ ^ \ x ) .  
Numerical experiments for such a case are carried out below. 
Example 3.2.2: Let g ( x )  =  (3a; — 5 x ^  + Z x ^  — .t®)/30. Then, the minimum norm 
solution is fQ(x) = x — 2x^ -f-
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Table 16 : Numerical results for Example 3.2.2 
n = 2 II S n = 8 n = 12 
L2NM 2.20 X 10 -2 7.18 X 10" •3 1.10 X 10 -3 8.25 X 10" -4 
AE 2.07 X 10 -2 5.38 X 10" 3 1.95 X 10 -3 8.60 X 10" -4 
RE 1.19 X 10 -1 5.30 X 10" 2 2.17 X 10 -2 1.25 X 10" 2 
RES 1.08 X 10 -4 1.33 X 10" 5 1.38 X 10 -6 3.48 X 10" •y  
Example 3.2.3: Let g { x )  =  { x  —  x ^ ) l 6 .  Then the minimum norm solution is 
F Q ( X )  -  X .  
Table 17 : Numerical results for Example 3.2.3 
n  =  2  n = 3 n  —  A  
L2NM 1.91 X 10-5 7.80 X 10"* 5.92 X lO-G 
AE 1.0(1.86 X 10-5) 1.0(1.17 X 10-7) 1.0(1.05 X 10-7) 
RE 1.0(1.88 X 10-5) 1.0(1.18 X 10-f) 1.0(1.06 X 10-') 
RES 1.21 X 10-G 1.93 X 10-9 1.14 X 10-9 
In Table 17, L2NM becomes smaller as n  increases, but AE and RE have the 
constant value 1. This can be justified as follows. Recall that AE = max{|/Q( t/) — 
fn(y)\ I Î/ € 5} and the set S contains 0. Since kx-{l) = 0 for any 6 [0,1], 
/n(l) = 0 for any n. However, /o(l) = 1. Hence AE = 1 and RE = 1 were 
obtained for any n. If 1 is eliminated from the set S when calculating AE and 
RE, then the numbers in parentheses were obtained. Example 3.2.3 is a typical 
example of proving numerically that the convergence in f 2'^°™ does not imply the 
convergence in Zoo-norm. 
Example 3.2.4: Let g { x )  = e® + (1 — e ) x  —  1. Then, the minimum norm solution 
is fQ(x) = —e^. Note that /o(0) ^ 0 and /o(l) 7^ 0, but A:a;(0) = kx{l) = 0 for any 
x  G  [ 0 , 1 ] .  I t  f o l l o w s  t h a t  / ^ ( O )  =  / n ( l )  =  0 .  H e n c e ,  t w o  p o i n t s  j /  =  0  a n d  y  =  I  
are eliminated like Example 3.2.3 when calculating AE. 
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Table 18 : Numerical results for Example 3.2.4 
n = 4 n  =  8  n = 12 n = 16 
L2NM 0.1244 0.1871 1.06 X 10" •2 2.85 X 10" •3 
AE 0.3818 0.8853 1.76 X 10-•2 9.30 X 10" •3 
RE 0.3780 0.8765 1.74 X 10" -2 8.72 X 10" 3 
RES 6.34 X 10-4 5.93 X 10-4 1.21 X 10" 4 3.35 X 10" •5 
3.3 Application to Volterra Integral Equations 
First of all, it should be said that the first kind Volterra integral equation 
r x  
J Q  k { x , y ) f { y ) d y  -  g { x )  
r l  
can be thought of as a Fredholm integral equation H^,y)f(y} dy = by defin­
ing k(x,y) = 0 for y > X. Hence, our numerical method can be applied to the first 
kind Volterra integral equations with Property (c). First, one important theorem 
about the uniqueness of the solution to the second kind Volterra integral equation is 
introduced. 
Theorem 3.3.1: Let g  G Z2[0,1] and k  G L 2 { [ 0 , 1] x [0,1]). Then 
k ( x , y ) f { y ) d y  =  g ( x )  
has a unique solution f { x )  in for all A (see [15, p. 31]). 
Example 3.3.2: Consider the Volterra integral equation K f  = g ,  where k ( x , y )  = 1 
a n d  g ( x )  =  s i n  a ; .  T h e n ,  K f  i s  c o n t i n u o u s  a n d  K  i s  i n j e c t i v e .  H e n c e ,  f Q ( y )  —  g ' { y )  =  
c o s  y .  
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Table 19 : Numerical results for Example 3.3.2 
n = 4 n  =  8  n = 12 Tl  = 16 
L2NM 6.34 X 10 -2 3.57 X 10 -2 2.26 X 10" -2 1.80 X 10" -2 
AE 6.92 X 10 -2 3.41 X 10 -2 2.26 X 10" -2 1.69 X 10" •2 
RE 1.28 X 10 -1 6.31 X 10 -2 4.19 X 10" -2 3.13 X 10" 2 
RES 4.22 X 10 -3 1.18 X 10 -3 5.65 X 10" •4 3.35 X 10" •4 
Example 3.3.3: Consider the Volterra equation K f  = g ,  where k ( x , y )  =  ( x  —  y )  
and g(x) = (x^ — 4x^ + 6a:^)/24. It is easy to show that K satisfies Property (c) 
and K is injective. Since g(0) = ^'(0) = 0 and exists, it has the minimum 
norm solution f g i y )  =  g ^ ^ ^ ( y )  =  ( y  -  1)^/2. Since k x ( y )  = 0 for y > x ,  f n { y )  =  0 
if y is greater than .Tj(i = 1, • • • ,n). On the other hand, fQ(y) is non-zero except for 
y = I. Hence, RE has the constant value 1 in the table below. 
Table 20 : Numerical results for Example 3.3.3 
n  =  2  71 = 4 re = 8 n  —  10 
L2NM 1.42 X 10 -2 3.92 X 10-3 1.10 X 10" 3 7.26 X 10" -4 
AE 1.44 X 10 -2 4.29 X 10-3 1.17 X 10" 3 7.63 X 10" 4 
RE 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
RES 1.03 X 10 -4 9.20 X 10-6 6.98 X 10" 7 2.98 X 10" 7 
Example 3.3.4: Consider the Volterra equation K f  =  g ,  where k { x , y )  =  c o s { x  —  y ) ,  
foiy) = 1) &nd g(x) = {KfQ)(x) = sinz. Since Kf is continuous, K satisfies Prop­
erty (c). It can be shown that this integral operator K is injective by differentiating 
with respect to x both sides of Kf = 0 and then applying Theorem 3.3.1. Thus, 
/ o ( j / )  =  1  i s  t h e  m i n i m u m  n o r m  s o l u t i o n  t o  K f  =  g .  
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Table 21 : Numerical results for Example 3.3.4 
II e
 n = 8 n = 12 n = 16 
L2NM 6.95 X 10 -2 3.76 X 10" -2 2.42 X 10" -2 1.49 X 10" •2 
AE 7.77 X 10 -2 3.81 X 10" 2 2.52 X 10" •2 1.89 X 10" -2 
RE 7.77 X 10 -2 3.81 X 10" 2 2.52 X 10" 2 1.89 X 10" •2 
RES 4.67 X 10 -3 1.30 X 10" 3 6.19 X 10" -4 3.67 X 10" •4 
As can be seen above, fn does not approximate /q well for the first kind of 
Volterra integral equations. One of the reasons might be that each basis function kx 
is discontinuous or not continuously difFerentiable, so that the minimization process 
required to get fn does not work well, see Theorem 2.1.13. Another reason for this 
could be that it is so difficult to approximate /q by a (finite) linear combination of 
the kx''s. 
It was shown in [9] that the integral operator with k{x,y) = In |.T — y| or \x — 
as its kernel is a compact operator from into C'[0,1]. Since ka 6 
f 1] for each a £ [0,1], K satisfies the Property (c). Thus, our numerical method 
can be applied to the first kind of Fredholm integral equations with singular kernel 
k{x, y) = In |a; — y\ or |x — y\~^l^. Since each kx{y) is singular at j/ = .t, it was seen 
that in many cases our numerical method fails to approximate the minimum norm 
solution /o by the linear span of fc^'s. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
An advantage of the numerical method discussed in this paper is that it auto­
matically provides a set of basis functions whose closed linear span is If 
R{K) is finite dimensional, then N{K)-^ is finite dimensional and hence any mini­
mum norm solution /q can be expressed as a finite linear span of A;.r's. Thus, for 
the cases where R{K) is finite dimensional and kx has continuous first and second 
derivatives for each x, our numerical method approximates /Q up to 14 decimal digits 
of accuracy for n equal to the dimension of R(K). On the other hand, if R(K) is 
infinite dimensional, then /Q is not always a finite linear span of kx^s, but /Q can 
be approximated as closely as desired by a finite linear span of kx^s. The accuracy 
of this method depends on how well one can approximate the desired solution by a 
(finite) linear combination of the kx^s. Another advantage of this method is that the 
coefficients of the kx^s were calculated to minimize the L2-n.oim difference between 
an approximate solution and the minimum norm solution /Q without knowing /Q 
instead of choosing them to minimize the residual. Since this numerical method was 
based on the difference (not on the uniform norm), it was observed that for 
some problems it can not approximate the minimum norm solution at certain points 
within the range of integration. 
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PART II. 
EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATIONS OF THE CHOLESKY 
FACTORIZATION ALGORITHM ON THE VECTOR AND 
PARALLEL SUPERCOMPUTERS 
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1. PERFORMANCES OF CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION 
ALGORITHMS ON THE HDS AS/XL VECTOR COMPUTER 
1.1 Introduction 
In 1979, Lawson, Hanson, Kincaid and Krogh [15] described the level-1 BLAS 
which were proposed to aid in the clarity, portability, modularity and maintenance 
of software. In 1988, Dongarra, Ducroz, Hammarling and Hansen [6] described 
the level-2 BLAS which were proposed to support the development of software that 
would be both portable and efficient across a wide range of machine architectures, 
with emphasis on vector-processing machines. Unfortunately, the standard way of 
using level-1 and level-2 BLAS for software construction often doesn't provide for 
efficient execution on some computers with a hierarchy of memory (such as global 
memory, cache or local memory, and vector registers) [7]. The Hitachi Data Systems 
(HDS) AS/XL V60, equipped with an integrated vector processor and one CPU, falls 
into this category. This computer has a 256K byte cache, 1024K byte intermediate 
cache between the 256K cache and main memory, a clock cycle of 18 nanoseconds, 
and has memory to memory organization rather than vector registers. In [24, p. 
48], tl-^12 is defined to be the value of n for which a vector operation achieves half 
of its peak theoretical performance. this machine is 55 for DAXPY, 40 for 
DDOT and 38 for the vector element add. 
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For the computers with a hierarchy of memory, it is often preferable to partition 
the matrices into blocks and to perform the computation by matrix-matrix opera­
tions on the blocks. By organizing the computation in this way, full reuse of data 
can be achieved while the block is held in the cache or local memory. This approach 
avoids excessive movement of data to and from memory [7]. For this reason, in 
1988 Dongarra, Ducroz, Duff and Hammarling proposed a set of the level-3 BLAS 
in [7], matrix-matrix operations, for the purpose of providing more efficient, but 
portable, implementations of algorithms on high-performance computers, specifically 
those with hierarchial memory and parallel processing capability. The purpose of 
this chapter is to evaluate how well level-3 BLAS can be used to perform the Cholesky 
factorization of a positive-definite, real, symmetric matrix on the HDS AS/XL V60 
computer. Performance comparisons of the following Cholesky factorization algo­
rithms are contained in this chapter: five blocked algorithms with calls to standard 
(level-1, level-2 or level-3) BLAS, one blocked algorithm with calls to nonstandard 
level-2 BLAS, and one unblocked algorithm. All support routines used have been 
carefully optimized for this computer so that valid performance comparisons can be 
made. 
1.2 Descriptions of Algorithms 
This section describes the Cholesky algorithms tested. Since A is assumed to 
be a positive-definite, real, symmetric matrix, only the lower triangular part of A 
is used. Let .4 = LL be the Cholesky factorization of A, where L is the unique 
lower triangular matrix with positive diagonal elements. For each of these Cholesky 
algorithms, L overwrites the lower triangular part of A. Support routines DSCAL, 
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DGEMV, DSYR, DOER, DTRSM, DGEMM, and DSYRK are standard BLAS and 
are described in [6, 7, 15]. Functionalities for these standard BLAS are given in 
Appendix B. LVSMSD and LVIPCD are nonstandard level-2 BLAS supplied by 
HDS, and Fortran codes showing their calling sequences and functionalities are given 
in Appendix C. 
I. DLLT This Cholesky algorithm operates on a single column of A at a time. It is 
a modification of the DLLT found in [7] obtained by eliminating the call to DDOT. 
This routine executes approximately 5% faster than the DLLT in [7]. DLLT is 
written in Fortran with subroutine calls to DGEMV and DSCAL. Let A = [aij] and 
L = be n x n matrices. Let a denote and 
denote [aj^.j /]• From now on, the symbol ' is used to express 
the updating of a matrix. To describe the algorithm DLLT, suppose that the first 
(j - 1) columns of L, which are stored in A, have been already calculated for j > 1. 
From .4 = LL , one obtains 
Since the first (j — 1) columns of L are assumed to be known, split the right hand 
side of equation (1.1) as follows: 
(1.1) 
( 1 . 2 )  
From equation (1.2), 
(1.3) 
Then, split equation (1.3) to obtain 
(1.5) 
(1.4) 
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For the DLLT in [7], lj:n j calculated from (1.4) and (1.5) as follows: 
"-jj ~ {use DDOT to update (1.6) 
^ hj ~ sj^jj {compute I j j }  
®; + l:n,j ^ ®j+l:n,j ~ ®;+l:n,l:j-l®J|l:j-l 
{use DGEMV to update (1.7) 
«; + l:nj ^  ^ i+l:n,; = «j+l:n,j/«jj DSCAL to compute 
The performance of the DLLT in [7] is improved by combining (1.6) and (1.7) to 
obtain the following general algorithm for DLLT: 
For J = 1 to n 
^ ~ ®j:7i,l:j-l®I^l:j-l 
{use DGEMV to update aj.^j} (1.8) 
°'jj ^ hi ~ \/^jj {compute Ijj} (1.9) 
"j+l:n,j ^  'j+l:n,j = ^j+l:n,j/"-jj 
{use DSCAL to compute Ijjfiin.j} (1-10) 
Notice that the subroutine call to DDOT has been eliminated by absorbing the dot 
product operation into the matrix-vector operation DGEMV. Throughout this paper, 
lines with expressions a^.j f,.i must be skipped if i > j, k > /, or if either i, j, k, or I 
is less than 1 or greater than n. For example, (1.8) is skipped when j = I and (1.10) 
is skipped when j — n. Notice that the matrix ('•j-n,l:j — l used in this algorithm 
may be too big to fit into the cache causing a drop in performance. This occurs for 
values of n greater than about 230 using double precision (an 8-byte word) on the 
HDS AS/XL computer (see Fig. 4). The rest of the algorithms in this chapter are 
designed to minimize this problem. 
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II. DLLT2A This Cholesky algorithm operates on nb columns of A at a time in 
order to improve performance when the problem size is too large to fit into the cache. 
DLLT2A is written in Fortran with subroutine calls to DGEMV and DSCAL. The 
purpose of this column blocking is to reduce the number of data transfers between 
cache and main memory by reusing a block of data, once it is loaded into the cache, 
as much as possible before it is paged out. 
On HDS AS/XL computer, approximately 45% of the 256K byte cache is avail­
able for storage of data, nb is chosen to be the number of columns of A that fit into 
the available cache less 2, needed for temporary workspace. Therefore, 
nb = (.45 * 256 * 1024)/(8 * LDA) - 2 
if each element requires 8 bytes of storage and LDA is the leading dimension of A. 
Suppose that 1 < j < I < n and the first (j — 1) columns of L, which are stored in 
A, have been already calculated. From A = LL^, one obtains 
«fc;n,fc = k-.n,l:k^k,hk i ^  ^  ' (2-1) 
Since the values for the first (j — 1) columns of L are assumed to be known, split the 
right hand side of equation (2.1) into two parts such that the first part contains the 
first (j - 1) columns of L and the second part contains the remaining columns j to 
k of L. Since the first (j — 1) columns of L are stored in A, from (2.1) one obtains 
' 'k:n,k = ^ k:n^:j-l''k,hj-l+^k:nj:kik,j:k ^ (2-2) 
By moving the first expression on the right of the equal sign to the left side of equation 
(2.2), one obtains 
H:n,k - «A;:n,l:i-l«I,l:j_l = ^k:nj:k^k,j:k ^ '  (2-3) 
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The algorithm proceeds by updating columns j to / of A on the left hand side of 
for k = j to I 
^k:n,k '^k:n,k ~ —1 
{use DGEMV to update 
Then equation (2.3) becomes 
J < & < f (2 4) 
Then columns j through I of L are obtained from (2.4) in a manner similar to what 
was done for DLLT in (1.8) - (1.10). This produces the following algorithm: 
For j = 1, n, nb 
jb = min(nb,n — j + I) (2.5) 
I = j + jb — I 
For k = j to I (2.6) 
H:n,k - DGEMV} (2.7) 
For k = j to I (2.8) 
^k:n,k " "hnj-.k-l'^kj-.k-l DGEMV} 
«66 - kk = \/^ {compute 
'^k+l :Ti,k ^k+l:n,k ~ '^k+l:n,k/'^kk DSCAL} 
Equation (2.5) is needed since nb may not divide n. 
The performance of this algorithm is almost the same as that of DLLT since 
it does not use the cache efficiently when multiplying the submatrix I7 —1 by 
rp 
the vector aj^ i-j-i (2.7). Denote the submatrix 1-j —1 ^k'> Fig. 
f 
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1. Observe that in loop (2.6) k varies from j to I and that all columns of Rf^ are 
submatrices of Rj. Therefore Rf^. can be efficiently blocked for cache within loop 
(2.6) by partitioning Rj into blocks of columns of size lb. Numerical experimentation 
shows that about 30% of cache is available for this calculation so that lb was chosen 
to be 
lb = (.30 * 256 * 1024)/(8 * [LDA - ; + 1)) - 2 
for an 8 byte storage requirement for the elements of A. (Notice that the optimal 
value for lb depends on how nb was chosen.) 
1 
k 
i-1 n 
Fig. 1 : Illustrating Rf^ in A 
DLLT2A is the algorithm described above with the loop (2.6) changed to: 
For i = I, j — 1, lb 
ib = min(/6, J - i) (2.9) 
m = i + «6 — 1 
For k = j to I 
^k:n,k ^ ""k-.n^k " ''k:n,i:m4,i:m DGEMV} 
Equation (2.9) is needed since it may happen that lb does not divide j — I which is 
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the number of columns in each Rf^, where j < k < I. Performance of DLLT2A is 
significantly better than the performance of DLLT when the problem size is too large 
to fit into cache, see Fig. 4. 
III. DLLT2B As in DLLT2A this Cholesky algorithm operates on nb columns of A 
at a time when the problem size is too large to fit into the cache, {nb is determined 
by the same formula as in DLLT2A.) For DLLT2B, the algorithm for the Cholesky 
factorization is rearranged from DLLT2A to decrease data flow through the cache. 
DLLT2B is written in Fortran with subroutine calls to LVSMSD (a looped-DAXPY), 
LVIPCD (a looped-DDOT) and DSCAL. 
1 
j n 
Fig. 2 : Illustrating Tji in A 
Let Tji be the trapezoidal part of A whose columns are + + ' i 
where j < I < n, see Fig. 2. Suppose that the first (j — I) columns of L, 
which are stored in A, have been already calculated for some j > 1. From .4 = LL^, 
one obtains in the same way as was done for (2.1) 
H:n,k = i < ' (3-1) 
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In DLLT2A the updating of Tji in A was done one column at a time using DGEMV 
as follows: 
for k = j to I (3.2) 
^k:n,k ^k:n,k ~ ^k:n,l:j—1^k,l:j-1 
{use DGEMV to update 
In DLLT2B all columns in Tjj^ are updated as a group. To see how this is done, 
notice that since 
T _ 
°'k:n,l:j—l'^k,l:j—I 2^ '^k:n,i'^ki ' 
i=l 
the A;-loop in (3.2) can be transformed to the following equivalent loop: 
for i = 1 to J — 1 
for k = j to I {use LVSMSD to update Tji} (3.3) 
'^k:n,k ^ '^k:n,k ~ ^k:n,i'^ki (3-4) 
Observe that (3.4) is a DAXPY operation for each fixed k and hence (3.3) and (3.4) is 
a looped DAXPY operation. The looped DAXPY operation occurs so frequently in 
practice that HDS supplies an (assembly coded) optimized version, called LVSMSD, 
see Appendix C. Thus (3.3) and (3.4) can be implemented by one call to LVSMSD on 
HDS computers for each fixed i. Notice that (3.3) and (3.4) can not be implemented 
by only one call to standard (level-2) BLAS since the vector length of the DAXPY 
operation (3.4) depends on the loop index k in (3.3). 
After updating Tj^, equation (3.1) becomes 
^k:n,k = ^k:n,j:k^k,j:k J < ' 
or 
""km^k = S-Lj 3 <^<1 (3.5) 
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For k = j in (3.5), one obtains 
~ h'-njhj 
The j-th column of L which is stored in A can be calculated from equation (3.6) as 
was done in DLLT and DLLT2A: 
'' j J ^ J = \/^ 
+ ^ ^ j+l:n,j ~ + {use DSCAL} 
Since the j-th column of L is now known, the remaining equations for ^ = j + 1 to / 
in (3..5) can be split as: 
k 
'^k:n,k ~ '^kmj'^kj S ^k:n,i^ki (i + 1) < A; < / (3.7) 
i=j+l 
From (3.7), update all columns in ^ as a group as follows: 
for A; = (j + 1) to / {use LVSMSD to update Tj_^i 
^k:n,k ~~ ^k:n,k ^k\n^j°'kj 
After updating /, equation (3.7) becomes 
k 
""km.k = E h:n,iki U + l) < A; < / (3.8) 
i=j+l 
By repeating what has been done from (3.6) to (3.8) to compute the remaining 
columns (j + 1) to / of L, one obtains the general algorithm for DLLT2B: 
for j = 1, n, nb 
jb = min(n6, n — j + 1 ) 
I = j + jb - I 
I 
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for i = 1 to j — 1 (3.9) 
for k — j to Z {use LVSMSD to update (3.10) 
°'k:n,k ^k:n,k ~ ^k:n,i^ki 
for i = j to I (3.12) 
Hi ^ hi = \/% 
«i+l:n,i ^ k+l:n,i = H+l:n,i/Hi (use DSCAL} 
for k = {j + 1) to Z {use LVSMSD to update ( } (3.13) 
^k:n,k ^ ^k:n,k ~ '^k\n,j^kj 
Since Tji is updated for each i in the z'-loop (3.9) and since j and I have been chosen 
so that Tji fits into the cache, the execution of this loop makes efficient use of cache. 
Since all data used within the i-loop (3.12) belong to Tji, the execution of this loop 
also makes efficient use of cache. 
Observe that the vector length of DAXPY operation (3.11) is {n — k + I). This 
results in poor performance when k approaches n. This problem can be helped by 
changing the i-loop (3.9) to the following equivalent loop: 
for k — j to I 
for i = k to n {use LVIPCD} (3.14) 
S'A; Hk - «i,l:j-l«^l:;-l (3-15) 
Notice that (3.1.5) is the DDOT operation with the vector length (j — 1) which 
becomes large as j becomes large. Notice that using the looped DDOT instead of 
the looped DAXPY has the disadvantage of accessing array elements with stride LDA 
rather than 1. There are a few isolated cases where this causes a performance drop. 
Thus (3.14) and (3.15) are the looped DDOT operation which can be implemented 
by LVIPCD. An (assembly coded) optimized version of LVIPCD is supplied by HDS. 
This was done only for the last block of columns. 
To compare the flow of data in DLLT2B with the flow of data in DLLT2A, 
observe that in the execution of the j-th loop in DLLT2A, the first t-loop (2.6) is 
managed for cache by executing blocks of columns of Rf^, see Fig. 1. And the data 
in the second t-loop (2.8) are all in Tji. However for DLLT2B, Tji remains in cache 
throughout the execution of the entire j-th loop resulting in improved management 
of cache. This good management of cache in DLLT2B is a major reason for this 
routine performing better than all other routines considered in this chapter, see Fig. 
4. 
IV. DLLT2C This Cholesky algorithm operates on nb columns of A at a time as 
was done in DLLT2A and DLLT2B. DLLT2A was implemented using subroutine 
calls to standard BLAS. DLLT2B was implemented using subroutine calls to two 
nonstandard level-2 BLAS, LVSMSD (a looped DAXPY) and LVIPCD (a looped 
DDOT). DLLT2C uses the same algorithm as DLLT2B, but it is implemented using 
the standard (level-2) BLAS routines DSYR (the rank-1 update of a symmetric ma­
trix) and DGER (the rank-1 update of a general matrix). The hope was to achieve 
an implementation of the DLLT2B algorithm using standard BLAS that performs as 
well as DLLT2B. 
To modify algorithm DLLT2B so that only standard BLAS are used, partition 
the trapezoidal block Tj^ into two parts T and G as shown in Fig. 3, where T is the 
triangular part of Tji and G is the remaining part of Tji- Notice that the following 
loop 
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for k = j to I {use LVSMSD to update Tji} 
'^k:n,k ^  ^ k\n,k ~ '^k:n,i^ki 
can be rewritten as 
for k = j to I {use DSYR to update T} 
^k:l,k ^  ^ k:l,k -  ^k:l,i^ki 
for k = j to I {use DGER to update 0} 
'^l+l:n,k ^  ^ l+l:n,k ~ ^l+l:n,i'^ki 
The general algorithm for DLLT2C is obtained from algorithm DLLT2B with each 
of loops (3.10) and (3.13) replaced with two loops as shown above. 
1 
j n 
Fig. 3 : Illustrating T and G in Tji 
The primary drawback of this algorithm is that vector lengths are shorter than 
the vector lengths used in DLLT2B. DLLT2C also has the overhead of additional 
subroutine calls. These facts result in poor performance of DLLT2C, see Fig. 4. 
The remaining three Cholesky factorization algorithms use level-3 BLAS. 
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V. DLLT3A This is the algorithm that is described in [7] and calls the level-3 BLAS 
routines DSYRK, DGEMM and DTRSM. DLLT3A also calls DLLT to perform the 
Cholesky factorization on submatrices of the given matrix A. Let the nx n matrices 
A and L be partitioned into blocks and Lij of size nb x nb respectively. (If 
nb does not divide n, then the bottom and right side blocks are not square.) Let p 
be the smallest integer > n/nb, i.e., the number of column and row blocks that A 
has been partitioned into. Let denote and Aj.p^i.p 
denote • • •, Aj.p^p]. The general algorithm for DLLT3A is 
For ji = 1 to p 
Ajj ^ Ajj — Aj^i.j_iAj-^.j_-^ {use DSYRK to update •4jj} 
Ajj = Ljjljj' {use DLLT to solve for Ljj} 
VI. DLLT3B This Cholesky algorithm calls the level-3 BLAS routines DSYRK 
and DTRSM. DLLT3B also calls DLLT. The algorithm for DLLT3B has been 
rearranged so that there is no need to call DGEMM. This improves the performance 
of DLLT3B over the performance of DLLT3A since vector lengths are longer and 
there is less subroutine overhead. 
From .4 = LL^, one obtains 
{use DGEMM to update Ajj^-^^.pj} 
{use DTRSM to solve for Lj^i.pj} 
1-^11 
rp rp 
^2:p,2 = •^2:p,1^21 + h:p,2^22 
-^3:^,3 = ^3:p,1^31 + ^ 3:p,2^32 + ^3:p,3^33 
( 6 . 1 )  
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
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Split equation (6.1) as: 
rp 
All ~ ^11^11 {use DLLT to solve for Lu} 
^2:p,l = {^se DTRSM to solve for i2:p,l} 
This algorithm is identical to the algorithm for DLLT3A up to this point. Since the 
first block of columns of L, which is stored in A, is now known, the next step is to 
subtract the first term in the right hand side of equations (6.2), (6.3), • • • from the 
left hand side using only one subroutine call to DSYRK: 
^2:p,2:p ^ ^ 2:p,2:p " DSYRK to update A2.p^2-.p} 
Notice that DLLT3A updates only 42.^ g (6.2) as follows: 
^22 ^ -^22 — -^21 ^ 21 {use DSYRK} 
'43:p,2 ^3:p,2 ~ •^3:p,1^21 DGEMM} 
Equations (6.2), (6.3), • • • now become 
^2:p,2 = ^2:p,2^22 (64) 
^3:p,3 = ^3:p,2^32 + ^3:p,3^33 
^4;p,4 = ^4:p,2^42 + ^4:p,3^^ + ^ 4:p,4-^44 
The algorithm proceeds by splitting (6.4) as was done in (6.1), etc. 
The general algorithm for DLLT3B is 
For J — 1 to p 
:pJ :p '4 j  .p j  .p -  Aj  :p j  -1 
{use DSYRK to update Aj.pj.p} (6.5) 
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{use DLLT to solve for Ljj} (6.6) 
{use DTRSM to solve for (6.7) 
(Our convention requires that (6.5) is skipped when j  =  1  and (6.7) is skipped when 
j = p.) One drawback of DLLT3B is that it is difficult to find a near optimal block 
size, nb, for different values of n, see Table 3. Notice that the symmetic matrix 
Aj.pj.p in (6.5) may be too big to fit into the cache for large n; however this is 
not a problem since the cache management is done in DSYRK. Observe that the 
performance of DLLT3B is not degraded even if DTRSM is not managed for cache 
since DTRSM only operates on one block of columns of A at a time. Fig. 5 shows 
that DLLT3B performs better than DLLT3A. 
After developing and testing DLLT3B, it was discovered that this algorithm was 
briefly described in [22] by Peter Mayes. 
VII. DLLT3C This Cholesky algorithm calls DSYRK, DGEMV and DSCAL. The 
purpose of DLLT3C is to obtain better performance than DLLT3B by combining 
(6.6) and (6.7) in order to have longer vectors. This is accomplished by noticing 
that (6.6) performs the Cholesky factorization on the Ajj block and (6.7) updates 
all blocks below Ajj. Thus (6.6) and (6.7) can be replaced with the t-loop, (2.8), 
in the algorithm for DLLT2A. 
The general algorithm for DLLT3C is 
For j = 1 to p 
{use DSYRK to update Aj.pj.p} (7.1) 
m  =  { j  —  1 )  *  n b  +  1  
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For A: = m to m + nfe — 1 
T 
^  ^ k\n,k "'k:n,m:k—l°'k,m:k—l 
{use DGEMV to update 
«At ^ kk = V% {compute Ijj} 
^k+l:n,k ^k+l:n,k ~ ^ k+l:n,k/'^kk 
{use DSCAL 
The performance of DLLT3C is summarized in Table 5. Notice that DLLT3C per­
forms better than DLLT3A and DLLT3B, but not as well as DLLT2B, see Fig. 5 and 
Fig. 6. Recall that DLLT3A, DLLT3B and DLLT3C all have at least one level-3 
support routine whereas DLLT2B does not. The cache management of DLLT3C 
is not as efficient as the cache management of DLLT2B. This is because DSYRK 
in equation (7.1) updates the entire triangular submatrix Aj.pj.p whereas DLLT2B 
only updates the trapezoidal part, Tji, of A during the execution of the j-th block 
of columns. 
Table 1 : Support Routines for each Cholesky Algorithm 
Cholesky Algorithms Support Routines® 
DLLT DSCAL(l), DGEMV(2) 
DLLT2A DSCAL(l), DGEMV(2) 
DLLT2B DSCAL(l), LVSMSD(2), LVIPCD(2) 
DLLT2C DSCAL(l), DSYR(2), DGER(2) 
DLLT3A DLLT(3), DSYRK(3), DGEMM(3), DTRSM(3) 
DLLT3B DLLT(3), DSYRK(3), DTRSM(3) 
DLLT3C DSCAL(l), DGEMV(2), DSYRK(3) 
«Parentheses after each support routines indicate the order of arithmetic 
operations performed. 
1.3 Performance Results 
All tests were made with real, double precision arithmetic (about 16 decimal dig­
its) and were run on the HDS AS/XL V60 computer in Atlanta, Georgia, using the 
IBM MVS/SP operating system and the IBM VS-FORTRAN version 2.2 compiler 
with optimization level set to 3. MFLOPS for the Cholesky factorization were cal­
culated using (2ti^ -t-3n^ — 5n)/6 arithmetic operations which exclude the arithmetic 
operations performed when executing the n square roots. Testing was done dur­
ing regular production time with MFLOPS calculations normally varying less than 
2% from the average value from one run to another run. Average MFLOPS are 
reported. A is assumed to be a n x n, positive definite, real matrix that is dimen­
sioned as A(LDA, *). LDA was always taken to be n + 1. A was generated by 
I -(- BB^, where B was obtained by a random number generator and I represents 
the identity matrix. MAXD used in Tables 2 and 3 indicates the difference between 
the maximum number and the minimum number of the MFLOPS obtained from 8 
different block sizes ranging from 80 to 150. The vector performances of DLLT3A 
and DLLT3B for various block sizes and various values of n are given in Tables 2 
and 3 respectively. The vector performance for DLLT2C is given in Table 4 and the 
vector performances for DLLT2A, DLLT2B and DLLT3C are given in Table 5. The 
performance curves for all Cholesky algorithms considered in this chapter are shown 
in Fig. 4 through Fig. 7. Fig. 7 summarizes the performance of DLLT2B, DLLT3C 
and DLLT (executed in scalar) for n = 5,10, • • •, 50. 
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Table 2 ; Vector performance for DLLT3A 
n 
nb 
MAXD 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
100 27 27 41 14 
110 31 30 28 44 16 
120 34 33 32 30 45 15 
130 37 36 35 34 32 47 15 
140 40 39 38 36 35 34 50 16 
150 43 42 40 39 38 36 35 52 17 
160 45 44 43 42 41 39 38 37 8 
170 37 47 46 44 43 42 41 39 9 
180 40 49 48 47 46 44 43 42 10 
190 42 40 50 49 48 47 45 45 10 
200 44 42 52 51 50 49 48 47 10 
210 47 44 42 53 49 51 50 48 11 
220 49 45 44 54 52 51 51 50 10 
230 51 48 46 44 55 53 53 52 11 
240 52 50 48 46 56 56 55 53 10 
250 46 52 50 47 46 57 56 55 11 
260 47 54 51 49 48 58 58 57 11 
270 50 55 53 52 50 48 59 58 10 
280 51 49 54 53 51 50 60 59 11 
290 53 51 56 55 53 51 50 61 11 
300 54 52 58 57 55 53 51 61 10 
310 55 53 51 57 55 54 53 52 6 
320 58 55 53 59 58 56 54 52 6 
330 52 56 55 59 59 57 56 55 7 
340 54 58 55 53 60 58 57 56 6 
350 55 59 57 55 61 60 58 57 6 
360 56 60 58 56 63 60 60 58 7 
370 58 56 59 57 55 62 61 60 7 
380 59 57 • 61 59 56 63 61 60 7 
400 62 59 62 61 59 57 64 63 7 
420 59 61 59 63 61 60 65 65 6 
440 62 65 62 66 65 63 61 68 7 
460 64 62 64 61 64 63 62 61 3 
480 64 62 65 62 68 65 64 63 6 
500 63 64 66 65 63 66 66 64 3 
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Table 3 : Vector performance for DLLT3B 
n 
nb 
MAXD 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 
100 27 26 40 14 
110 31 30 28 43 15 
120 34 33 31 30 45 15 
130 37 36 34 33 32 47 15 
140 40 39 37 36 35 33 49 16 
150 42 41 40 39 38 36 35 51 13 
160 45 44 43 41 39 39 38 35 10 
170 42 45 45 44 42 40 40 39 6 
180 45 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 6 
190 47 46 47 48 47 46 45 44 4 
200 49 48 51 50 50 48 47 44 5 
210 50 50 48 52 52 50 48 48 4 
220 52 52 51 54 52 51 50 50 4 
230 54 53 52 50 54 54 52 51 4 
240 56 55 53 52 56 55 54 53 4 
250 56 57 56 53 53 57 57 55 4 
260 55 58 55 55 55 57 58 57 3 
270 57 59 58 57 56 54 58 58 4 
280 58 58 59 57 57 55 59 59 4 
290 60 60 60 59 59 57 57 61 4 
300 61 60 61 61 60 59 58 61 3 
310 62 62 61 62 62 59 59 58 4 
320 63 62 61 62 63 61 61 59 3 
330 63 64 63 64 63 62 61 61 3 
340 64 64 63 63 65 63 63 62 3 
350 65 65 64 63 66 64 64 63 3 
360 66 66 65 64 66 65 64 63 3 
370 65 66 66 65 65 66 65 64 2 
380 67 66 67 66 65 66 67 66 2 
400 69 69 68 67 67 66 67 68 3 
420 70 71 69 70 70 69 70 70 2 
440 72 72 71 70 70 69 68 70 4 
460 70 71 70 71 73 71 71 71 3 
480 74 74 73 73 74 72 71 71 3 
500 73 73 73 72 72 -72 72 72 1 
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Table 4 : Vector performances for DLLT2B and DLLT2C 
n DLLT2B DLLT2C n DLLT2B DLLT2C 
100 38.9 34.6 310 69.2 46.1 
110 40.7 37.6 320 71.1 49.8 
120 43.1 39.8 330 69.3 47.7 
130 47.1 26.8 340 70.0 48.9 
140 52.4 31.1 350 71.4 52.2 
150 53.4 35.5 360 72.3 50.0 
160 54.7 .38.8 370 73.6 51.8 
170 54.8 41.8 380 73.2 51.0 
180 55.3 .33.9 390 74.5 .52.7 
190 .59.4 36.6 400 72.6 51.4 
200 61.8 .39.7 410 73.7 51.5 
210 62.0 43.6 420 75.8 53.0 
220 60.5 38.0 430 75.9 53.8 
230 64.4 41.1 440 76.1 .53.8 
240 65.6 43.7 450 75.6 53.5 
250 66.1 46.4 460 76.6 55.6 
260 66.8 43.3 470 77.5 .55.5 
270 68.3 45.9 480 77.0 55.5 
280 68.2 48.2 490 77.9 56.5 
290 67.9 45.2 500 78.1 .56.2 
300 70.4 47.8 
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Table 5 : Vector performances for DLLT2A, DLLT2B and DLLT3C 
n DLLT2B DLLT2A DLLT3C n DLLT2B DLLT2A DLLT3C 
100 38.9 39.5 39.5 310 69.2 63.2 65.4 
110 40.7 43.2 41.6 320 71.1 62.8 66.0 
120 43.1 45.8 44.1 330 69.3 64.2 67.0 
130 47.1 47.5 44.3 340 70.0 65.0 66.1 
140 52.4 48.3 43.5 350 71.4 63.3 68.2 
150 53.4 49.4 45.6 360 72.3 64.7 68.6 
160 54.7 50.5 47.8 370 73.6 65.3 69.1 
170 54.8 52.1 49.7 380 73.2 67.3 70.3 
180 55.3 53.7 51.3 390 74.5 67.5 69.7 
190 59.4 55.1 52.0 400 72.6 67.4 71.2 
200 61.8 56.7 53.7 410 73.7 67.6 71.4 
210 62.0 56.3 55.3 420 75.8 68.2 72.4 
220 60.5 55.8 56.2 430 75.9 68.4 72.1 
230 64.4 58.2 57.7 440 76.1 68.5 72.9 
240 65.6 60.1 58.9 450 75.6 69.1 72.8 
250 66.1 60.6 60.4 460 76.6 69.4 73.3 
260 66.8 60.8 61.2 470 77.5 69.1 73.8 
270 68.3 62.5 61.7 480 77.0 69.6 73.9 
280 68.2 63.0 62.9 490 77.9 70.1 74.8 
290 67.9 62.5 62.9 500 78.1 70.1 75.4 
300 70.4 63.5 64.6 
1.4 Conclusions 
It would be nice if the optimal block size, nb,  for DLLT3A and DLLT3B would 
depend only on the computer used and not on the value of n as well. However, this 
is not true. For the HDS AS/XL V60 computer, a near optimal selection of nb is 
(  n ,  if n < 250; 
nb = < 
[ 100, if n > 250. 
DLLT2A, DLLT2B, DLLT2C and DLLT3C have the advantage that the near optimal 
block size is a known function of the cache size and LDA for this HDS computer. 
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The level-3 support routines DTRSM, DSYRK, DGEMM have been carefully 
hand-coded for near optimal performance for all problem sizes on the HDS AS/XL 
V60 vector computer. The best performing routine using standard BLAS is DLLT3C. 
However, the best performing routine of those tested is DLLT2B which calls the 
nonstandard level-2 routines LVSMSD (a looped DAXPY) and LVIPCD (a looped 
DDOT), see Appendix C for Fortran versions of these assembly coded routines. For 
n = 200 (300, 400, 500), DLLT2B executes 15% (9%, 2%, 4%) faster than DLLT3C. 
DLLT2B and DLLT3C execute at nearly the same rate for values of n < 120. Perhaps 
the looped DAXPY and looped DDOT support routines should be considered for 
inclusion in the standard list of BLAS since these operations occur frequently in 
scientific codes and we have found these routines to be useful in developing software 
for near optimal performance on HDS computers. 
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2. PERFORMANCES OF CHOLESKY FACTORIZATION 
ALGORITHMS ON THE HDS AS/EX V60, IBM 3090E/VF, CRAY 
X/Y-MP, AND CRAY-2 
The Hitachi Data Systems (HDS) AS/EX V60 is a memory to memory computer 
(no vector registers) with a 256K byte cache, a 4M byte intermediate cache between 
the 256K byte cache and main memory, and a cycle time of 16.5 nsec, see [18] for 
details. The IBM 3090E/VF is a vector register computer with a 64K byte cache 
and a cycle time of 17.2 nsec, see [1, 17, 24, 26] for details. The Cray-2, X-MP, 
and Y-MP are vector register computers with no cache, see [2, 24, 27]. (The Cray-
2 has a 128K byte local memory which can only be utilized via assembly code for 
floating point operations.) On the vector register computers, vector register reuse 
is a major technique to obtain optimal performance. By doing so, a number of load 
and store operations can be reduced. On the cache based computers, cache reuse 
should be considered so that the cost of bringing data into cache from memory can 
be minimized. 
The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the performance of three blocked 
Cholesky algorithms that use level-3 BLAS, and to compare their performance (1) 
with a level-2 BLAS implementation and (2) with hand-coded vendor supplied im­
plementations (when possible). This was done for each of the computers mentioned 
above using a single processor for execution. All support routines used have been 
carefully optimized for each computer used so that valid performance comparisons 
can be made. 
2.1 Algorithms Tested 
In the Chapter 1, one unblocked algorithm, three blocked algorithms using level-
2 BLAS, and three blocked algorithms using level-3 BLAS were tested on the HDS 
AS/XL computer. Since the blocked algorithms using level-2 BLAS do not per­
form well ori the vector register computers like the IBM 3090E and Cray-2, three 
blocked algorithm (DLLT3A, DLLT3B, and DLLT3C) using level-3 BLAS and one 
unblocked algorithm DLLT using level-2 BLAS are tested in this section. For the 
detail description of each algorithm, see Chapter 1. 
To achieve high performances for these algorithms, an efficient implementa­
tion of the level-2 and level-3 BLAS is required on each computer. The Cray has 
implemented tuned versions of all of the level-2 and level-3 BLAS in its scientific li­
brary, and the HDS has optimized all support routines for the Cholesky factorization 
algorithms to be tested in this section. The IBM ESSL (Engineering and Scien­
tific Subroutine Library) does not have an optimized version of level-3 BLAS routine 
DSYRK, so DSYRK was opt imized for  the IBM 3090E.  Only the case C — C — BB^ 
for DSYRK is used for the above blocked algorithms and hence only this case was 
optimized. An optimal version was obtained by splitting the problem into three 
cases - LDB < 193, 193 < LDB < 495, and LDB > 495. See Appendix D for the 
details of how both cache and vector register reuse are utilized for the optimization 
of DSYRK. 
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For DLLT3A and DLLT3B, various values for n b  were used to find an optimal 
block size for each n for each computer mentioned above. No general formula deter­
mining an optimal block size for each n was found for both the IBM 3090E/VF and 
the  HDS AS/EX V60 .  For  t he  Cray-2 ,  X-MP,  and  Y-MP,  the  bes t  b lock  s i ze  i s  n  
which reduces these algorithms to DLLT, see Tables Ic to le and 2c to 2e. 
For DLLT3C, an optimal block size n b  depending upon L D A  (the leading di­
mension of .4) was determined on both the IBM 3090E/VF and the HDS AS/EX 
V60 when using double precision (8-byte) arithmetic. On the HDS AS/EX V60 
with 256K byte cache, the formula nb = (.45 * 2.56 * 1024)/(8 * LDA) — 2 was 
used, see Chapter 1. On the IBM 3090E/VF with 64K byte cache, the formula 
nb = (.75 * 64 * 1024)/(8 * LDA) was used for LDA < 193, for 193 < LDA < 495 
nb was chosen to be the smallest number of multiples of 16 exceeding nb obtained 
from the formula nb = (64 * 1024)/(8 * LDA) — 1, and for LDA > 495 nb was set to 
32. The above formula was experimentally found. On the Cray X-MP and Y-MP, 
the best performance for DLLT3C was achieved when nb = n which i-S^uces this 
algorithm to DLLT, see Tables 3c and 3e. On the Cray 2, the best performance for 
DLLT3C was achieved when nb is equal to about 96, see Table 3d. 
2.2 Performance Results 
All tests were made using a single processor for execution and real, double pre­
cision (single on Cray) arithmetic (about 16 decimal digits of accuracy). The 3090E 
tests were run at Cornell National Supercomputer Facility in Ithaca, New York, using 
the IBM VM/XA SP(CMS) operating system and the IBM VS-FORTRAN version 
2.3 compiler with 0PT(3) and VEC(LEV(2)) compile-time options. The HDS tests 
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were run in Santa Clara, California, using the IBM MVS/SP operating system and 
the IBM VS-FORTRAN version 2.2 compiler with optimization level set to 3. On the 
Cray-2 and X-MP all tests were performed at National Center for Supercomputing 
Applications in Urbana-Champaign, Illinois, and on the Cray Y-MP all tests were 
performed at Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center in Pittsburgh, PA. All Cray runs 
were made using Uni cos 5.0 operating system, the CFT77 3.0 compiler, and SCILIB 
which includes optimized level-3 BLAS. Testing was done during regular production 
time with MFLOPS calculations normally varying less than 2% from the average 
value from one run to another run. Average MFLOPS are reported. A is assumed 
to be a n X n, positive definite, real matrix that is dimensioned as A(LDA, *), where 
LDA is (n 4-1). The performances of all algorithms are summarized in the following 
tables and figures. DLLT2 [20] is the HDS supplied Cholesky factorization which is 
almost the same as DLLT2B described in Chapter 1. DPPF with iopt = 0 is the 
IBM supplied Cholesky factorization [12]. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show how well the 
level-3 blocked algorithms perform in comparison with hand-coded, vendor supplied 
routines for IBM and HDS. Cray does not supply a Cholesky factorization routine. 
2.3 Conclusions 
For the Cray-2 computer, the blocked algorithm DLLT3C performed better than 
the unblocked algorithm DLLT, see Fig. 10. This is because the level-3 BLAS were 
optimized using the fast local memory available on the Cray-2 resulting in a decrease 
in data movement to and from memory. (The Cray-2 only has one load/store pipe 
to memory, whereas the Cray X-MP and Y-MP each have 2 load and 1 store pipes.) 
For the Cray X-MP and Y-MP computers, no performance gains were achieved 
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using level-3 BLAS for the three blocked algorithms tested. The level-2 Cholesky 
factorization algorithm DLLT performed best on these Cray computers. Recall that 
the level-3 routine DLLT3C reduces to DLLT when the block size is chosen to be the 
problem size. With this choice of block size for the Cray X-MP and Y-MP, and with 
the block size chosen as described previously for the Cray-2, the single algorithm 
DLLT3C performs best of all level 2 and 3 algorithms. 
For both the IBM and HDS computers, the performance of the level-3 blocked 
Cholesky algorithm, DLLT3C, provided significant performance gains over the level-
2 implementation, DLLT, see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. In fact, all blocked algorithms 
outperform DLLT for large n. In addition, DLLT3C provided performance that was 
roughly at least 90% of the performance of hand-coded, vendor supplied routines, 
see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. In summary, for the Cray, IBM and HDS computers 
mentioned above, the single routine DLLT3C performs better than all of the level 2 
and 3 routines considered in this chapter when the blocksize is chosen appropriately. 
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Table la : Performance of DLLT3A on IBM 3090E/VF 
nb 
n 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 DLLT 
60 13 18 16 24 24 
100 22 25 29 30 28 34 40 41 
140 28 32 34 35 40 38 36 38 45 
180 32 38 39 42 41 47 46 45 40 
200 35 39 41 43 43 46 49 48 39 
220 36 41 43 44 45 46 51 51 38 
240 35 38 40 45 46 40 38 40 30 
280 41 45 46 47 49 51 50 48 38 
300 41 46 47 50 50 51 52 50 41 
320 44 49 50 52 51 52 54 52 40 
360 44 48 50 52 52 52 52 53 39 
400 46 51 53 54 54 55 53 53 42 
440 48 53 54 56 56 57 58 56 43 
480 49 • 54 55 57 57 58 58 58 41 
500 47 52 55 56 56 57 57 58 42 
Table Ib : Performance of DLLT3A on HDS AS/EX V60 
nb 
n 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 DLLT 
60 27 27 
100 29 28 43 43 
140 43 42 40 39 37 36 53 53 
180 42 53 52 50 49 47 46 45 60 
200 48 45 56 55 54 52 51 50 61 
220 52 50 48 59 58 57 56 55 62 
240 57 55 52 50 62 60 59 58 60 
280 56 53 60 58 56 54 66 65 55 
300 59 57 ' 63 62 60 58 56 68 52 
320 63 60 58 65 63 61 60 58 50 
360 62 66 64 62 68 67 65 64 48 
400 67 65 69 67 65 63 70 69 46 
440 67 70 67 71 70 68 66 73 46 
480 71 69 71 69 73 72 70 69 47 
500 69 71 73 71 69 74 72 71 46 
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Table le : Performance of DLLT3A on Cray X-MP 
n 
nb 
DLLT 20 40 60 80 100 120 180 200 240 300 400 500 
100 112 116 122 116 127 128 
300 184 187 194 189 190 193 194 193 193 193 194 
500 200 202 202 201 203 201 204 205 202 206 206 207 207 
Table Id : Performance of DLLT3A on Cray-2 
n 
nb 
DLLT 20 40 60 80 100 120 180 200 240 300 400 500 
100 82 90 101 107 142 141 
300 192 199 208 200 214 218 232 229 244 274 277 
500 250 256 253 250 263 258 271 266 280 287 288 310 311 
Table le : Performance of DLLT3A on Cray Y-MP 
n 
nb 
DLLT 20 40 60 80 100 120 180 200 240 300 400 500 
100 146 152 160 154 165 165 
300 257 262 271 265 267 271 272 270 271 272 272 
500 282 285 284 284 286 284 288 289 287 291 291 292 292 
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Table 2a : Performance of DLLT3B on IBM 3090E/VF 
• nb 
n 16 32 48 64 80 96 112 128 DLLT 
60 15 18 17 24 24 
100 27 29 31 30 28 35 40 41 
140 35 38 38 37 40 38 36 38 45 
180 38 44 43 45 43 46 46 . 45 40 
200 45 46 46 46 46 47 49 48 39 
220 47 48 48 48 47 47 51 51 38 
240 50 50 49 50 49 42 40 40 30 
280 52 52 52 52 51 52 51 49 38 
300 53 53 54 53 53 52 53 51 41 
320 55 55 55 55 54 54 54 54 40 
360 55 56 56 55 55 55 54 53 39 
400 57 57 57 55 56 55 55 53 42 
440 58 58 58 58 57 57 58 56 43 
480 59 59 60 60 59 59 59 59 41 
500 57 59 58 57 57 57 56 58 42 
Table 2b : Performance of DLLT3B on HDS AS/EX V60 
nb 
n 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 DLLT 
60 27 27 
100 29 28 43 43 
140 43 42 40 39 37 36 53 .53 
180 49 53 51 50 49 48 46 45 60 
200 54 52 56 55 54 53 51 50 61 
220 57 57 55 59 58 56 56 55 62 
240 61 60 58 57 62 60 59 58 60 
280 65 64 65 64 63 62 66 65 55 
300 67 67 68 67 66 64 64 68 52 
320 70 69 68 69 69 67 66 65 50 
360 73 73 72 71 73 72 71 71 48 
400 76 76 75 75 74 73 75 74 46 
440 78 79 77 78 78 76 76 78 46 
480 81 80 80 80 81 79 79 79 47 
500 81 82 81 81 81 81 80 80 46 
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Table 2c : Performance of DLLT3B on Cray X-MP 
n 
nb 
DLLT 20 40 60 80 100 120 180 200 240 300 400 500 
100 115 119 122 117 127 128 
300 176 186 191 189 191 193 194 191 193 194 194 
500 187 198 201 202 204 205 205 206 205 206 207 206 207 
Table 2d : Performance of DLLT3B on Cray-2 
nb 
n 20 40 60 80 100 120 180 200 240 300 400 500 DLLT 
100 84 95 102 109 142 141 
300 181 198 205 198 215 219 231 230 244 276 277 
500 222 246 253 251 262 267 275 269 286 288 289 310 312 
Table 2e : Performance of DLLT3B on Cray Y-MP 
nb 
n 20 40 60 80 100 120 180 200 240 300 400 500 DLLT 
100 151 157 161 154 165 165 
300 248 261 268 266 268 271 272 270 272 272 272 
500 264 279 284 285 287 288 290 290 290 291 291 292 292 
Table 3a : Performances of DLLT3C and DPPF on IBM 3090E/VF 
n DLLT3C DPPF n DLLT3C DPPF 
60 24.4 26.5 240 52.7 58.2 
80 31.5 34.5 280 55.3 60.2 
100 35.5 40.1 300 55.8 60.7 
120 40.1 45.5 320 57.0 61.5 
140 44.3 49.5 360 58.5 62.3 
160 46.8 51.5 400 .58.4 63.4 
180 48.7 54.2 440 60.4 63.9 
200 49.1 55.4 480 61.2 65.3 
220 51.0 56.2 500 59.4 64.6 
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Table 3b : Performances of DLLT3C and DLLT2 on HDS AS/EX V60 
n DLLT3C DLLT2 n DLLT3C DLLT2 
60 27.5 28.6 240 64.7 72.9 
80 36.3 36.2 280 70.2 76.6 
100 43.4 42.7 300 72.3 78.4 
120 49.2 48.3 320 74,5 79.3 
140 48.5 58.6 360 76.9 80.9 
160 53.6 61.3 400 79.7 80.9 
180 57.8 61.9 440 81.7 84.8 
200 60.1 68.5 480 82.5 86.4 
220 63.3 67.1 500 84.5 87.3 
Table 3c : Performance of DLLT3C on Cray X-MP 
n 
nb 
DLLT 64 96 128 160 192 224 256 
100 127 127 128 128 
200 176 178 178 179 178 179 179 
300 191 193 194 195 196 196 195 196 
400 198 201 202 202 203 203 203 204 
500 202 204 206 206 207 207 207 207 
Table 3d ; Performance of DLLT3C on Cray-2 
n 
nb 
DLLT 64 96 128 160 192 224 256 
100 147 143 141 141 
200 258 256 252 246 239 237 237 
300 308 303 300 300 296 288 282 275 
400 334 339 337 325 325 320 308 305 
500 349 356 348 350 348 343 333 311 
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Table 3e : Performance of DLLT3C on Cray Y-MP 
n 
nb 
DLLT 64 96 128 160 192 224 256 
100 167 165 165 166 
200 243 245 246 247 246 245 246 
300 268 271 272 272 273 273 273 272 
400 279 282 284 285 285 285 285 286 
500 281 285 290 290 291 291 292 292 
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3. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATIONS OF CHOLESKY 
FACTORIZATION ON THE IBM 3090 AND CRAY COMPUTERS 
3.1 Introduction 
The advent of vector and parallel computers with a hierarchial memory like the 
IBM 3090 and the Cray-2 has led to use level-3 BLAS based on matrix-matrix oper­
ations [7] to aid in redesigning existing algorithms for efficient exploitation of these 
computer architectures. This chapter evaluates the strategy of using parallel level-2 
and/or level-3 BLAS for parallelization of Cholesky factorization algorithm on each 
of the IBM 3090E & J, the Cray-2, X-MP, and Y-MP computers. Next, a parallel 
Cholesky algorithm using serial level-3 BLAS is presented, and its performance and 
efficiency are compared with those of Cholesky algorithms using parallel BLAS on all 
of computers mentioned above. Performance results of DPPFP (a parallel Choelsky 
factorization routine in the IBM ESSL primarily coded in assembler) on the IBM 
3090 computers are included to see how well the parallel Cholesky algorithm using 
serial level-3 BLAS performs. Also, performances of SPOTRF (a blocked Cîholesky 
factorization routine in a prerelease version of LAPACK) using parallel level-3 BLAS 
are measured for the purpose of comparison. The goal of this chapter is to have one 
parallel Cholesky algorithm that will perform efficiently on all of these computers 
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with only standard BLAS being optimized for the specific computers. 
The IBM 3090-600J/VF has a clock cycle time of 14.5 nsec and 6 central proces­
sors with each of them having an integrated vector facility and a 256K byte cache. 
The vector facility consists of 8 double word vector registers, and the vector section 
size (VSS) is 256. The IBM .3090-600E/VF has a clock cycle time of 17.2 nsec with 
a 64K byte cache and VSS equal to 128 [1, 24]. The Cray-2 has a cycle time of 4.1 
nsec and 4 processors with each of them having a 128K byte local memory, and the 
Cray Y-MP/832 with a cycle time of 6 nsec has 8 processors, see [27] for the further 
hardware characteristics. The Cray X-MP/48 with a cycle time of 8.5 nsec has 4 
processors [2]. 
3.2 Parallel Algorithms Tested 
This section introduces four Cholesky algorithms using parallel BLAS and de­
scribes a parallel Cholesky algorithm using serial level-3 BLAS. Support routines 
+SCAL, *GEMV, *GEMM, +TRSM and *SYRK are serial BLAS and are described 
in [6, 7, 15, 16], where * represents D (for the IBM) or S (for the Cray) through­
out this chapter. Support routines PGEMV, PTRSM, PSYRK and PGEMM are 
parallel BLAS associated with serial BLAS *GEMV, *TRSM, *SYRK and *GEMM 
respectively. These parallel BLAS were developed using IBM Parallel Fortran on the 
IBM 3090 computers and Cray Autotasking on the Cray computers, see Appendix 
F for listings of these routines. Let A = [a^j] and L = [lij] he n x n matrices, 
w h e r e  A  =  L L ^ .  L e t  d e n o t e  [ ^ A ; . a | + l , A : ' '  '  '  ' d e n o t e  
[S:j,â;''^î:j,^+1' ' ' ' For the description of algorithms using block submatri-
ces, let the matrices A and L be partitioned into blocks Aj^j and Ljj of size nb x nb 
I 
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respectively. (If nb does not divide n, then the bottom and right side blocks are not 
square.) Let p be the smallest integer > n/nb, that is, the number of column and row 
blocks that  A has been par t i t ioned into.  Let  Aj .p^^ denote  [aJ^,  '^J+1 '  ^ pà'^  
and Aj.p^j.p denote :p,i+1 ' ' ' ' ) :p,p] ' 
I. DLLT DLLT is a serial, unblocked algorithm with calls to *GEMV and *SCAL, 
see Chapter 1. The algorithm for this is; 
For y = 1 to n 
{use *GEMV to update 
Ojj ^ Ijj = ^o-jj { c o m p u t e  I j j }  
®j + l:n,j ^ 'j+l:n,j = j-{-l-.n,jIjj 
{use *SCAL to compute 
II. PDLLT PDLLT is a parallel, unblocked algorithm which is obtained from serial 
DLLT with serial *GEMV replaced with parallel BLAS PGEMV. Note that level-1 
BLAS *SCAL is not parallelized since parallelism on this level is not efficient. 
III. PDLLTB PDLLTB is a parallel algorithm with calls to parallel level-3 BLAS 
(PSYRK and PTRSM) and serial DLLT to perform Cholesky factorization on the 
diagonal submatrices of A. The algorithm for PDLLTB is: 
For J = 1 to p 
' ' ^ j - .p , j - -p  ~  ' '^ j -Pd-l '^J:p, j - l  
{use PSYRK to update Aj.pj.p} (3.1) 
A j j  = Ljjljj {use DLLT to solve for Ljj} (3.2) 
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^j+l:p, j  =  ^ j+hpj^j j  {"SG PTRSM to solve for (3.3) 
In the algorithm PDLLTB, (3.1) is skipped when j  = I and (3.3) is skipped when 
j = p. The optimal block size nb is 96 for the Cray X/Y-MP, 64 for the Cray-2, and 
128 for the IBM 3090. 
IV. DLLT3C This algorithm is a serial algorithm with calls to *GEMV and *SYRK, 
see Chapter 1. The algorithm for DLLT3C is: 
For j = 1 to p 
— -'^j- .pj- .p  -  • '^ j :p , j - l ''^J:p , j - l  
{use *SYRK to update Aj.pj.p} 
m — ( j  — I )  *  nb + 1 
For k = m to min{n, m + nb — 1} 
T 
^k\n,k  '^k:n,k  ' 'k:n,m:k- l°k ,m:k—l 
{use *GEMV to update 
""kk ^kk = {compute Ijj} 
^A;+l:n,Â: """ ^k- \ -hn,k  ~  ^k+l ' .n^kl^kk 
{use *SCAL to compute aX'+l:n,A;} 
It was found in Chapter 2 that the optimal block size nb of DLLT3C is 96 on the 
Cray-2, n on the Cray X/Y-MP, and 64 (for small problem).or 32 (for large problem) 
on the IBM 3090 computers. 
V. PDLLTC PDLLTC is a parallel algorithm which is obtained from serial DLLT3C 
with *GEMV and *SYRK replaced with parallel BLAS PGEMV and PSYRK respec­
tively. Parallel performance was enhanced by using PGEMV (a parallel version of 
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SGEMV) for Cray computers instead of a serial SGEMV. However, PGEMV de­
graded the parallel performance on the IBM 3090 computers. The optimal block 
size for PDLLTC is 96 for the Cray X/Y-MP, 64 for the Cray-2, and 128 for the IBM 
3090 computers. 
VI. SPOTRF SPOTRF is a blocked Cholesky factorization algorithm in a pre­
release version of LAPACK that calls *SYRK, *GEMM, *TRSM, and DLLT. The 
lower triangular version of SPOTRF is the same as DLLTB in [7] and DLLT3A in 
Chapter 1. The lower triangular version of this algorithm is: 
For J = 1 to p 
Ajj  — Aj j  - {use *SYRK to update 
Ajj  = Ljj l j j  {use DLLT to solve for Ljj}  
{use *GEMM to update Aj^i.pj} 
^j+l:p,j = ^j+l:p,j^Jj {use *TRSM to solve for + 
For parallel execution of this algorithm, all serial level-3 BLAS should be replaced 
with corresponding parallel level-3 BLAS. The optimal block size is 64 for the Cray 
computers and 128 for the IBM 3090 computers. 
VII. DLLT3P DLLT3P is a coarse-grained, parallel algorithm implemented with 
calls to the serial level-3 BLAS *TRSM, *SYRK, *GEMM, and the serial algorithm 
DLLT. This routine was written in the IBM Parallel Fortran language for the IBM 
3090 and in the equivalent Cray Autotasking language for execution on Cray com­
puters. When a standard parallel Fortran language is adopted, this algorithm could 
probably be written using this language. 
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Let Np denote the number of processors to be used and let VSS denote the 
vector section size, i.e., the number of words that a vector register can hold. Since 
DLLT3C performs best of all algorithms using standard BLAS on the IBM 3090 and 
Cray computers (see Chapter 2), DLLT3P executes DLLT3C when Np = 1. Suppose 
Np > 1. Partition the lower triangular part of A as shown in Fig. 13 with C and D 
containing nb columns. 
n b  
Fig. 13 : Illustrating C, D and E of A 
Then, factor C serially using DLLT (with one processor) .  Next ,  factor  D  using N p  
processors by dividing D in Np equal parts and performing the factorization on each 
part serially using *TRSM, see Fig. 13. Since C and D have been factored, E can be 
updated. This update step is executed in parallel. For Np = 2, E is divided equally 
in two parts and then each processor is assigned one trianglular part and one rect­
angular part as shown in Fig. 14. For Np >2, ^ is divided in lb columns as shown 
in Fig. 14 and then the updating of each vertical strip of width lb is distributed 
across the Np processors. Each vertical strip consists of a triangular part and a 
rectangular part. The triangular part is updated using *SYRK and the rectangu-
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lar part is updated using *GEMM. The above procedures are then repeated on the 
triangular block obtained from the previous triangular block by eliminating C and D. 
D 
1 2 
nb 
D 
Np = 2 
nb lb lb lb lb 
Np > 2 
Fig. 14 : Illustrating the division of E 
The algorithm of DLLT3P for Np > 2 using Cray Autotasking [3] is: 
.4^ = {use DLLT to solve for 
if (p = 1) return 
For j = 1 to p — 1 
len — n — j * nb 
if(/en > VSS) then 
c — (j — 1) * nb + 1 
d = j * nb 
I — d + I 
Is = max ^^,32^ 
cmic$ do all shared(list shared variables) private(list private variables) 
For i = / to n with step size Is 
ib = min(i + - 1, n) 
= h:ib,c:d'^Jj STRSM to solve for 
/6 = max(^,16) 
cmic$ do all shared(list shared variables) private(list private variables) 
For i = I to n with step size lb 
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i b  =  min(i +  l b  —  l , n )  
^i:ib,i:ib H:ib,i:ib ~ ^ i:ib,c:d'^i:ib,c:d SSYRK} 
^i+lb:n,i:ib ^ H-\-lb:n,v.ih ~ °'i+lb:n,c:d'^i:ib,c:d SGEMM} 
4+lj+l = 4 + lj + l^j+lj+l {"== DLLT} 
else 
'4j+l:p,j = ^j+hp,j^Jj {use STRSM to solve for 
^j + l:p,j + l:p ^ ^ j+l:p,j+l;p ~ ^ j+l-P,j-^J+l:p,j SSYRK } 
-4j+l:p,j + l:p = +1 :pj+1 :pj+1 :pj +1 :p DLLT} 
return 
end if 
The full Fortran code, written in the IBM Parallel Fortran, for this algorithm is listed 
in Appendix E. The optimal number of nb used in DLLT3P is 32 for the IBM 3090, 
32 (if n < 500) or 64 (if n > 500) for the Cray X/Y-MP, and 96 for the Cray-2. 
These numbers were found experimentally on the basis of VSS and/or cache size 
(local memory size on the Cray-2). For Np > 2, the optimal size of lb is 64 for 
the IBM 3090, and max (^2^p ' the Cray computers, where m refers to the 
number of rows of the remaining triangular part to be updated after each factor step. 
3.3 Performance Results 
All tests were made with real, double precision (single on the Cray) arithmetic 
(about 16 decimal digits of accuracy), and Mflops was calculated using wall-clock 
time and {2rfi + Zn^ — 5n)/6 floating point operations, excluding the n square roots. 
All numbers in parentheses in Tables la through 8c represent the speed-ups of parallel 
algorithms. On the IBM 3090, all stand-alone timing runs were made interactively on 
CORNELLF by staff at Cornell National Supercomputer Facility (CNSF) in Ithaca, 
New York, using VM/XA SPl with CMS 5.5. The compiler options 0PT(3) and 
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VEC(LEV(2)) were used and wall-clock time was measured using the multiprocessor 
interval timer VMTIME. 
The Cray-2 and X-MP runs were made at the National Center for Supercom-
puting Applications (NCSA) in Illinois, using UNICOS 5.0.8 and the CFT77 3.1.1.2 
compiler. The Cray Y-MP runs were made at the Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center 
(PSC) in Pennsylvania, using UNICOS 5.0 and the CFT77 3.1 compiler. Wall-clock 
time was measured using TIMEF. The Cray-2 timing runs were made using the 
NCSA dedicate queue to gain exclusive use of the Cray-2 with the average Mflops 
of 2 runs reported. The Cray X-MP and Y-MP timing runs were made using the 
express queue with the maximum Mflops of 5 runs reported. The architecture of the 
NCSA Cray X-MP and the PSC Cray Y-MP is essentially the same so that timing 
results for either machine will provide the same conclusions about algorithms. The 
clock on the NCSA Cray X-MP is about 30% slower than the clock on the PSC Cray 
Y-MP. Timing results on the X-MP were also about 30% slower than the Y-MP. 
For this reason, X-MP results were not included in this paper. 
Timings were performed as follows. Stand-alone timings on the IBM 3090 and 
the Cray-2 were done by measuring the wall clock time needed to execute the desired 
routine twice and then dividing this time by two. This method produced results 
that were reproducible on these two computers. Since stand-alone timing was not 
available on the Cray X/Y-MP, timings were done by measuring the wall clock time 
needed to execute the desired routine one time. The best time out of 5 to 10 runs 
(depending on the computer and problem size) is reported. Repeating these runs 
at different times on different days provided results which varied within 1% for small 
problems and within 6% for large problems. (This method would not give repeatable 
ï 
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results for the Cray-2 and IBM 3090 running non-standalone.) 
In a production environment, wall-clock times fluctuate with the load on the 
system. As a demonstration for this, on the IBM 3090E Mflops obtained from 8 
parallel batch runs on CORNELLE are listed below when Np = 6 and N = 1000: 
300.9, 338.8, 286.7, 278.1, 238.1, 231.8, 227.2, 271.1 which give an average value of 
271.6 with about 112 Mflops variation. The maximum of these numbers is 338.8 
Mflops. Two stand-alone runs for this problem gave 377.8 and 378.0 Mflops yielding 
an average of 377.9 Mflops. 
Tables 7a and 7b show stand-alone performance ratios of DLLT3P relative to 
DPPFP. Tables 8a through 8c show the efficiencies of parallel algorithms for matrix 
multiplication C = A* B on the IBM 3090J and Cray computers to see how fast each 
computer communicates among the processors. The numbers listed in Tables 8a and 
8c are the maximum Mflops out of 5 timing runs. On the Cray Y-MP each run was 
made using the express queue, and on the IBM each run was made on CORNELLE 
in batch class P at priority 4. The numbers shown in Table 8b are the maximum 
Mflops out of 10 timing runs and each run was made using the express queue on the 
NCSA Cray-2. The collected data for Table 8b varied quite a bit (about 25 %) which 
approximately was due to varying system load. 
For the Cholesky factorization algorithms tested, the Cray X/Y-MP computers 
provided better parallel efficiencies than the Cray-2, and the IBM 3090 computers 
provided the lowest parallel efficiencies. Is this still true if one uses a very simple 
algorithm, like matrix-matrix multiplication? IBM provides an optimized parallel 
matrix-matrix (C = A * B) routine DGEMLP in the ESSL. Cray does not provide 
a corresponding routine in SCILIB, so the following code called PGEMM was used 
I 
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for the parallel execution on Cray computers using Autotasking. 
cmic$ do all shared(list shared variables) private(list private variables) 
For j = I to n with step size nb 
jb = min(n6,n — j + 1) 
j e  =  j  + j b -  I  
~ {use SGEMM } 
Performance results are listed in Tables 8a and 8b. Taking the best of 10 parallel 
batch runs on CORNELLS did provide for consistent performance results for the 
3090J. These results are reported in Table 8c. Notice that the IBM numbers were 
produced by a vendor optimized routine whereas this was not done for Cray. In 
spite of this advantage to IBM, the parallel efficiencies for the Y-MP are significantly 
better than those on the 3090J, and the parallel efficiencies of the Cray-2 compared 
well with those of the 3090J. (The authors suspect that a hand-optimized C — A* B 
for the Cray-2 would give significantly better parallel speed-ups.) 
3.4 Conclusions 
The strategy of using parallel level-2 and/or level-3 BLAS on IBM 3090 com­
puters for the Cholesky factorization algorithms tested does not provide for efficient 
utilization of processors, see Tables 6a-6d. However, the strategy of implementing a 
parallel Cholesky algorithm (DLLT3P - written in IBM Parallel Fortran) with calls to 
serial level-3 BLAS did provide for reasonable parallel efficiencies on the IBM 3090 
computers, see Tables 6e and 6g. The performance of DLLT3P compared well with 
the vendor optimized parallel Cholesky routine DPPFP from ESSL, see Tables 7a 
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and 4b. Notice that the parallel speed-ups for the 3090J are generally not as good 
as those for the 3090E. For the vendor optimized Cholesky factorization routine 
DPPFP {N = 300), the parallel speed-ups on the 3090J were 28%, 30%, 45%, 63% 
and 61% less than the parallel speed-ups for the 3090E for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 processors, 
respectively, see Tables 6f and 6h. Performance data varied so much when execut­
ing batch on CORNELLE and interactive on CORNELLF 3090 computers that it 
was impossible to make a comparative evaluation of the different parallel Cholesky 
algorithms (see Performance Results section). For this reason, it was necessary to 
compare algorithms on the 3090 using stand-alone timings. Stand-alone timings 
were also required for the Cray-2. However, stand-alone timings were not necessary 
for algorithm comparisons on the Cray X/Y-MP computers. 
For the Cray X/Y-MP, DLLT3P (which uses serial level-3 BLAS) was the most 
efficient parallel algorithm. SPOTRF (which uses only parallel level-3 BLAS) was 
the most efficient algorithm for the Cray X/Y-MP of all algorithms using parallel 
level-2 and/or level-3 BLAS. However, PDLLTC (which uses parallel level-2 and 
parallel level-3 BLAS) was the most efficient algorithm for the Cray-2 of all algorithms 
using parallel level-2 and/or level-3 BLAS. DLLT3P was the most efficient parallel 
algorithm for the Cray-2 when n less than about 500, but PDLLTC was most efficient 
for larger values of n. PDLLT using parallel level-2 BLAS (PGEMV) provided for 
surprisingly efficient parallel speed-ups on all three Cray computers, see Tables 4a 
and 5a. The relative parallel efficiencies of these computers was also evaluated using 
a simple matrix-matrix (C — A * B) operation (see Performance Results section). 
Here the Cray Y-MP (and hence X-MP) also provided for significantly better parallel 
efficiencies than the IBM 3090E and J computers. 
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A goal of this work is to find one algorithm using standard BLAS that would 
provide good parallel speed-ups for all the above mentioned computers. Our results 
show that DLLT3P provides the best overall performance for these computers. It 
is noteworthy that DLLT3P does not use parallel level-3 BLAS, but it uses serially 
executed level-3 BLAS and is written in Parallel Fortran for the IBM 3090 computers 
and in Fortran 77 with Cray AUTOTASKING directives for the Cray computers. 
It would be nice if Cray and IBM had the same parallel Fortran language so this 
algorithm could be written the same for both vendors. If one requires that there is 
one source code for all computers with only BLAS parallelized for specific machines, 
then the algorithm that provides the best overall parallel efficiency is 
(a) SPOTRF for the Cray X/Y-MP, 
(b) PDLLTC for the Cray-2, and 
(c) none can be recommended for the IBM 3090. 
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Table 4a : Performance of PDLLT on the Cray Y-MP 
DLLT3C PDLLT 
n N p  - 1  
(M II c
r> 
II 
! 
Il Np = 5 3
 
II 
271.5 368.8 429.6 461.2 464.6 466.3 
300 (1.0) (1.36) (1.58) (1.70) (1.71) (1.72) 
296.2 482.8 622.9 727.8 796.6 854.9 
600 (1.0) (1.63) (2.10) (2.46) (2.69) (2.89) 
300.5 511.4 687.7 825.1 9.32.6 1002.4 
800 (1.0) (1.70) (2.29) (2 .75 )  (3.10) (3.34) 
301.7 536.5 729.1 892.9 1019.0 1084.3 
1000 (1.0) (1.78) (2 .42 )  (2.96) (3.38) (3.59) 
Table 4b : Performance of PDLLTB on the Cray Y-MP 
DLLT3C PDLLTB 
n Np = 1 Np = 2 II II Np = 5 
CD II 
271.5 411.6 531.1 633.4 679.3 744.2 
300 (1.0) (1.52) (1.96) (2.33) (2.50) (2.74) 
296.2 521.9 732.2 952.3 1134.9 1289.4 
600 (1.0) (1.76) (2.47) (3.22) (3.83) (4.35) 
300.5 544.3 779.5 1028.7 1240.4 1436.0 
800 (1.0) (1.81) (2.59) (3 .42 )  (4.13) (4 .78 )  
301.7 552 .2  827.6 1048.9 1306.9 1559.8 
1000 (1.0) (1.83) (2 .74 )  (3.48) (4.33) (5.17) 
Table 4c : Performance of PDLLTC on the Cray Y-MP 
DLLT3C PDLLTC 
n Np = 1 II to
 C
O
 II Np = 4 Np — 5 Np = Q 
271.5 411.7 528.2 621.7 676.3 713.7 
300 (1.0) (1.52) (1.95) (2.29) (2.49) (2.63) 
296.2 516.7 730.0 937.6 1102.3 1263.7 
600 (1.0) (1.74) (2.46) (3.17) (3.72) (4 .27 )  
300.5 542.4 786.9 1011.5 1233.9 1426.8 
800 (1.0) (1.80) (2.62) (3.37) (4.11) (4.75) 
301.7 557.2 800.0 1068.1 1308.6 1507.4 
1000 (1.0) (1.85) (2.65) (3.54) (4 .34 )  (5.00) 
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Table 4d : Parallel performance of SPOTRF on the Cray Y-MP 
DLLT3C SPOTRF 
n  
II II 11
 
CO
 II N p  =  5 N p  = 6 
271.5 434.3 571.4 705.4 785.5 864.7 
300 (1.0) (1.60) (2.10) (2.60) (2.89) (3.18) 
296.2 537.8 765.6 979.5 1200.4 1373.2 
600 (1.0) (1.81) (2.58) (3.31) (4.05) (4.64) 
300.5 561.2 817.9 1083.3 1318.1 1517.4 
800 (1.0) (1.87) (2.72) (3.60) (4.39) (5.05) 
301.7 569.1 841.8 1078.9 1368.3 1556.3 
1000 (1.0) (1.89) (2.79) (3.58) (4.53) (5.16) 
Table 4e ; Performance of DLLT3P on the Cray Y-MP 
DLLT3C DLLT3P 
n N p  =  l  I
I N p  =  3 11 N p  =  5  N p  =  6  
2 7 1 . 5  457.0 605.0 742.3 842.0 922.1 
300 (1.0) (1.68) (2.23) (2.73) (3.10) (3.40) 
296.2 547.0 788.3 1007.7 1212.4 1391.1 
600 (1.0) (1.85) (2.66) (3.40) (4.09) (4.70) 
300.5 571.1 831.8 1077.9 1320.4 1543.7 
800 (1.0) (1.90) (2.77) (3.59) (4.39) (5.14) 
301.7 578.3 849.3 1115.5 1374.4 1590.5 
1000 (1.0) (1.92) (2.82) (3.70) (4 .56 )  (5.27) 
Table 5a : Performance of PDLLT on the Cray-2 
DLLT3C PDLLT 
n N p  =  l  11 to
 
N p  =  3  II 
317.1 346.7 343.9 347.6 
300 •(1.0) (1.09) (1.08) (1.10) 
374.4 501.8 646.8 645.9 
600 (1.0) (1.34) (1.73) (1.73) 
390.0 550.4 724.0 842.1 
800 (1.0) (1.41) (1.86) (2.16) 
396.7 584.2 796.6 943.3 
1000 (1.0) (1.47) (2.01) (2.38) 
ï 
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Table 5b : Performance of PDLLTB on the Cray-2 
n 
DLLT3C PDLLTB 
N p  =  l  N p  = 2 N p  = 3 N p  =  4 
300 
317.1 
(1.0) 
322.3 323.5 323.6 
(1.02) (1.02) (1.02) 
600 
374.4 
(1.0) 
492.8 700.3 866.0 
(1.32) (1.87) (2.31) 
800 
390.0 
(1.0) 
553.7 806.5 933.2 
(1.42) (2.07) (2.39) 
1000 
396.7 
(1.0) 
590.0 864.4 1106.4 
(1.49) (2.18) (2.79) 
Table 5c : Performance of PDLLTC on the Cray-2 
n 
DLLT3C PDLLTC 
N p  =  1  N p  = 2 N p  =  3 N p  —  4 
300 
317.1 
(1.0) 
395.0 394.5 394.1 
(1.25) (1.24) (1.24) 
600 
374.4 
(1.0) 
597.5 822.0 1004.2 
(1.60) (2.20) (2.68) 
800 
390.0 
(1.0) 
653.3 932.2 1163.6 
(1.68) (2.39) (2.98) 
1000 
.396.7 
(1.0) 
675.8 976.0 1242.4 
(1.70) (2.46) (3.13) 
Table 5d : Performance of SPOTRF using parallel 
BLAS on the Cray-2 
DLLT3C SPOTRF 
n iVp = 1 N p  = 2 N p  = 3 N p  =  4 
300 
317.1 
(1.0) 
304.1 374.0 335.8 
(0.96) (1.18) (1.06) 
600 
374.4 
(1.0) 
455.8 628.0 798.0 
(1.22) (1.68) (2.13) 
800 
390.0 
(1.0) 
506.1 687.7 916.7 
(1.30) (1.76) (2.35) 
1000 
396.7 
(1.0) 
551.4 783.1 1014.4 
(1.39) (1.97) (2.56) 
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Table 5e: Performance of DLLT3P on the Cray-2 
DLLT3C DLLT3P 
n  
II C
M II II CO
 II 
317.1 365.9 448.5 509.7 
300 (1.0) (1.15) (1.41) (1.61) 
374.4 530.4 722.8 922.9 
600 (1.0) (1.42) (1.93) <2 .47 )  
390.0 589.4 834.7 1060.1 
800 (1.0) (1.50) (2.14) (2.72) 
396.7 628.4 903.7 1145.6 
1000 (1.0) (1.58) (2.28) (2.89) 
Table 6a : Stand-alone performance of PDLLT on the IBM 3090J 
DLLT3C PDLLT 
n N p  = 1 II N p  =  S  II II 11 
81.9 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 
300 (1.0) (0.01) (0.007) (0.006) (0.005) (0.004) 
89.8 2.7 1.8 1.3 1.1 0.9 
600 (1.0) (0.03) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 
91.6 4.4 3.0 2.2 1.8 1.4 
800 (1.0) (0.05) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 
92.0 6.5 4.5 3.3 2.6 2.1 
1000 (1.0) (0.07) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.02) 
Table 6b : Stand-alone performance of PDLLTB on the IBM 3090J 
DLLT3C PDLLTB 
n N p  =  l  N p  = 2 
CO II 11 II N p  -  6 
81.9 43.1 34.8 29.3 23.7 20.0 
300 (1.0) (0.53) (0.42) (0.36) (0.29) (0.24) 
89.8 85.3 79.7 69.6 56.4 49.3 
600 (1.0) (0.95) (0.89) (0.78) (0.63) (0.55) 
91.6 100.7 103.3 93.8 82.7 66.9 
800 (1.0) (1.10) (1.13) (1.02) (0.90) (0.73) 
92.0 121.2 133.8 128.6 114.2 96.8 
1000 (1.0) (1.32) (1.45) (1.40) (1.24) (1.05) 
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Table 6c : Stand-alone performance of PDLLTC on the IBM 3090J 
DLLT3C PDLLTC 
n N p  = l N p  =  2  N p  =  3  II N p  =  5  N p  =  6 
81.9 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 
300 (1.0) (0.01) (0.007) (0.006) (0.005) (0.004) 
89.8 2.7 1.8 1.4 1.1 0.9 
600 (1.0) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.01) 
91.6 4.5 3.0 2.3 1.8 1.4 
800 (1.0) (0.05) (0.03) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) 
92.0 6.7 4.5 3.4 2.7 2.2 
1000 (1.0) (0.07) (0.05) (0.04) (0.03) (0.02) 
Table 6d ; Stand-alone performance of SPOTRF on the IBM 3090J 
DLLT3C SPOTRF 
n N p  =  1  N p  =  2 N p  = 3 II N p  —  5  N p  =  6 
81.9 40.9 33.2 27.4 22.4 19.4 
300 (1.0) (0.50) (0.41) (0.33) (0.27) (0 .24 )  
89.8 75.2 68.3 61.0 48.8 43.4 
600 (1.0) (0.84) (0.76) (0.68) (0.54) (0.48) 
91.6 88.8 86.7 78.8 70.6 56.6 
800 (1.0) (0.97) (0.95) (0.86) (0.77) (0.62) 
92.0 106.7 109.9 105.5 97.3 78.0 
1000 (1.0) (1.16) (1.19) (1.15) (1.06) (0.86) 
Table 6e : Stand-alone performance of DLLT3P on the IBM 3090J 
DLLT3C DLLT3P 
n N p  —  1 N p  - 2 N p  = 3 II N p  =  5 
CO II 
81.9 54.5 54.0 44.9 37.7 33.3 
300 (1.0) (0.67) (0.66) (0.55) (0.46) (0.41) 
89.8 139.1 155.1 164.3 135.9 131.3 
600 (1.0) (1.55) (1.73) (1.83) (1.51) (1.46) 
91.6 156.7 192.9 222.1 236.8 202.6 
800 (1.0) (1.71) (2.10) (2 .42 )  (2.59) (2.21) 
92.0 166.9 196.4 259.3 288 .2  241.6 
1000 (1.0) (1.81) (2 .13 )  (2.82) (3.13) (2.63) 
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Table 6f : Stand-alone performance of DPPFP on the IBM 3090J 
DPPF DPPFP 
n I
I II II CO
 II N p  = 5 C
O
 II 
83.5 103.1 95.8 81.1 67.8 69.3 
300 (1.0) (1.23) (1.15) (0.97) (0.81) (0.83) 
92.0 169.9 241.0 302.1 230.2 246.4 
600 (1.0) (1.85) (2.62) (3.28) (2.50) (2.68) 
94.8 178.8 257.8 329.2 395.7 312.9 
800 (1.0) (1.89) (2.72) (3 .47 )  (4.17) (3.30) 
96.7 184.9 269.5 346.4 419.6 355.4 
1000 (1.0) (1.91) (2.79) (3.58) (4.34) (3.68) 
Table 6g : Stand-alone performance of DLLT3P on the IBM 3090E 
DLLT3C DLLT3P 
n N-p = l N p  =  2  N p  =  Z  ! 
Il N p  =  5  N p  =  6 
54.6 52.9 52.6 52.0 51.5 50.4 
300 (1.0) (0.97) (0.96) (0.95) (0.94) (0.92) 
60.6 104.7 131.0 138.0 138.2 142.4 
600 (1.0) (1.73) (2.16) (2.28) (2.28) (2.35) 
63.6 115.7 157.3 178.8 204.4 217.7 
800 (1.0) (1.82) (2 .47 )  (2.81) (3.21) (3 .42 )  
65.2 122.2 172.5 206.5 237.5 265.4 
1000 (1.0) (1.87) (2.65) (3.17) (3.64) (4.07) 
Table 6h : Stand-alone performance of DPPFP on the IBM 3090E 
DPPF DPPFP 
n N p  =  l  N p  =  2 
CO II II N p  = 5 N p  = 6 
63.6 109.3 104.9 112.2 137.7 136.7 
300 (1.0) (1.72) (1.65) (1.76) (2.17) (2.15) 
68.8 130.7 186.8 235.1 279.7 228.6 
600 (1.0) (1.90) (2.72) (3.42) (4.06) (3.32) 
70.1 1.36.1 197.7 255.3 .307.2 354 .4  
800 (1.0) (1.94) (2.82) (3.64) (4.38) (5.06) 
70.8 139.5 204.4 265.9 .323.7 377 .9  
1000 (1.0) (1.97) (2.89) (3.76) (4.57) (5.34) 
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Table 7a : Stand-alone performance ratio of DLLT3P 
to DPPFP on the IBM 3090E 
n iVp = 2 3
 
11 CO
 II II N p  =  6  
300 0.48 0.50 0.46 0.37 0.37 
600 0.80 0.70 0.59 0.49 0.62 
800 0.85 0.80 0.70 0.67 0.61 
1000 0.88 0.84 0.78 0.73 0.70 
Table 7b : Stand-alone performance ratio of DLLT3P 
to DPPFP on the IBM 3090J 
n N p  =  2  
CO II II N p  =  5 N p  =  6  
300 0.53 0.56 0.55 0.56 0.48 
600 0.82 0.64 0.54 0.59 0.53 
800 0.88 0.75 0.67 0.60 0.65 
1000 0.90 0.73 0.75 0.69 0.68 
Table 8a : Performance of PGEMM 
on the Cray Y-MP 
SGEMM PGEMM 
n N p  -  1  N p  =  2  N p  =  4 
306.5 611.5 1221.8 
128 (1.0) (1.995) (3.986) 
310.2 619.8 1239.4 
256 (1.0) (1.998) (3.995) 
Table 8b : Performance of PGEMM 
on the Cray-2 
SGEMM PGEMM 
n N p  =  1  N p  =  2  N p  — 4 
442.3 821.9 877.5 
128 (1.0) (1.86) (1.98) 
450.1 884.8 1397.2 
256 (1.0) (1.97) (3.10) 
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Table 8c : Performance of DGEMLP 
on the IBM 3090J 
DGEMUL DGEMLP 
n Np = 1 II to
 
II 
78.8 104.9 80.5 
128 (1.0) (1.33) (1.02) 
103.1 200.0 360.4 
256 (1.0) (1.94) (3.49) 
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SUMMARY 
In Part I, a numerical method for finding the minimum norm solution /Q to Kf = 
g was introduced, where K : L2[a,b\ L2[c.,d\ is an integral operator satisfying 
Property (c). Advantages of this numerical method are that it automatically provides 
a set of basis functions whose closed linear span is N{K)^ and an approximate 
solution fn to /Q is obtained by minimizing || /G —/n II2 without knowing /Q instead 
of minimizing the residual || g — Kfn ||2- It was seen that the accuracy of this method 
was dependent upon how accurately one can approximate the desired solution by a 
linear span of kx''s. 
In Part II, a number of serial Cholesky factorization algorithms were considered 
on each of the HDS, IBM, and Cray computers. DLLT2B which uses nonstandard 
BLAS performed best on the HDS computer, whereas it did not perform well on 
the IBM and Cray computers. DLLT3C which uses standard BLAS gave good 
overall performance on all of the HDS, IBM, and Cray computers. Also, five parallel 
Cholesky algorithms were .considered on the IBM and Cray computers. DLLT3P 
using serially executed level-3 BLAS provided the best overall performance for these 
computers. It was observed that the strategy of using parallel BLAS on the IBM 
3090 is not good when Cholesky factorization algorithm is parallelized using the IBM 
Parallel Fortran, but the strategy of using parallel BLAS works well for the Cray. 
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APPENDIX A 
PURPOSE 
This algorithm computes a numerical solution for the minimum norm solution of the 
first kind of integral equation with its kernel satisfying Property (c) which is discussed 
in the thesis, and computes the errof in L2-norm, the absolute error, and the relative 
error between the exact solution and an approximate solution. Also it computes the 
residual corresponding to an approximate solution. The subroutine E04JAF used 
here is the one given by NAG (National Algorithm Group) and it is an algorithm 
for finding a minimum of a function f{xi,x2,-..,xn), subject to fixed upper and 
lower bounds on the independent variables ^, .T2, ..., xn, using function values only. 
E04JAF is intended for functions which are continuous and which have continuous 
first and second derivatives (although it will usually work even if the derivatives have 
occasional discontinuities). For more details, see the NAG Fortran manual. An 
approximate solution fn(y) for the minimum norm solution to the first kind integral 
equation obtained by this program is given as follows: 
where variables 5, TA', and A/A' are explained in the comment statements of the 
Fortran code given below. The full Fortran code for this algorithm is: 
n 
fn(!/)= E S(i)-TK(A/X(i),p), 
t=l 
C 
C INPUTS 
C 
C 
C N INTEGER. 
N SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF POINTS USED TO APPROXIMATE THE 
MINIMUM NORM SOLUTION. 
C 
C 
C 
C LN - INTEGER. 
C 
C 
C 
LN SHOULD BE SET TO THE NUMBER GREATER THAN AND EQUAL TO 
N. ALSO THE LN DEFINED IN THE PARAMETER STATEMENT OF THE 
SUBROUTINE FUNCTl SHOULD HAVE THE SAME NUMBER AS THIS LN. 
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C 
C LMESH - INTEGER. 
C IT SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF POINTS NEEDED TO CALCULATE 
C ABSOLUTE ERROR AE, RELATIVE ERROR RE, AND RESIDUAL RES. 
C 
C NSUB - INTEGER. 
C IT SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF SUBINTERVALS NEEDED TO COMPUTE 
C THE ERROR IN L2-N0RM. 
C 
C IBOUND - INTEGER. 
C SET IBOUND EQUAL TO 3 IN THIS PROGRAM. 
C FOR MORE DETAILS SEE 'E04JAF' OF THE NAG FORTRAN MANUAL. 
C 
C BL - DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY OF DIMENSION AT LEAST N. 
C IT SPECIFIES THE LOWER BOUNDS OF N POINTS USED TO 
C APPROXIMATE THE MINIMUM NORM SOLUTION. 
C FOR MORE DETAILS SEE 'E04JAF' OF THE NAG FORTRAN MANUAL. 
C 
C BU - DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY OF DIMENSION AT LEAST N. 
C IT SPECIFIES THE UPPER BOUNDS OF N POINTS USED TO 
C APPROXIMATE THE MINIMUM NORM SOLUTION. 
C FOR MORE DETAILS SEE 'E04JAF' OF THE NAG FORTRAN MANUAL. 
C 
C X - DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY OF DIMENSION AT LEAST N. 
C IT SPECIFIES THE INITIAL POINTS SET BY THE USER. 
C ON EXIT IT CONTAINS THE LOWEST POINT FOUND DURING THE 
C CALCULATIONS. 
C 
C IW - INTEGER ARRAY OF DIMENSION AT LEAST (N+2). 
C USED AS WORKSPACE. 
C 
C LIW - INTEGER. 
C LIW MUST SPECIFY THE ACTUAL LENGTH OF IW AS DECLARED 
C IN THE CALLING (SUB)PROGRAM. 
C 
C W - DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY OF DIMENSION AT LEAST 
C (12N+N(N-l)/2) , OR (13) IF N=l. USED AS WORKSPACE. 
C 
C LW - INTEGER, 
C LW MUST SPECIFY THE ACTUAL LENGTH OF W AS DECLARED 
C IN THE CALLING (SUB)PROGRAM. 
C 
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C IFAIL - INTEGER. 
C IT MUST BE SET TO 0 OR 1. UNLESS THE ROUTINE DETECTS AN 
C ERROR OR GIVES A WARNING, IFAIL CONTAINS 0 ON EXIT. 
C FOR MORE DETAILS SEE THE NAG FORTRAN MANUAL. 
C 
C USER-SUPPLIED ROUTINES 
C 
C KK - DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION. 
C THIS FUNCTION MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER TO CALCULATE 
C THE INNER PRODUCTS OF ANY TWO FUNCTIONS GENERATED BY BOTH 
C THE KERNEL FUNCTION OF THE FIRST KIND INTEGRAL EQUATION 
C AND TWO POINTS X AND Y IN [0,1]. 
C 
C ITS SPECIFICATION IS: 
C DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION KK(X,Y) 
C DOUBLE PRECISION X, Y 
C 
C TF - DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION. 
C TF SPECIFIES THE EXACT SOLUTION FOR THE GIVEN PROBLEM. 
C THIS FUNCTION MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER TO CALCULATE 
C THE ERROR IN L2-N0RM,ABSOLUTE ERROR AND RELATIVE ERROR 
C BETWEEN THE EXACT SOLUTION AND AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 
C IF WE CAN FIND THE EXACT SOLUTION TO THE FIRST KIND OF 
C INTEGRAL EQUATION. 
C 
C ITS SPECIFICATION IS: 
C DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION TF(X) 
C DOUBLE PRECISION X 
C 
C TK - DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION. 
C THIS FUNCTION MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER TO IMPLEMENT 
C THE KERNEL FUNCTION FOR THE FIRST KIND INTEGRAL EQUATION. 
C 
C ITS SPECIFICATION IS: 
C DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION TK(X,Y) 
C DOUBLE PRECISION X, Y 
C 
C G - DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION. 
C THIS FUNCTION MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER TO IMPLEMENT 
C THE FUNCTION G FOR THE FIRST KIND INTEGRAL EQUATION KF=G. 
C 
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C ITS SPECIFICATION IS: 
C DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION G(X) 
C DOUBLE PRECISION X 
C 
C OUTPUTS 
C 
C AE - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
C IT CONTAINS A MAXIMUM ABSOLUTE ERROR BETWEEN THE EXACT 
C SOLUTION AND AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION ON A SET OF FINITE 
C POINTS IN [0,1]. 
C 
C RE - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
C IT CONTAINS A MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE EXACT 
C SOLUTION AND AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION ON A SET OF FINITE 
C POINTS IN [0,1]. 
C 
C RES - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
C IT CONTAINS A RESIDUAL CORRESPONDING TO A NUMERICAL 
C SOLUTION TO THE FIRST KIND OF INTEGRAL EQUATION. 
C 
C L2NM - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
C IT CONTAINS AN ERROR IN L2-N0RM BETWEEN THE EXACT 
C SOLUTION AND AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION OBTAINED BY THE 
C GAUSS LEGENDRE 4-POINT RULE. 
C 
C F - DOUBLE PRECISION. 
C IT CONTAINS THE SQUARE OF L2-N0RM FOR AN APPROXIMATE 
C SOLUTION. 
C 
C MX - DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY OF DIMENSION LN. 
C THE FIRST N ELEMENTS OF THIS ARRAY CONTAIN N POINTS IN 
C THE INTERVAL [0,1] AT WHICH WE CAN GET THE BEST 
C APPROXIMATE SOLUTION FOR THE MINIMUM NORM SOLUTION TO 
C THE FIRST KIND INTEGRAL EQUATION. 
C 
C S - DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAY OF DIMENSION LN. 
C S(I) CONTAINS THE COEFFICIENT CORRESPONDING TO THE BASIS 
C FUNCTION TK(MX(I),Y), (l.LE.I.LE.N). 
C 
INTEGER IBOUND, IFAIL, NOUT, LIW, LW 
INTEGER N, LN, NSUB, LMESH 
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PARAMETER (N=4, LN=25, NSUB=4, LMESH=100) 
C 
C — FUNCTION REFERENCES — 
c • 
REAL*8 KK, TF, TK, G 
EXTERNAL KK, TF, TK, G 
C 
C — SUBROUTINE REFERENCES — 
C GAUSS4, FUNCTl, 
C DSVDC (UNPACK ROUTINES) 
C 
REAL*8 BL(N), BU(N), X(N), A(NSUB+1), Y(LMESH+1) 
REAL*8 W(600) 
INTEGER IW(27) 
REAL*8 F, AE, RE, RES, L2NM 
REAL*8 SUM, TEMP 
REAL*8 S(LN), MX(LN) 
INTEGER INFO 
COMMON /COEF/S, MX 
COMMON /REUSE/INFO 
INTRINSIC MAX 
DATA NOUT/6/ 
DO 5 1=1,N 
X(I)=DFLOAT(I)/DFLOAT(N) 
5 CONTINUE 
LIW=27 
LW=600 
IB0UND=3 
BL(1)=0.D0 
BU(1)=1.D0 
IFAIL=1 
CALL E04JAF(N,IBOUND,BL,BU,X,F,IW,LIW,W,LW,IFAIL) 
IF(IFAIL.NE.O) WRITE(N0UT,99998) IFAIL 
IFdFAIL.EQ.l) GO TO 20 
WRITE(NOUT,99999) F 
PRINT *,'INFO=',INFO 
WRITE(NOUT,99996) (MX(J),J=1,N) 
WRITE(NOUT,99995) (S(I),I=1,N) 
C 
C COMPUTE THE ERROR IN L2-N0RM BY THE REPEATED GAUSS LEGENDRE 
C 4-POINT RULE. 
C 
I 
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DO 10 I=1,NSUB+1 
A(I)=DFL0AT(I-1)/DFL0AT(NSUB) 
10 CONTINUE 
L2NM=0.D0 
DO 15 I=1,NSUB 
CALL GAUSS4(N,A(I),A(I+1),SUM) 
L2NM=L2NM+SUM 
15 CONTINUE 
WRITE(NOUT,99997) L2NM 
C 
C DEFINE THE MESH POINTS 
C 
DO 40 I=1,LMESH+1 
Y(I)=DFL0AT(I-1)/DFL0AT(LMESH) 
40 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE ABSOLUTE ERROR BETWEEN THE TRUE FUNCTION AND 
C APPROXIMATE FUNCTION 
C 
AE=0.D0 
DO 80 I=1,LMESH+1 
TEMP=0.D0 
DO 60 J=1,N 
TEMP=TEMP+S(J)*TK(MX(J),Y(I)) 
60 CONTINUE 
TEMP=DABS(TEMP-TF(Y(I))) 
AE=MAX(TEMP,AE) 
80 CONTINUE 
WRITECNOUT,99994) AE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE RELATIVE ERROR BETWEEN THE TRUE FUNCTION AND 
C APPROXIMATE FUNCTION 
C 
RE=0.D0 
DO 90 I=1,LMESH+1 
TEMP=0.D0 
DO 85 J=1,N 
TEMP=TEMP+S(J)*TK(MX(J),Y(I)) 
85 CONTINUE 
IF(TF(Y(I)).NE.O.DO) THEN 
TEMP=DABS(TEMP-TF(Y(I)))/DABS(TF(Y(I))) 
RE=MAX(TEMP,RE) 
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END IF 
90 CONTINUE 
WRITE(NOUT,99993) RE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE RESIDUAL OF AN APPROXMATE SOLUTION 
C 
RES=O.DO 
DO 100 I=1,LMESH+1 
TEMP=0.DO 
DO 95 J=1,N 
TEHP=TEMP+S(J)*KK(MX(J),Y(I)) 
95 CONTINUE 
TEMP=DABS(TEMP-G(Y(I))) 
RES=MAX (TEMP, RES) 
ICQ CONTINUE 
WRITE(NOUT,99992) RES 
C 
20 STOP 
99999 F0RMAT(//41H SQUARE OF L2-N0RM IN NUMERICAL SOLUTION ,E16.9) 
99998 F0RMAT(//16H ERROR EXIT TYPE,13) 
99997 F0RMAT(/27H FUNCTION ERROR IN L2NM IS ,E16.9) 
99996 F0RMAT(13H AT THE P0INT,4E16.9) 
99995 FORMAT(IX,'COEFFICIENTS ARE ',4E16.9) 
99994 FORMAT(IX,•AE= ',D16.9) 
99993 FORMAT(IX,'RE= ',D16.9) 
99992 FORMATdX, •RES= ',016.9) 
END 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE FUNCT1(N,XC,FC) 
REAL*8 KK, G 
EXTERNAL KK, G 
INTEGER N, P, JOB, BR, LR, LN 
REAL*8 XC(N), FC 
REAL*8 TEMP, RMIN 
PARAMETER(LN=25) 
REAL*8 A(LN,LN), TA(LN,LN), U(LN,LN), V(LN,LN) 
REAL*8 WORK(LN), E(LN), B(LN) 
REAL*8 T(LN), SV(LN), RES(LN), TSV(LN) 
REAL*8 S(LN), MX(LN) 
INTEGER INFO 
COMMON /COEF/S, MX 
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COMMON /REUSE/INFO 
EXTERNAL DSVDC 
P=N 
J0B=11 
DO 20 1=1,N 
DO 10 J=1,N 
A(I,J)=KK(XC(I),XC(J)) 
TA(I,J)=A(I,J) 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=1,N 
B(I)=G(XC(I)) 
30 CONTINUE 
CALL DSVDC(A,LN,N,P,SV,E,U,LN,V,LN,WORK,JOB,INFO) 
C 
C FIND THE COMPUTED RANK LR OF THE MATRIX A 
C 
LR=0 
DO 35 1=1,N 
IF(SV(I).NE.O.DO) THEN 
LR=I 
ELSE 
GO TO 37 
END IF 
35 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE INVERSES OF SINGULAR VALUES 
C 
37 DO 38 1=1,N 
TSV(I)=SV(I) 
IF(I.LE.LR) THEN 
SV(I)=1.D0/SV(I) 
END IF 
38 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE RESIDUALS FOR LR,LR-1, ,1 
C 
DO 200 L=LR,1,-1 
DO 40 I=LR,L+1,-1 
SV(I)=O.DO 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 60 1=1,N 
I 
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T(I)=O.DO 
DO 50 J=1,N 
T(I)=T(I)+U(J,I)*B(J)*SV(I) 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
DO 70 1=1,N 
S(I)=O.DO 
DO 65 J=1,N 
S(I)=S(I)+V(I,J)*T(J) 
65 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
RES(L)=O.DO 
DO 150 J=1,N 
TEMP=0.DO 
DO 140 1=1,N 
TEMP=TEMP+TA(J,I)*S(I) 
140 CONTINUE 
TEMP=(TEMP-B(J))**2 
RES(L)=RES(L)+TEMP 
150 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 
C 
C FIND THE MINIMUM RESIDUAL 
C 
RMIN=DABS(RES(1)) 
BR=0 
DO 250 1=1,LR 
IF(DABS(RES(I)).LE.RMIN) THEN 
RMIN=DABS(RES(I)) 
BR=I 
END IF 
250 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE MINIMUM NORM SOLUTION 
C 
DO 300 1=1,M 
SV(I)=TSV(I) 
IF(I.GT.BR) THEN 
SV(I)=0.D0 
ELSE 
SV(I)=1.D0/SV(I) 
END IF 
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300 CONTINUE 
G 
C 
DO 360 1=1,N 
T(I)=O.DO 
DO 350 J=1,N 
T(I)=T(I)+U(J,I)*B(J)*SV(I) 
350 CONTINUE 
360 CONTINUE 
DO 370 1=1,N 
S(I)=O.DO 
DO 365 J=1,N 
S(I)=S(I)+V(I,J)*T(J) 
365 CONTINUE 
370 CONTINUE 
C 
C COMPUTE THE FUNCTION VALUE 
C 
FC=O.DO 
DO 80 1=1,N 
FC=FC-S(I)*G(XC(I)) 
80 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 100 1=1,N 
MX(I)=XC(I) 
100 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE GAUSS4(N,A,B,SUM) 
C 
C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE INTEGRAL OVER THE FINITE INTERVAL 
C [A,B] BY THE 4-POINT GAUSS LEGENDRE RULE. 
C 
REAL*8 SUM, A, B 
REAL*8 ALPA, BETA, NU, OMEGA, TEMP 
INTEGER N, LN 
PARAMETER (LN=25) 
REAL*8 W(4), Y(4), S(LN), MX(LN) 
REAL*8 TF, TK 
EXTERNAL TF, TK 
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COMMON /COEF/S, MX 
ALPA=(B-A)/2.D0 
BETA=(B+A)/2.D0 
NU=DSQRT((15.DO+2.D0*DSQRT(30.DO))/35. DO) 
0MEGA=DSQRT((15.DO-2.DO*DSQRT(3O.DO))/35.DO) 
Y(1)=BETA-NU*ALPA 
Y(2)=BETA-0MEGA*ALPA 
Y(3)=BETA+0MEGA*ALPA 
Y(4)=BETA+NU*ALPA 
W(1)=(18.D0-DSQRT(30.D0))*ALPA/36.D0 
W(2)=(18.D0+DSQRT(30.D0))*ALPA/36.D0 
W(3)=W(2) 
W(4)=W(1) 
SUM=O.DO 
DO 20 1=1,4 
TEMP=0.D0 
DO 10 J=1,N 
TEMP=TEMP+S(J)*TK(MX(J),Y(I)) 
10 CONTINUE 
SUM=SUM+W(I)*(TF(Y(I))-TEMP)**2 
20 CONTINUE 
SUM=DSqRT(SUM) 
RETURN 
END 
C 
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APPENDIX B 
Functionalities for the standard BLAS used in the thesis are provided below. A, B, C, 
and T represent matrices, x and y represent column vectors, and a and /3 represent scalar 
constants. 
DSCAL : y <— ay.  
DGEMV : y — aAx + 0y 
: y  — aÀ^x + 0y.  
DGER : A — axy^ + .4. 
DSYR ; A — axx^ + A, where A is symmetric. 
DGEMM : C ^  a AB + fiC 
: C - aÀ^B + ne 
: C - aAB'^ + (3C 
: C -  aA^B^ + (30 
DTRSM ; B ^  aT'^B 
: B-aT-'^B 
: B -  aBT-i 
: B *— aBT~^, where T is triangular. 
DSYRK : C -  aAÀ^ + 30 
: C aA^A + /3C', where C is symmetric. 
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APPENDIX C 
LVSMSD and LVIPCD are the nonstandard level-2 Basic Linear Algebra 
Subprograms which are developed by the Hitachi Data Systems 
(HDS) for the use of their own computers. Note that these routines 
are coded in assember. Fortran codes showing the functionalities 
and calling sequences for LVSMSD and LVIPCD are given in the 
following: 
(1) LVSMSD is the level-2 subroutine which performs the 
function of the DAXPY operation in a DO loop; 
SUBROUTINE LVSMSD(A, INCA, X, INCXl, INCX2, Y, INCYl, 
INCY2, N, INCN, M) 
DOUBLE PRECISION A(*),X(*),Y(*) 
1X2 = 1 
IY2 = 1 
lA = 1 
IN = N 
DO 200 J=1,M 
IF ( A(IA) .NE. O.DO ) THEN 
lY = IY2 
IX = 1X2 
DO 100 I = 1,IN 
Y(IY) = Y(IY) - A(IA)*X(IX) 
lY = lY +• INCYl 
IX = IX + INCXl 
100 CONTINUE 
END IF 
IY2 = IY2 + INCY2 
1X2 = 1X2 + INCX2 
lA = lA + INCA 
IN = IN + INCN 
200 CONTINUE 
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RETURN 
END 
(2) LVIPCD is the level-2 subroutine which performs the function 
of the DDOT operation in a DO loop 
SUBROUTINE LVIPCD(X, INCXl, INCX2, Y, INCYl, INCY2, S, 
INCS, N, INCN, M) 
DOUBLE PRECISION X(*),Y(*),S(*) 
1X2 = 1 
IY2 = 1 
IS = 1 
IN = N 
DO 200 J=1,M 
lY = IY2 
IX = 1X2 
DO 100 I = 1,IN 
S(IS) = S(IS) - X(IX)*Y(IY) 
lY = lY + INCYl 
IX = IX + INCXl 
100 CONTINUE 
IY2 = IY2 + INCY2 
1X2 = 1X2 + INCX2 
IS = IS + INCS 
IN = IN + INCN 
200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX D 
The following Fortran code is the optimized version of DSYRK for the 
IBM 3090E/VF. 
SUBROUTINE DSYRK(N, K, B, LDB, C, LDC) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* C := C - B*B', 
* where B' represents the transpose of B, C is an N by N symmetric 
* matrix and B is an N by K matrix. 
* 
INTEGER LENGH, LOT, LCOL, LROW 
PARAMETER (LENGH=256,LDT=LENGH+1,LR0W=485,LC0L=32) 
REAL*8 B(LDB,*),C(LDC,*) 
REAL*8 TB(LDT,LCOL), TA(LROW,LCOL) 
REAL*8 S 
INTEGER NB,CS,IR 
PARAMETER (CS=48) 
IF((K.EQ.O).OR.(N.EQ.O)) RETURN 
IF(LDB.LE.193) THEN 
NB=(CS*1024)/(8*LDB) 
IR=MOD(K,NB) 
IFdR.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
IF((K/NB.Eq.l).AND.(IR.LE.4)) THEN 
NB=NB+IR 
END IF 
10 DO 35 LL=1,K,NB 
DO 34 J=1,N 
DO 33 I=J,N 
S=C(I,J) 
DO 32 L=LL,MIN(K,LL+NB-1) 
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S=S-B(J,L)*B(I,L) 
32 CONTINUE 
C(I.J)=S 
33 CONTINUE 
34 CONTINUE 
35 CONTINUE 
ELSE IF(LDB.LE.495) THEN 
CALL DSYUP(N,K,B,LDB,C,LDC) 
ELSE 
IF(N.LE.LROW) THEN 
DO 55 L=1,K,LC0L 
LB=MIN(LC0L,K-L+1) 
DO 54 J=L,L+LB-1 
CALL DC0PY(N,B(1,J),1,TA(1,J-L+1) ,1) 
54 CONTINUE 
CALL DSYUP(N,LB,TA,LROW,C,LDC) 
55 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
NB=LENGH 
DO 75 L=1,N,NB 
LB=MIN(NB,N-L+1) 
LE=L+LB-1 
DO 74 JJ=1,K,LC0L 
JB=MIN(LC0L,K-JJ+1) 
DO 73 J=JJ,JJ+JB-1 
CALL DCOPY(LB,B(L,J),1,TB(1,J-JJ+1),1) 
73 CONTINUE 
CALL DSYUP(LB,JB,TB,LDT,C(L,L),LDC) 
CALL DGEMMCN' , 'T' ,N-LE,LB,JB,-1.DO,B(LE+1,JJ) ,LDB, 
$ TB.LDT, 1,D0,C(LE+1,L),LDC) 
74 CONTINUE 
75 CONTINUE 
END IF 
* 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
* 
* 
SUBROUTINE DSYUP(N,K,B,LDB,C,LDC) 
REAL*8 B(LDB,*), C(LDC,*), S 
IF((N.Eq.O).OR.(K.EQ.O)) RETURN 
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M=K/16*16 
IF(M.EQ.O) GO TO 90 
DO 30 L=1,M,16 
DO 20 J=1,N 
DO 10 I=J,N 
C(I,J)=C(I,J)-B(J,L)*B(I,L)-B(J,L+1)*B(I,L+1) 
$ -B(J,L+2)*B(I,L+2)-B(J,L+3)*B(I,L+3)-B(J,L+4)*B(I,L+4) 
$ -B(J,L+5)*B(I,L+5)-B(J,L+6)*B(I,L+6)-B(J,L+7)*B(I,L+7) 
$ -B(J,L+8)*B(I,L+8)-B(J,L+9)*B(I,L+9)-B(J,L+10)*B(I,L+10) 
$ -B(J,L+li)*B(I,L+ll)-B(J,L+12)*B(I,L+12)-B(J,L+13) 
$ *B(I,L+13)-B<J,L+14)*B(I,L+14)-B(J,L+15)*B(I,L+15) 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
IF(K.EQ.M) RETURN 
90 DO 80 J=1,N 
DO 75 I=J,N 
S=C(I,J) 
DO 70 L=M+1,K 
S=S-B(J,L)*B(I,L) 
70 CONTINUE 
C(I,J)=S 
75 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX E 
The following Fortran code is the parallel Cholesky factorization 
algorithm DLLT3P written in the IBM Parallel Fortran. The support 
routine DSYRK5 is an optimized version for one special case of 
standard level-3 BLAS routine DSYRK on the IBM 3090 computers, see 
APPENDIX D for its full Fortran code on the IBM 3090E. 
SUBROUTINE DLLT3P(N, A, LDA, INFO, NB) 
* This subroutine performs the Cholesky factorization algorithm 
* of an N by N matrix A: 
* A = L * L', 
* where L is a lower triangular matrix which overwrites the lower 
* triangle of A, and L' represents the transpose of L. 
* 
* Local Integers 
* M : The number of processors available on the computer. 
* 
* VSS : The length of vector registers. 
* 
REAL*8 A(LDA,*),ONE 
PARAMETER (ONE=1.00) 
INTEGER M, VSS, NB 
PARAMETER (M=6, VSS=128) 
INTEGER ITASK(M), IX(M), IY(M) 
INTEGER NTASK, TASKID, ILOCK, KN 
NTASK=MIN(NPROCS(),M) 
INF0=0 
* 
* Use serial algorithm DLLT3C when only one processor is used 
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* 
IF(NTASK.EQ.l) THEM 
CALL DLLT3C(N,A,LDA,INF0) 
RETURN 
END IF 
* 
JBO=MIN(NB,N) 
CALL DLLT(JBO,A,LDA,INFO) 
IF((INFO.NE.0).OR.(JBO.EQ.N)) RETURN 
* 
* Originate subtasks 
* 
DO 10 I=1,NTASK 
ORIGINATE ANY TASK ITASK(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
* 
IF(NTASK.Eq.2) THEN 
DO 20 L=JB0+1,N,NB 
IF((N-L+1).GE.VSS) THEN 
LP=L-NB 
LC=L 
HH=(N-LC+1)/NTASK + 1 
MF=MH/2 
ML=MH-MF 
LM=LC+MF 
DO 2 I = l.NTASK 
IX(I)=(I-1)*MH + LC 
IY(I)=MIN(N-IX(I)+1,MH) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(I), 
$ CALLING DTRSM('R','L','T','N',IY(I),NB,1.D0,A(LP,LP), 
$ LDA,A(IX(I),LP),LDA) 
2 CONTINUE 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(l), 
$ CALLING DSYRK5(MH,NB,A(LC,LP),LDA,A(LC,LC),LDA) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(2) , 
$ CALLING DSYRK5(IY(2),NB,A(IX(2),LP),LDA,A(IX(2) , 
$ IX(2)),LDA) 
WAIT FOR TASK ITASK(2) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(2), 
$ CALLING DGEMM('N','TMY(2),MF,NB,-0NE,A(IX(2),LP),LDA, 
$ A(LC,LP),LDA,0NE,A(IX(2),LC),LDA) 
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WAIT FOR TASK ITASK(l) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(l), 
$ CALLING DGEMM('N','TMY(2),ML,NB,-0NE,A(IX(2),LP),LDA, 
$ A(LM,LP),LDA,0NE,A(IX(2),LM),LDA) 
WAIT FOR ANY TASK TASKID 
SCHEDULE TASK TASKID, 
$ CALLING DLLT(NB,A(LC,LC).LDA.INFO) 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
IF (INFO.NE.0) GO TO 99 
ELSE 
CALL DTRSMCR' , 'L' , 'T' . 'N' ,N-L+1 ,NB.ONE.A(L-NB ,L-NB) ,LDA. 
$ A(L.L-NB),LDA) 
CALL DSYRK5(N-L+1.NB,A(L.L-NB).LDA.A(L.L).LDA) 
CALL DLLT(N-L+1,A(L.L),LDA.INFO) 
GO TO 99 
ENDIF 
20 CONTINUE 
END IF 
* 
CALL PLORIG(ILOCK) 
DO 30 L=JB0+1.N.NB 
IF((N-L+1).GE.VSS) THEN 
JB=MIN(NB,N-L+1) 
LP=L-NB 
LC=L 
LL=N-LC+1 
MH=LL/NTASK + 1 
DO 3 I=1.NTASK 
IX(I)=(I-1)*MH+LC 
IY(I)=MIN(N-IX(I)+1.MH) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(I). 
$ CALLING DTRSMCR'.'L'.'T'.'N'.IY(I) .NB.ONE,A(LP.LP) . 
$ LDA,A(IX(I).LP).LDA) 
3 CONTINUE 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
KN=1 
DO 4 I=1,NTASK 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(I). 
$ CALLING MTSUB(LL.NB.A(LC.LP).LDA,A(LC.LC).LDA. 
$ ILOCK.KN) 
4 CONTINUE 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
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CALL DLLT(JB,A(LC,LC),LDA,INFO) 
IF(INFO.NE.0) GO TO 90 
ELSE 
CALL DTRSMCR' ,'L','T', 'N' , N-L+1 ,NB, ONE, A(L-NB, L-NB) ,LDA, 
$ A(L,L-NB),LDA) 
CALL DSYRK5(N-L+1,NB,A(L,L-NB),LDA,A(L,L),LDA) 
CALL DLLT(N-L+1,A(L,L),LDA,INFO) 
GO TO 90 
END IF 
30 CONTINUE 
90 CALL PLTERM(ILOCK) 
* 
* Terminate subtasks 
* 
99 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I=1,NTASK 
TERMINATE TASK ITASK(I) 
40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
* 
SUBROUTINE MTSUB(N,K,A,LDA,C,LDC,ILOCK,KN) 
REAL*8 A(LDA,*), C(LDC,*) 
INTEGER KN, ILOCK 
INTEGER I,JB,NB 
PARAMETER (NB=64) 
GO TO 20 
10 JB=MIN(NB,N-I+1) 
CALL DSYRK5(JB,K,A(I,1),LDA,C(I,I),LDC) 
CALL DGEMHCN', 'T' ,N-I+1-JB, JB,K,-1 .DO,A(I+JB, 1) ,LDA, 
$ A(I,1),LDA,1.D0,C(I+JB,I),LDC) 
20 CALL PLLOCK(ILOCK,KN) 
I=KN 
KN=I+NB 
CALL PLFREE(ILOCK,KN) 
IF(I.LE.N) GO TO 10 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX F 
The Fortran codes for parallel BLAS written in the IBM Parallel 
Fortran are listed below. 
SUBROUTINE PGEMV(N, M, A, LDA, X, INCX, Y, INCY) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* Y := Y - A*X, where A is NxM, X is Mxl, Y is Nxl 
* 
* NP used in this routine specifies the maximum number of processors 
* available on a specific computer to be used. 
* 
REAL*8 A(LDA,*), X ( * ) ,  Y(*) 
INTEGER N, M, NP, MB 
PARAMETER (NP=6) 
INTEGER ITASK(NP), MS(NP), JB(NP) 
INTEGER NTASK, TASKID 
IF((N.LE.O).OR.(M.LE.O)) RETURN 
NTASK=MIN(NPROCS(),NP) 
IF((N.LE.128).OR.(NTASK.EQ.1)) THEN 
CALL DGEMVCN' ,N ,M,-1. DO,A ,LDA,X,INCX, 1 • DO,Y, INCY) 
RETURN 
END IF 
* 
MB=N/NTASK+1 
* 
DO 10 1=1,NTASK 
ORIGINATE ANY TASK ITASK(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
* 
DO 30 J=l, NTASK 
MS(J)=(J-1)*MB+1 
IF(MS(J).GT.N) GO TO 89 
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JB(J)=HIN(MB,N-HS(J)+1) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(J), 
$ CALLING DGEMV('N',JB(J),M,-1.D0,A(MS(J),1),LDA,X, 
$ INCX,1.D0,Y(MS(J)),INCY) 
30 CONTINUE 
89 CONTINUE 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
DO 40 I=1,NTASK 
TERMINATE TASK ITASK(I) 
40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PGEHM(N, K, M, A, LDA, B, LDB, C, LDC) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* C := C - A*B'-, where C is NxM, A is NxK, B is MxK, and 
* B' denotes the transpose of a matrix B. 
* 
* NP used in this routine specifies the maximum number of 
* processors available on a specific computer to be used. 
* Integer parameter VSS refers to the vector section size of a 
* vector register. VSS is 128 (for 3090E) or 256 (for 3090J). 
* 
REAL*8 A(LDA,*), B(LDB,*), C(LDC,*) 
INTEGER N, K, M, NP, MB, MN, VSS 
PARAMETER (NP=6, VSS=256) 
INTEGER ITASK(NP), MS(NP), JB(NP) 
INTEGER NTASK, TASKID 
IF((N.LE.O).OR.(K.LE.O).OR.(M.LE.O)) RETURN 
NTASK=MIN(NPROCS(),NP) 
MN=MAX(M,N) 
IF((MN.LT.128) .OR. (NTASK.EQ.D) THEN 
CALL DGEHMCN' , 'T' ,N,M,K,-1.DO, A ,LDA ,B ,LDB, 1.DO ,C,LDC) 
RETURN 
END IF 
* 
MB=MN/NTASK+1 
* 
DO 10 1=1,NTASK 
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ORIGINATE ANY TASK ITASK(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
* 
IF((MN.EQ.M).AND.(N.LE.VSS)) THEN 
DO 20 J=l, NTASK 
MS(J)=(J-1)*MB+1 
IF(MS(J).GT.M) GO TO 89 
JB(J)=MIN(MB,MN-MS(J)+1) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(J), 
$ CALLING DGEHM('N','T',N,JB(J),K,-1.D0,A,LDA,B(MS(J),1). 
$ LDB,1.D0,C(1,MS(J)),LDC) 
20 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
DO 30 J=l, NTASK 
MS(J)=(J-1)*MB+1 
IF(MS(J).GT.N) GO TO 89 
JB(J)=MIN(MB,HN-MS(J)+1) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(J), 
$ CALLING DGEMM('N','T',JB(J),M,K,-1.D0,A(MS(J),1),LDA,B, 
$ LDB,1.D0,C(MS(J),1),LDC) 
30 CONTINUE 
END IF 
89 CONTINUE 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
DO 40 1=1,NTASK 
TERMINATE TASK ITASK(I) 
40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PSYRK(N, K, B, LDB, C, LDC) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* C := C - B*B', where C is a symmetric matrix of order N, B is 
* NxK, and B' denotes the transpose of a matrix B. 
* 
* NP refers to the maximum number of processors available on 
* a specific computer to be used. NB specifies an optimal block 
* size on a specific computer. 
* On the IBM 3090 computers, NB is set to 64. 
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REAL*8 B(LDB,*), C(LDC,*) 
INTEGER NP, NB 
PARAMETER (NP=6, NB=64) 
INTEGER ITASK(NP) 
INTEGER NTASK, TASKID, KN, LN, ILOCK 
IF((N.LE.O).OR,(K.LE.O)) RETURN 
NTASK=MIN(NPRGCS(),NP) 
IF((N.LE.128) .OR. (NTASK.EQ.D) THEN 
CALL DSYRK5(N,K,B,LDB,C,LDC) 
RETURN 
END IF 
DO 10 1=1,NTASK 
ORIGINATE ANY TASK ITASK(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL PLORIG(ILOCK) 
KN=1 
LN=NB+1 
DO 20 1=1,NTASK 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(I), 
$ CALLING MVBB(N,K,B,LDB,C,LDC,NB,ILOCK,KN.LN) 
20 CONTINUE 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
CALL PLTERM(ILOCK) 
DO 40 1=1,NTASK 
TERMINATE TASK ITASK(I) 
40 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
* 
SUBROUTINE MVBB(N, K, B, LDB, C, LDC, NB, ILOCK, KN, LN) 
INTEGER N, K, KN, LN, NB, ILOCK 
REAL*8 B(LDB,*),C(LDC,*) 
REAL*8 S 
GO TO 20 
10 JB=MIN(NB,N-II+1) 
LE=II+JB-1 
DO 5 LL=1,K,32 
DO 4 J=II,LE 
DO 3 I=J,LE 
S=C(I,J) 
DO 2 L=LL,MIN(K,LL+32-l) 
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S= S-B(J,L)*B(I,L) 
2 CONTINUE 
C(I,J)=S 
3 CONTINUE 
4 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE 
20 CALL PLLOCKdLOCK.KN) 
* 
II=KN 
KN=II+NB 
CALL PLFREE(ILOCK,KN) 
IF(II.LE.N) GO TO 10 
GO TO 40 
30 CALL DGEMMCN','T',N-JJ+1,NB,K,-1.D0,B(JJ,1),LDB,B(JJ-NB,1), 
$ LDB,1.D0,C(JJ,JJ-NB),LDC) 
40 CALL PLLOCK(ILOCK,LN) 
* 
JJ=LN 
LN=JJ+NB 
CALL PLFREE(ILOCK,LN) 
IF(JJ.LE.N) GO TO 30 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PTRSM(M, N, A, LDA, B, LDB) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* Solve X*A'=B, where A is an NxN lower triangular matrix, B 
* an MxN matrix and A' denotes the transpose of a matrix A. 
* 
* NP specifies the maximum number of processors available on a 
* specific computer to be used. 
* 
REAL*8 A(LDA,*), B(LDB,*) 
INTEGER N, K, M, NP, MB 
PARAMETER (NP=6) 
INTEGER ITASK(NP), MS(NP), JB(NP) 
INTEGER NTASK, TASKID 
IF((M.LE.O).OR.(N.LE.O)) RETURN 
NTASK=HIN(NPROCS(),NP) 
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MN=MAX(M,N) 
IF((MN.LE.128).OR.(NTASK.EQ.1)) THEN 
CALL DTRSMCR' ,'L','T', 'N' ,M,N,1.D0,A,LDA,B,LDB) 
RETURN 
END IF 
* 
MB=M/NTASK+1 
* 
DO 10 1=1,NTASK 
ORIGINATE ANY TASK ITASK(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
* 
DO 20 J=l, NTASK 
MS(J)=(J-1)*MB+1 
IF(MS(J).GT.M) GO TO 89 
JB(J)=MIN(MB,H-MS(J)+1) 
SCHEDULE TASK ITASK(J), 
$ CALLING DTRSMCR' , 'L' , 'T' , 'N' , JB(J) , N, l.DO, A, LDA, 
$ B(MS(J),1), LDB) 
20 CONTINUE 
89 CONTINUE 
WAIT FOR ALL TASKS 
DO 30 1=1,NTASK 
TERMINATE TASK ITASK(I) 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
The Fortran codes for parallel BLAS written in the Cray Autotasking 
are listed below. 
SUBROUTINE PGEMV(N,M,A,LDA,X,INCX,Y) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* Y := Y - A*X, where A is NxM, X is Mxl, Y is Nxl 
* The optimal block size is set to 64. 
* 
REAL A(LDA,*), X(*), Y(*) 
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INTEGER NB, JB, NI, N, M 
PARAMETER (NB=64) 
IF (MOD(N,NB).EQ.O) THEN 
NI=N/NB 
ELSE 
NI=N/NB+1 
END IF 
CMIC$ DO ALL IF((NI.GE.2).AND.(M.GE.2)) SHARED(A,X,Y,NB,M,N,LDA,INCX) 
CMIC$* PRIVATE(J,JB) 
DO 20 J=1,N,NB 
JB=MIN(NB,N-J+1) 
CALL SGEMVCN' , JB,M,-1.0.A(J, 1),LDA,X,INCX, 1.0,Y(J), 1) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PGEMM(N,M,K,A,LDA,B,LDB,C,LDC,NP) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* C := C - A*B', where C is NxM, A is NxK, B is MxK, and 
* B' denotes the transpose of a matrix B. 
* NP refers to the number of processors to be used. 
* 
REAL A(LDA,*), B(LDB,*), C(LDC,*) 
INTEGER N, K, NB, JB, NP 
IF(MOD(M,NP).EQ.O) THEN 
NB=M/NP 
ELSE 
NB=M/NP+1 
END IF 
CMIC$ DO ALL SHARED(A,B,C,N,M,K,NB,LDA,LDB,LDC) PRIVATE(J,JB) 
DO 20 J=1,M,NB 
JB=MIN(NB,M-J+1) 
CALL SGEMMCN' , 'T' ,N,JB,K,-1.0,A,LDA,B(J,1) ,LDB, 
$ 1.0,C(1,J),LDC) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE PSYRK(N,K,B,LDB,C,LDC) 
* 
* This is a parallel algorithm optimized for the Cfay-2, and the 
* optimal block size NB is set to 32. 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* C := C - B*B', where C is a symmetric matrix of order N, B is 
* NxK, and B' denotes the transpose of a matrix B. 
* 
REAL B(LDB,*), C(LDC,*) 
INTEGER N, K, NB, JB 
PARAMETER (NB=32) 
IF (MOD(N,NB).EQ.O) THEN 
NI=N/NB 
ELSE . 
NI=N/NB+1 
END IF 
CMIC$ DO ALL IF(NI.GE.2) SHARED(B,C,N,K,NB,LDB,LDC) PRIVATE(JB,J) 
DO 20 J=1,N,NB 
JB=MIN(NB,N-J+1) 
CALL SSYRKCL' , 'N' , JB,K,-1.0 ,B(J, 1) ,LDB, 1.0,C(J , J) ,LDC) 
CALL SGEMMCN','T',N-J-JB+1,NB,K,-1.0,KLL+NB,1) , _ . . 
$ LDB,B(J,1),LDB,1.0,C(J+NB,J),LDC) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PSYRK(N,K,B,LDB,C,LDC) 
* 
* This is a parallel algorithm optimized for the Cray X/Y-MP, and 
* it performs the following operation: 
* 
* C := C - B*B', where C is a symmetric matrix of order N, B is 
* NxK, and B' denotes the transpose of a matrix B. 
* 
REAL B(LDB,*), C(LDC,*) 
CMIC$ DO ALL IF(N.GE.2) SHARED(B,C,N,K,LDB) PRIVATE(J) 
DO 20 J=1,N 
CALL SGEMVCN' ,N-J+1 ,K,-1.0,B(J, 1) ,LDB,B(J,1) ,LDB, 
$ 1.0,C(J,J),1) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
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END 
SUBROUTINE PTRSM(N,K,B,LD&A,LDA) 
* 
* This subroutine performs the following operation: 
* 
* Solve X*A'=B, where A is an NxN lower triangular matrix, B 
* an MxN matrix and A' denotes the transpose of a matrix A. 
* The optimal block size is set to 32. 
* 
REAL A(LDA,*), B(LDB,*) 
INTEGER N, K, NB, JB, NI 
PARAMETER (NB=32) 
IF(MOD(N,NB).EQ.O) THEN 
NI=N/NB 
ELSE 
NI=N/NB+1 
END IF 
CMIC$ DO ALL IF(NI.GE.2) SHARED(A,B,N,K,NB,LDA,LDB) PRIVATE(J,JB) 
DO 20 J=1,N,NB 
JB=MIN(NB,N-J+1) 
CALL STRSM('R','L','T','N',JB,K,1.0,B,LDB,A(J,1),LDA) 
20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
